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A study of Luke 15: The Joys of Salvation 

An Introduction 
MOST PEOPLE TODAY ARE SOMEWHAT FAMILIAR WITH the parable of the prodigal son, found in Luke 15:11-32. Even 
those who know next to nothing else about the Bible know something about this tale. Its themes and its language are deeply 
ingrained in our spiritual and literary traditions. 
 
Shakespeare, for instance, borrowed plot points and motifs from the parable of the prodigal son and adapted them in The Mer-
chant of Venice and Henry IV. The Bard also alluded to this parable repeatedly in his other dramas. Arthur Sullivan used the 
exact words of the biblical text as the basis of an oratorio titled The Prodigal Son, Sergei Prokofiev cast the plot in ballet form, 
and Benjamin Britten turned the story into an opera. At the opposite end of the musical spectrum, country singer Hank Williams 
recorded a song called "The Prodigal Son," comparing the prodigal's homecoming to the joys of heaven. The world's great art 
museums are well stocked with works featuring scenes from the prodigal son's experience, including famous drawings and 
paintings by Rembrandt, Rubens, Durer, and many others. 
 
Contemporary language is likewise full of words and imagery borrowed from the familiar parable. It is fairly common to hear a 
wayward child referred to as "a prodigal son" (or daughter). People also sometimes speak of "killing the fatted calf" (a metaphor 
suitable for any extravagant celebration); "feeding on husks" (referring to the consumption of trivial, shallow, or worldly things 
that can't really give nourishment); or "riotous living" (meaning a dissolute or extravagant lifestyle). Perhaps you have heard or 
read those allusions without recognizing their source. They are borrowed directly from the King James version of this best known 
of Jesus' parables. 
 
A STORY TO REMEMBER 
The parable of the prodigal son is one of several memorable parables recorded only in Luke's Gospel. It stands out as 
the choicest of these parables for many reasons. 
 
Of all Jesus' parables, this one is the most richly detailed, powerfully dramatic, and intensely personal. It's full of 
emotion-ranging from sadness, to triumph, to a sense of shock, and finally to an unsettling wish for more closure. The 
characters are familiar, so it's easy for people to identify with the prodigal, to feel the father's grief, and yet still (in 
some degree) sympathize with the elder brother-all at the same time. The story is memorable on many levels, not the 
least of which is the gritty imagery Jesus invokes. The description of the prodigal as so desperately hungry he was 
willing to eat husks scavenged from swine food, for instance, graphically depicts his youthful dissolution in a way that 
was unspeakably revolting to His Jewish audience. 
 
Another thing that makes this tale unforgettable is the poignancy demonstrated in the father's response when his lost 
son returns. The father's rejoicing was rich with tender compassion. The younger son, who had left heedless and 
insolent, shattering his father's hopes for him, came back an utterly broken man. Heartbroken and no doubt deeply 
wounded by his younger son's foolish rebellion, the father nevertheless expressed pure joy, unmingled with any hint 
of bitterness, when his wayward son came dragging home. Who would not be moved by that kind of love? 
 
Yet the elder son in the parable was not the least bit moved by his father's love. His steely-hearted resentment over the 
father's mercy to his brother contrasts starkly with the dominant theme of Luke 15, which is the great joy in heaven 
over the return of the lost. The central message of the parable, then, is an urgent and sobering entreaty to hard-hearted 
listeners whose attitudes exactly mirrored the elder brother's. The parable of the prodigal son is not a warm and fuzzy 
feel-good message, but it is a powerful wake-up call with a very earnest warning. 
 
That point must not be lost in our understanding and appreciation of this beloved parable. Unfortunately, the lesson of 
the elder brother is often overlooked in many of the popular retellings. And yet it is, after all, the main reason Jesus 
told the parable. 
 
INTERPRETING JESUS' PARABLES -- A good rule for interpreting any parable is to keep focused on the central 
lesson. It's not a good idea to try to milk meaning out of every incidental detail in a parable. Medieval theologians 
were notorious for that. They might expound for hours on the minute particulars of every parable, trying to find very 
detailed, symbolic, spiritual meanings in every feature of the story-sometimes while virtually ignoring the real point 
of the parable. That's a dangerous way to handle any scripture. But it is an especially easy mistake to fall into when it 
comes to interpreting the various figures of speech in the Bible. Parables are plainly and purposely figurative, but they 
are not allegories, in which every detail carries some kind of symbolism. A parable is a simple metaphor or simile 
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conveyed in story form. It is first and foremost a comparison. "The kingdom of heaven is like [this thing or that] . . ." 
(see, for example, Matthew 13:31, 33,44-45,47,52; 20:1; 22:2). 
 
The word parable is transliterated from a Greek word that literally speaks of something placed alongside something 
else for the purpose of pointing out the likeness or making an important association between the two things. It's a 
basic literary form with a very specific purpose: to make a focused analogy through an interesting word picture or 
story. Interpreters of the parables will always do well to bear that in mind and avoid looking for complex symbolism, 
multiple layers of meaning, or abstruse lessons in the peripheral details of the parables. 
 
The parable of the prodigal son, because of the richness of its detail, has perhaps been subjected to more fanciful 
interpretations than any other parable. I've seen commentators spend page after page expounding on the supposed 
spiritual and allegorical significance of such incidental features as the swine's leftovers (symbolic of evil thoughts, 
according to one writer), the ring the father placed on the son's finger (a graphic yet esoteric picture of the mystery of 
the Trinity, if we accept the ruminations of another commentator), or the shoes placed on the prodigal's feet (these 
represent the gospel, yet another exegete insists, drawing on Ephesians 6:15 for proof). 
 
As a method of biblical interpretation, that kind of allegorization has been employed to create more confusion about 
the plain meaning of Scripture than any other hermeneutical device. If you can freely say this really means that and 
one thing is a symbol for something else based on no contextual clues but wholly invented in the interpreter's imagi-
nation-and especially if you are willing to do that with layer after layer of detail in the biblical narrative-then you can 
ultimately make the Bible mean anything you choose. 
 
The invention of fanciful and allegorical meanings is never a valid approach to interpreting any portion of Scripture. 
And the obviously figurative elements in a parable don't change the rules of interpretation or give us license to invent 
meaning. In fact, when handling the symbolism of a parable, it is particularly important to keep the central point and 
the immediate context in clear focus and resist flights of imaginative fancy. 
 
THE CENTRAL LESSON OF THE PRODIGAL SON 
That said, the parable of the prodigal son, because of the peculiar fullness of its descriptive details, invites closer 
scrutiny and analysis than a single-sentence parable. This story gives us an extraordinarily lifelike portrait, rich with 
fine-brush textures, and these details are extremely valuable in helping us make sense of the cultural context. The 
details are provided not to add multiple layers of spiritual meaning to the parable's central lesson but to highlight the 
lesson itself by making it come alive. The interpretation of the parable is therefore fairly simple, as long as we see the 
cultural imagery for what it is and do our best to read the story through the lens of first-century agrarian village life. 
That is precisely what the picturesque features in this parable help us do. 
 
This parable spreads itself across twenty-two verses in this pivotal chapter in Luke's Gospel. With so much lavish 
coloring, dramatic pathos, and fine detail carefully woven into this word picture, it seems clear that the vividness of 
the parable is deliberately designed to highlight the parable's central meaning. We're expected to notice and make 
good sense of the personalities and plot turns in this amazing story. 
 
Indeed, the context of Luke 15, with its theme of heavenly joy over earthly repentance, makes perfect sense of all the 
major features of the parable. The prodigal represents a typical sinner who comes to repentance. The father's patience, 
love, generosity, and delight over the son's return are clear and perfect emblems of divine grace. The prodigal's heart 
change is a picture of what true repentance should look like. And the elder brother's cold indifference-the real focal 
point of the story, as it turns out-is a vivid representation of the same evil hypocrisy Jesus was confronting in the 
hearts of the hostile scribes and Pharisees to whom He told the parable in the first place (Luke 15:2). They bitterly 
resented the sinners and tax collectors who drew near to Jesus (v. 1), and they tried to paper over their fleshly indigna-
tion with religious pretense. But their attitudes betrayed their unbelief and self-centeredness. Jesus' parable ripped the 
mask off their hypocrisy. 
This, then, is the central and culminating lesson of the parable: Jesus is pointing out the stark contrast between God's 
own delight in the redemption of sinners and the Pharisees' inflexible hostility toward those same sinners. Keeping 
that lesson fixed firmly in view, we can legitimately draw from the larger story (as Jesus unfolds it) several profound 
lessons about grace, forgiveness, repentance, and the heart of God toward sinners. Those elements are all so conspi-
cuous in the parable that almost everyone should be able to recognize them. 
 
A REMINDER OF GOD'S GRACE 
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I've always loved this parable and have long desired to write a book about it. But in the wisdom of God's providence, I 
did not have the opportunity to preach my way exhaustively through the Gospel of Luke until I had already preached 
sermons and written commentaries on virtually all the rest of the New Testament. 
 
Looking back on my years of ministry until now, I am glad for the Lord's timing. Coming to this familiar, favorite 
parable after meticulously combing through the rest of the New Testament, I appreciate more than ever its carefully 
textured message. I approach the parable with a profound appreciation for the glory of the gospel's simplicity, the 
unfathomable riches of God's grace, the disturbing depth of human depravity, the beauty of divine and gracious 
salvation, and the sheer wonder of heaven's joy. All those elements are major New Testament themes. No wonder: 
they are also the core ideas of the gospel. And they are all here in living color. That is, I suppose, the main reason 
Jesus invested so much time and careful detail in the telling of this parable. 
 
All of those would be ample reasons for working our way through a serious book-length study of these twenty-two 
verses that dominate Luke 15. But there's this as well: the parable of the prodigal son is a mirror for every human 
heart and conscience. 
 
SEEING OURSELVES IN THE PARABLE 
There's a good reason this short story pulls at the heartstrings of so many hearers. We recognize ourselves in it. The 
parable reminds us of the most painful aspects of the human condition, and those who take an honest look will 
recognize themselves. 
 
For believers, the Prodigal Son is a humbling reminder of who we are and how much we owe to divine grace. 
 
For those who are conscious of their own guilt but are still unrepentant, the Prodigal's life is a searing reminder of the 
wages of sin, the duty of the sinner to repent, and the goodness of God that accompanies authentic repentance. 
 
For sinners coming to repentance, the father's eager welcome and costly generosity are reminders that God's grace and 
goodness are inexhaustible. 
 
For heedless unbelievers (especially those like the scribes and Pharisees, who use external righteousness as a mask for 
unrighteous hearts), the elder brother is a reminder that neither a show of religion nor the pretense of respectability is 
a valid substitute for redemption. 
 
For all of us, the elder brother's attitude is a powerful warning, showing how easily and how subtly unbelief can 
masquerade as faithfulness. 
 
Regardless of which of those categories you fall into, my prayer for you as you read this book is that the Lord will use 
it to minister grace to your heart. If you are a believer, may you bask in the Father's joy over the salvation of the lost. 
May you gain a new appreciation for the beauty and the glory of God's plan of redemption. And may you also be 
encouraged and better equipped to participate in the work of spreading the gospel. 
 
May readers who, like the Prodigal, have come to the end of themselves be motivated to abandon the husks of this 
world. And 
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A study of Luke 15: The Joys of Salvation 
Greatest Short Story. Ever. 
A certain man had two sons…Luke 15:11 
 
Charles Dickens (who could spin a fair yarn himself) famously called the parable of the prodigal son the greatest short 
story ever written. He joins a large chorus of literary geniuses, ranging from William Shakespeare to Garrison Keillor, 
who expressed admiration for the parable as literature. 
 
Make no mistake: the prodigal son parable is indeed a model of great literature on multiple levels. It is without dispute 
one of the finest examples of storytelling ever-with its penetrating appeal to hearers' emotions and imaginations; its 
succinct, tightly crafted form; and its powerful and personally engaging message. It is a gem of concise character and 
plot development. It manages to leave a lasting impression on most hearers without resorting to maudlin or sensation-
al gimmickry. The parable is focused, clear, colorful, and full of familiar real-life imagery. The message is so simple 
that even a child can follow the story line, yet it is profound enough to have been the subject of several classic book-
length studies. 
 
Of course, the purpose of the parable in the first place was not merely literary, and in its original form it was not even 
a written work at all. It was delivered orally to an audience that included (on the one hand) a mix of corrupt tax 
collectors and some of society's most down-and-out sinners who were eager to hear Jesus' good news-along with (on 
the other hand) a hostile group of hyper religious Pharisees and scribes who were angry with Jesus and grumbled that 
He "receives sinners and eats with them" (Luke 15:1-2).  
 
Jesus' answer to their complaint was bound up in the lesson of the prodigal son. The parable therefore had a polemic 
purpose, delivering a sophisticated and well-aimed rebuke at the religious elite of Jesus' day. So despite all that might 
be said to extol the literary form of this parable, Jesus' intention in telling the story was not to impress His hearers 
with dramatic artistry.  
 
Rather, if we understand the parable correctly, its spiritual lessons leave a far more indelible impression on our hearts 
and minds than any literary analysis of the parable could accomplish. It is therefore of paramount importance to grasp 
the story's meaning accurately-in its original context and with all the nuances and implications Jesus' original au-
dience would have heard. 
 
CULTURE AND CONTEXT 
Let's remind ourselves at the outset that the Bible is an ancient Middle Eastern book. Biblical narratives were set in 
old-style Semitic civilizations very distant from today's Western world. The complex customs of those cultures are not 
always obvious to the twenty-first century reader living in an industrialized society rooted in European customs. In 
fact, despite the ready availability of mass communication today, the typical Christian in the West has little firsthand 
experience with life in the Middle East, either ancient or modem. 
 
That ignorance often has a detrimental effect on the way Scripture is understood and applied in popular evangelical-
ism. It is all too easy to rip biblical stories out of their original contexts, force them into a postmodern frame of 
reference, and miss their full import. Besides that, one of the sad realities of our culture is that we tend to be in a 
hurry, even when we read the Bible. We want to find practical applications for ourselves hastily, without doing the 
careful work necessary to interpret Scripture correctly. 
 
Even worse, in a relentless effort to make Scripture seem as contemporary as possible, Bible teachers sometimes 
deliberately twist, downplay, or ignore the historical context of Scripture. That kind of superficial treatment has been 
all too common in the popular handling of the prodigal son parable. It leads inevitably to misinterpretation and 
misapplication, utterly missing the central message Jesus intended to convey. And that is no small matter. 
 
Surely this parable deserves more serious consideration. It is the longest of Jesus' parables precisely because it 
contains nuances, subtleties, cultural attitudes, and other features that illuminate its meaning more fully. Careful study 
here yields rich rewards. 
Bear in mind, too, that the meaning of Scripture is not fluid. The truth of the Bible doesn't change with time or mean 
different things in different cultures. Whatever the text meant when it was originally written, it still means today. 
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Whatever Jesus intended to communicate to His listeners when He told this parable, that meaning still constitutes its 
only true message. (See the appendix for a more thorough discussion of this point.) 
 
So if we expect to draw out of this parable what God wants us to learn and what He intended to reveal for our edifica-
tion, we need to try to hear it the way Jesus' original audience heard it. 
 
When Jesus spoke, "the common people heard Him gladly" (Mark 12:37) in large part because He spoke their 
language. He resonated with their culture. He lived and ministered among Middle Eastern peasant people, and the 
Gospel record reflects that context. Even the most educated people of Jesus' time would be familiar with the conven-
tions of agrarian village life, because the mores and customs that governed society had been imbedded for generations 
in the common people's sensibilities. (Some of the features of that culture and its social structures still exist even 
today in Middle Eastern village life.) Such customs governed their way of life, determined their manner of thinking, 
and therefore shaped their emotional response to a story like the prodigal son. 
 
In Jesus' telling of this parable, for example, He did not explicitly state that the father was a wealthy man, but (as we'll 
see in our study of the text) He included enough incidental details in the narrative to that make that fact inescapably 
clear. The fact t hat this man had hired servants and a fatted calf at his disposal would not have escaped the mind of 
any listener in that culture. 
 
Jesus' hearers all would have the clear mental picture of an important nobleman, even without any exposition of that 
particular point. Moreover, their conceptualization of such a person would be replete with expectations regarding how 
he would typically react to certain things or behave in certain circumstances.  
 
To understand the subtext of the parable, it is important to understand that the father in the story shattered every 
stereotype the culture normally associated with such an important person. We'll pay particular attention to those 
aspects of the father's behavior as we work our way through the parable. But bear in mind that these things were all 
obvious, unspoken assumptions to Jesus' original audience. 
 
Village life was so deeply ingrained and so clearly understood at every level of that society that the customs reflected 
in biblical narratives did not usually have to be explained within the narrative. Widely known attitudes did not need to 
be articulated. Longstanding social customs required no explanation. Nevertheless, these unspoken but culturally 
understood ideas gave color and meaning to Jesus' stories. 
 
That's why we need to put ourselves (as much as possible) in the same frame of mind as the common people of Jesus' 
day in order to grasp the significance of His message to them. Also, we must have some fair understanding of their 
deep-rooted cultural attitudes, the rituals and habits drawn from their religious heritage, various social and national 
traditions, and the distinctive sensibilities of a patriarchal society, especially where people still placed an extremely 
high value on the stability and stamina of the extended family.  
 
Those are not peripheral or incidental concerns. The cultural context is what brings this parable to life and allows us 
to live in it. If we are to grasp the true meaning of this classic story in all its spiritual significance, we must go back 
and try to put ourselves in that very place and time. Until we begin to comprehend the ideals and attitudes that shaped 
the culture, we can't expect to gain a full appreciation of the parable's main lesson. 
  
BACKGROUND AND SETTING 
Luke recorded more parables than any of the other Gospel writers. He alone included a handful of Jesus' longest, most 
important, most detailed, and most instructive parables, including the good Samaritan (10:29-37), the friend at 
midnight (11:5-8), the rich fool (12:13-21), the rich man and Lazarus (16:19-31), and the Pharisee and the tax collec-
tor (18:9-14). Many of these unique parables are embroidered with the themes of prayer, repentance, forgiveness, 
justification, and divine grace. The parable of the prodigal son is the magnum opus and centerpiece of these uniquely 
Lucan parables, weaving together several of those same pivotal themes. 
Before examining the actual parable in more detail, let's take note of where it fits in the ministry of Christ and the 
flow of Luke's Gospel. Jesus had been ministering for nearly three years by this time-preaching that the kingdom of 
God was at hand and calling men and women to enter the kingdom through repentance and faith in Him (Luke 10:9; 
12:31; 18:17). 
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Jesus was now on His way to Jerusalem during the final months of His earthly life. He was determined to offer 
Himself as God's perfect sacrifice for sin, die on the cross, and then rise again from the dead, having accomplished the 
work He must do to gain redemption for sinners. As Luke relates his account of the latter months of Jesus' life, he 
portrays Jesus as single-mindedly devoted to that one purpose and intent on seeing it to fruition. That becomes a 
running theme across the second half of Luke, signaled by Luke 9:51: "Jesus steadfastly set His face to go to Jerusa-
lem."  
 
At that point, Luke's Gospel takes on a new intonation. Luke repeatedly describes the latter portion of Jesus' ministry 
as a steadfast journey toward Jerusalem (9:53; 13:22)--even when he is recording geographical movements that took 
Jesus away from Judea and back toward Galilee (cf. 17:11). Jerusalem became the focal point of Jesus' entire minis-
try. Luke was too careful a historian and writer for that to be a mistake, and he was too familiar with the geography of 
the Holy Land to be confused about which direction Jesus needed to travel to get to Jerusalem. Instead, what he was 
describing was the advancement of Jesus' ministry spiritually, not geographically, as His teaching and His increasing-
ly contentious interactions with the Pharisees brought Him ever closer to His true objective-the cross. 
 
The drama, emotions, and pace in Luke's narrative build inexorably from the end of Luke 9 through the Triumphal 
Entry (19:28ff). Jesus' own earnest expectancy establishes the tone, epitomized in Luke 12:49-50: "I came to send fire 
on the earth, and how I wish it were already kindled! But I have a baptism to be baptized with, and how distressed I 
am till it is accomplished!" Everything Jesus does and says in the second half of Luke's Gospel drives the narrative 
toward the cross. 
 
The parable of the prodigal son is no exception to that rule. The prominent themes of forgiveness and divine grace 
reflect the preoccupation of Jesus' own mind and heart. But more ominously, the clear lesson of the parable provided 
one more significant incident in a long string of public embarrassments that provoked the scribes' and Pharisees' 
determination to see Him destroyed. According to Luke 11:54, they were already "lying in wait for Him, and seeking 
to catch Him in something He might say, that they might accuse Him." This parable did not furnish them that oppor-
tunity, but it certainly reinforced their motive and hardened their resolve. 
 
SCRIBES AND PHARISEES 
 As a matter of fact, by chapter 15 of Luke's chronology, the scribes and Pharisees had already become relentless 
in their pursuit of a reason-any reason-to accuse Christ, and that is why they were on the scene in the first place. They 
were dogging His steps, listening intently to His every word. But they weren't hearing Him with ears of faith, and they 
weren't following Him because they admired His teaching. Instead, they were stalking Him because they were 
desperate to find a way to impeach Him-or, better yet, an excuse to kill Him. 
 
The scribes and Pharisees were the chief architects of popular Judaism in that generation. They exercised their 
influence primarily in the synagogues, where on the weekly Sabbath they taught local assemblies of Jewish people. 
Scribes were professional copiers, editors, and interpreters of the law. They were also the main custodians of the 
various traditions that governed how the law was applied. Most of the scribes were themselves also Pharisees by 
conviction (although some of them belonged to a competing sect known as the Sadducees). 
 
The Pharisees were legalistic, believing that the way to gain favor with God was by earning merit-and the best way to 
gain merit in God's eyes, they thought, was through fastidious observance of the Law. The Pharisees' approach to 
religion naturally fostered self righteousness (Romans 10:3-4) mixed with overt contempt toward anyone who didn't 
measure up in their eyes (Luke 18:9). 
 
But the Pharisees were also hypocritical. They fastened their hopes chiefly on external and relatively insignificant 
features of the Law, apparently thinking that the more they stressed the fine points of the Law, the more spiritual they 
appeared to the people. That's also why they were obsessed with the ceremonial requirements of the Law.  
 
They valued the public display of religion more than private devotion and true righteousness. They would, for 
instance, make a great show of counting tiny seeds in order to make a tithe (Matthew 23:23). But they neglected the 
weightier matters of the Law, showing little concern for the moral requirements and moral values, such as justice and 
mercy and faith (Matthew 23:23). Jesus said they were corrupt inwardly: "You are like whitewashed tombs which 
indeed appear beautiful outwardly, but inside are full of dead men's bones and all uncleanness. Even so you also 
outwardly appear righteous to men, but inside you are full of hypocrisy and lawlessness" (vv. 27-28). 
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PUBLIC ANTAGONISM OF JESUS 
Not surprisingly, the scribes and Pharisees were publicly antagonistic to Jesus, and their hostility increased the more 
they heard Him teach. Of course, since Jesus' doctrine contradicted many of the ideas they stressed in their teaching, 
any rise in His influence meant a corresponding decline in theirs. Furthermore, the leading scribes and Pharisees 
(together with leaders of the Sadducees' sect) had broke red a kind of truce with the Roman system, permitting their 
joint ruling body, known as the Sanhedrin, to retain some semblance of authority over Israel in spiritual and religious 
matters-even though Rome actually held the political reins.  
 
So they were fearful of what Jesus' ascendancy as Israel's Messiah might mean to their spiritual fiefdom. Therefore, 
"the chief priests and the Pharisees gathered a council and said, 'What shall we do? For this Man works many signs. If 
we let Him alone like this, everyone will believe in Him, and the Romans will come and take away both our place and 
nation'" (John 11:47-48). 
 
But don't get the idea that the scribes' and Pharisees' resentment was motivated only by pragmatic concerns about the 
political implications of Jesus' teaching. Their hatred of Him was also intensely personal, owing mainly to the way He 
constantly, embarrassingly unmasked their hypocrisy in public. Jesus refused to show artificial respect for their 
artificial righteousness; instead, He condemned it as self-righteousness (Matthew 23:5). He stressed at every opportu-
nity that the pretense of religion the Pharisees had devised was in reality nothing more than a wicked expression of 
unbelief, and He strictly warned people not to follow their example (v. 3). 
 
The scribes and Pharisees thought of themselves as profound scholars, but Jesus repeatedly castigated them for their 
ignorance and misunderstanding of the Scriptures, pointedly asking them, "Have you not read. . . ?" (see, for example, 
Matthew 12:3, 5; 19:4; 22:31; Mark 12:10). Their whole identity was wrapped up in their religion, but Jesus frankly 
told them they did not even know God (John 8:47). In fact, He called them offspring of the devil (v. 44). He declared 
they did not know the true way of salvation (John 10:26-27), likening them to snakes and warning them that they were 
on the road to hell (Matthew 23:33). 
 
Surely Jesus said all those things to the scribes and Pharisees with profound sorrow and sincere compassion (Luke 
19:41-44), but He nevertheless said them plainly. He did not invite the Pharisees to dialogue with Him. He did not 
seek common ground or congratulate them on whatever points of their doctrine might have already been correct. He 
did not recruit them to be His cobelligerents in a campaign against the significant moral evils of the day. Instead, 
Jesus drew the clearest, most distinct possible line in the sand between His gospel and the Pharisees' self-
righteousness. Then· He invited all comers to believe in Him and thereby find redemption-including people who had 
been abused and spumed and made into hopeless, lifelong outcasts by the Pharisees' system. 
 
THE POINT OF No RETURN 
Most of the Pharisees hated Jesus for this. Desperate to discredit Him, determined to persuade people that Jesus was 
not the true Messiah (even against the mountain of evidence His miracles provided to the contrary), the Pharisees 
publicly declared that Jesus was empowered by the devil himself. They claimed, "This fellow does not cast out 
demons except by Beelzebub, the ruler of the demons" (Matthew 12:24; d. Luke 11:15). 
 
That was when the Pharisees' contempt for Jesus literally reached the point of no return. Jesus responded to the charge 
that His miracles were demonic by showing the irrationality of the argument: "If Satan. . . is divided against himself, 
how will his kingdom stand?" (Luke 11:18). Then, more ominously, He sounded a dire warning about "the blasphemy 
against the [Holy] Spirit" (Matthew 12:31), which Jesus described as the one kind of sin for which there can be no 
forgiveness, ever. 
 
This passage of Scripture is not an easy one to interpret, but as always, the immediate context helps make the meaning 
clear. Jesus said, "Whoever speaks against the Holy Spirit, it will not be forgiven him, either in this age or in the age 
to come" (Matthew 12:32). He was not talking about a sin that can be committed out of mere ignorance or inadver-
tently. Coming after His statement in verse 28, "I cast out demons by the Spirit of God," the definite article in verse 31 
("the blasphemy against the Holy Spirit") clearly refers to the deliberately false accusation of the Pharisees. Their 
bald-faced lie about the source of Jesus' miracles constituted the grossest kind of personal insult to the Spirit of God, 
who was the real source of those miracles.   
 
This was a sin for which no pardon would ever be available. Again, it was unpardonable not because God's grace was 
somehow insufficient, but because the attribution of Jesus' miracles to Satan was such a blatant, deliberate, and evil 
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falsehood that if the Pharisees' hearts had not already been utterly and irreparably hardened, they never would have 
been capable of concocting it in the first place.  
 
Long before this incident, the Pharisees had spurned Christ's many personal pleas for their repentance (Matthew 4:17; 
Luke 5:32; 13:5). They had rejected every conceivable kind of warning from Him. And they had witnessed His many 
miracles-undeniable supernatural wonders, not parlor tricks-repeatedly with their own eyes. The Pharisees did not 
dispute whether actual healings occurred. The signs Jesus performed could not be gainsaid. The Pharisees therefore 
had ample evidence of His authenticity. They had also marveled at the power, clarity, and authority with which He 
spoke (Mark 1:22; Luke 4:36). Surely the Pharisees did not really believe it was reasonable to write off Jesus' miracles 
as satanic. But their insistence to. the contrary was irrefutable proof of how thoroughly evil their hearts and motives 
were. 
 
They stood resolutely by that lie, determined to find whatever means they could to prop it up or regain the appearance 
of their credibility. They tried to shame Jesus because He didn't follow certain man-made traditions that they regarded 
as essential marks of true piety (Luke 11:37-39). They publicly and relentlessly cross examined Him about every 
aspect of His teaching, looking only for ways to incriminate Him (vv. 53-54). They tried to intimidate Him and chase 
him out of the public arena by reporting rumors about threats Herod had made against His life (13:31). And they 
criticized Him repeatedly for healing on the Sabbath (13:14; 14:3). In all of this, they thought they were the true 
representatives of God, whom they avowed they knew better than anyone else. 
 
TAX COLLECTORS AND SINNERS 
One of the key ways the scribes and Pharisees bolstered their rejection of Jesus was by impugning His character based 
on whom He associated with. In Luke 14, Jesus unleashes a series of powerful warnings and admonitions (prompted 
by this annoying preoccupation the Pharisees had with trying to show Him up). Jesus punctuates His discourse with 
an encouragement to those who (in contrast to the Pharisees) were truly open to spiritual instruction: "He who has ears 
to hear, let him hear!" (14:35). 
 
At that point, Luke says, "Then all the tax collectors and the sinners drew near to Him to hear Him. And the Pharisees 
and scribes complained, saying, 'This Man receives sinners and eats with them' " (Luke 15:1-2; emphasis added). The 
Pharisees surely would have resented Jesus' reception of society's outcasts in any case, but their opposition on this 
occasion was made all the more bitter because of the boldness with which Jesus had repeatedly exposed and con-
demned their hypocrisy. They no doubt thought this would be a perfect opportunity to embarrass Him for a change. If 
that was their strategy, they could hardly have been more mistaken. 
  
A Friend to Sinners  
It is significant that Jesus did not cloister Himself among spiritual people to avoid contact with sinners and lowlifes. 
When common people, outcasts, and even notorious sinners came to hear Him, He always welcomed them. 
 
A particular scandal stemmed from Jesus' association with tax collectors such as Zacchaeus (Luke 19:1-9) and 
Matthew (Matthew 19:9). Every true Israelite regarded Rome's occupation of their land as an abomination, and one of 
the great religious controversies of the day was fought over the question of whether Rome had the right to collect 
taxes (and especially whether Israelites were obliged to pay those taxes; Matthew 22:15-22). Any Jewish man who 
accepted a job collecting Roman taxes from his fellow citizens was regarded as a traitor to his country, his religion, 
and his people. Also, since tax collectors had the power to set fees somewhat arbitrarily, they could get rich by 
collecting additional fees they did  not have to pass on to Rome. Tax collectors were therefore notoriously corrupt and 
universally hated. They were utter outcasts, regarded as the very lowest of all sinners. Jesus therefore shocked all of 
society and especially outraged the religious leaders when He reached out to such people. 
 
What's more, Jesus did not merely associate informally with them from a distance in public settings where He was 
teaching and they came to listen; He ate with them. He sat at their tables and they at His. In the culture of the time, 
enjoying table fellowship with someone was a privilege afforded only to friends, family, and one's superiors. Respect-
able people did not eat at the same table with notorious sinners. Dining together was considered tantamount to 
approval and acceptance. 
 
So to the religious elite of that era, already exasperated by Jesus' failure to give them the kind of public veneration 
they craved, this looked like the perfect accusation with which they might finally embarrass Him: "He doesn't restrict 
His fellowship and social involvements to God's people; He is perfectly comfortable with the devil's people, too. He 
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regularly fraternizes with tax collectors, prostitutes and outcasts. Here is ironclad proof that He is satanic: He is a 
friend to sinners" (d. Matthew 11:19; Luke 7:34).  
 
That was the occasion that triggered the trilogy of parables in Luke 15. The Pharisees seemed very certain that they 
had the moral high ground now. They would never associate with the kinds of people Jesus ate with. They kept away 
from such people because they believed that was the way to protect their own imagined purity. 
 
A Mission to Redeem Sinners 
The objection they raised against Christ was actually an echo of a question they had put directly to Christ much earlier 
in His ministry: "Why do You eat and drink with tax collectors and sinners?" (Luke 5:30). Jesus' reply on that 
occasion should have settled the issue and put them to shame for their wicked attitude. Jesus was by no means a 
participant in anyone's sin; He was simply taking His ministry to the neediest of sinners. He said, "Those who are well 
have no need of a physician, but those who are sick. I have not come to call the righteous, but sinners, to repentance" 
(vv. 31-32). 
 
That last sentence underscores the whole purpose of Jesus' public teaching ministry, and it was a theme he would 
stress again and again, especially in His conflicts with the Pharisees: He was on a mission to redeem sinners. In fact, 
the start of public tensions between and the Pharisees is traceable to that incident in Luke 5. Near the end of His 
ministry, just prior to His triumphal entry (the event that seemed to spark the culmination of the Pharisees' hostilities), 
Jesus said practically the same thing again: "The Son of Man has come to seek and to save that which was lost" (Luke 
19:10). That simple truth would also be His answer to the Pharisees on this occasion in Luke 15. Only this time, He 
would answer them with parables. 
 
THREE PARABLES WITH A COMMON THEME 
The Pharisees' grumbling outrage over Jesus' reception of sinners at this late stage in His ministry clearly revealed 
how far from the truth they really were. The three parables Jesus told in reply were cleverly designed to illustrate the 
wicked unreasonableness of the Pharisees' position and to expose their hypocrisy once more for all to see. 
 
Despite the multiple layers and the prolonged length of Jesus' answer to the Pharisees, the substance of His reply is 
remarkable for its simplicity. Why did He eat with sinners? Because it is the heavenly Father's delight to save lost 
sinners. The first two parables are brief and uncomplicated, and we'll look at them more closely in the chapter that 
follows this one. Both parables are about finding what was lost. Both illustrate the lengths to which people will go to 
find their lost valuables. And the central lesson of both parables is about the natural joy we all experience upon 
finding what was lost. 
 
The point, of course, was to show that the Pharisees' resentment of Jesus was unnatural-perverted, grotesque, and 
depraved. Their public display of indignation against Him was irrefutable evidence that their own hearts were hope-
lessly corrupt, and they had no idea what pleased God.  
 
But it was the third parable-the parable of the prodigal son that struck the point home with the most force. The first 
two parables depicted great joy in heaven over sinners who repent. The Prodigal Son's story illustrates that heavenly 
joy too-but then sets it against the background of the elder brother's hellish displeasure over his brother's return and 
his father's delight. 
 
Jesus unmasks all that ugliness with this moving and beautiful short story. It is, hands down, the greatest five minutes 
of storytelling ever. 
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A study of Luke 15: The Joys of Salvation 

A Wide-Angle Preview 
(Luke 15:2-3)  But the Pharisees and the teachers of the law muttered, "This man welcomes sinners 

and eats with them." {3} Then Jesus told them this parable…. 
 
In chapters to come, we will meet each main character in the parable of the prodigal son individually, and we will try 
to glean as much insight as possible from a careful examination of how Jesus masterfully developed their roles in this 
miniature drama. 
But as a prelude to that part of our study, and to have a clear perspective on the parable from the outset, let's take a 
wide-angle look at the story and its context. 
 
We'll start by asking what the story means. What was the central point Jesus meant to stress in His tale? That may 
strike some readers as a backward way of analyzing literature (jumping to the main point at the very outset), but it's 
actually a good way of dealing with parables, because, as we already noted in the introduction, it is vital not to lose 
sight of the main point when you are reading and interpreting a parable. 
 
Besides, all the major clues about the meaning of this parable come at the beginning of Luke 15, so if we simply 
follow the text of the Gospel account, this is actually the best and most logical place to start. Our subsequent, closer 
analysis of later chapters will unfold the texture and nuances of the parable with much more intricate detail and in a 
much brighter light. But of course the main point will always remain, and we can stay on track better if we see that 
point from the beginning and refuse to veer away from it when we delve more carefully into the details of the story. 
 
THE MAIN POINT: JOY IN HEAVEN 
As we have already begun to see in the previous chapter, the central lesson of the parable of the prodigal son stands 
out quite clearly in the context of the passage immediately leading up to and including the parable. Throughout Luke 
15, Christ is describing and illustrating the celebratory joy that fills heaven over the repentance of sinners. That is the 
single, central theme and the major lesson that ties all of Luke 15 together. 
 
Let's remind ourselves that it's vital to see this parable as much as possible through the eyes of someone in the culture 
of first century Judaism. To them, the idea that God would freely accept and forgive repentant sinners (including the 
very worst of them) was a shocking and revolutionary concept. That's why Christ's practice of immediately receiving 
such people into His fellowship was such a public scandal. Almost no one in that society could conceive of God as 
reaching out to sinners. Most thought His only attitude toward sinners was stern disapproval, and it was therefore the 
repentant sinner's duty to work hard to redeem himself and do his best (mainly through legal obedience) to gain 
whatever degree of divine favor he could earn. 
 
 
In our culture, the tendency usually goes to the opposite extreme. Too many people today take God's forgiveness for 
granted. They think of Him as so unconcerned about sin that things such as redemption, atonement, and the wrath of 
God are unsophisticated, crude, outmoded concepts. 
 
Both perspectives are seriously deficient. God is angry over sin (Psalm 7: 11). and He will punish evildoers with 
extreme severity (Isaiah 13:9-13). Scripture is clear about that, and it is a truth we ignore to our own eternal peril. But 
at the same time, God is "full of compassion, and gracious, longsuffering and abundant in mercy and truth" (Psalm 
86:15). He is eager to forgive, and He loves mercy (Exodus 34:6-7; Micah 7:18). More important, His forgiveness is 
not conditioned on something we do to earn it. He justifies fully and freely because of what Christ has done for 
sinners. Throughout His earthly life, Christ fulfilled all righteousness (Matthew 3: 15; 1 Peter 2:22; Hebrews 7:26), 
and then He died in the place of those whom He would redeem (1 Corinthians 15:3; 1 John 2:2).  
 
Since Christ's righteousness is absolutely perfect and His righteousness is imputed to the believing sinner (2 Corin-
thians 5:21), each sinner who repents instantly has a perfect standing before God, complete peace with Him, and no 
fear of future condemnation-all from the very first moment of faith (Romans 3:25-28; 5: 1; 8:1). The biblical and 
theological term used to describe that reality is justification. God justifies the ungodly solely through their faith 
(Romans 4:5). 
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So without losing sight of the reality of divine wrath against sin, we can celebrate (together with God Himself) the 
gracious freedom of divine grace, complete forgiveness, and the sinner's full acceptance in the very throne room of 
heaven. Christ's whole earthly ministry was the living embodiment of that truth, and it went against everything the 
Pharisees stood for. 
 
The parable of the prodigal son is the high point and the culmination of Jesus' answer to those Pharisees who were 
bitter and critical because He received sinners and ate with them. In the Pharisees' jaded perspective, Jesus consorted 
with wicked people, and that was reason enough for righteous people to shun Him. Of course, that accusation (like so 
much of the Pharisees' teaching) was a dangerous, deadly, demonic lie. 
 
But like most lies, it had enough truth in it to be credible on a superficial level. It was true enough that Jesus was 
willing to have fellowship with sinners. He constantly showed sinful people sympathy and understanding, even while 
He was exposing the Pharisees' hypocrisy. To borrow the Pharisees' own words (without the sinister slant they put on 
it), Jesus was truly "a friend of tax collectors and sinners!" (Luke 7:34). 
 
Just a few chapters after the parable of the prodigal son, Luke relates the account of Zacchaeus, a tax collector and 
notorious sinner (Zacchaeus himself admitted that he had used his position to defraud people; see Luke 19:8). One of 
the staggering facts of that account is that Jesus invited Himself to stay at Zacchaeus's house in Jericho, and He did it 
in plain view while throngs of Passover pilgrims were crowding the streets (Luke 19:5). Everyone in polite society 
would have been appalled to think that a rabbi such as Jesus, a spiritual teacher, would accept the hospitality of a 
sinful man like Zacchaeus, much less seek an affiliation with him. 
 
But there is an important distinction to be made here: Jesus did not consort or seek fellowship with sinners in their sin. 
Scripture describes Him as "holy, harmless, undefiled, separate from sinners" (Hebrews 7:26). His overtures to sinners 
were always in the context of seeking their salvation, offering His grace and mercy, and extending to them forgive-
ness. He healed them, cleansed them, and released them from the prison of guilt and degradation. Yes, of course Jesus 
consorted with sinners, but always as their deliverer. He was a true friend of sinners-the most authentic kind of friend. 
He served them and reached out to them and laid hold of their lives. Jesus didn't affirm them in their sin. Quite the 
contrary: He gave His whole self for them to redeem them from sin's cruel bondage. 
 
As we have already seen, the Pharisees resented that deeply because they were working hard to cloak their own sin 
with a show of religiosity. They were convinced of their own moral superiority. But Jesus steadfastly refused to 
acknowledge or give credence to that pretense. He always responded much more positively to the outcasts of society 
than He did to the typically pompous religious leaders. In fact, He kept insisting that the religious leaders themselves 
needed to recognize their own sinfulness and their need of a Savior. That's why even when a leading religious figure 
like Nicodemus approached him with a friendly overture, His reply was, "You must be born again" (John 3:7). 
 
Nicodemus's case was unusual too. He was a ruling Pharisee (v. 1), but he had an uncharacteristically humble, seeking 
heart. 
Even so, Jesus' response to him sounded blunt and abrupt, underscoring Nicodemus's need for a total rebirth-not just a 
spiritual tune-up, but wholesale conversion. The clear message was a reminder that Pharisees were no less sinners 
than the people they disparagingly called sinners, such as prostitutes, tax collectors, thieves, and other outcasts. 
 
That was Jesus' response to the rare Pharisee whose heart was open. On the other hand, His replies to those who were 
incorrigibly self-righteous might aptly be described as curt dismissal. Time and again, He would spurn the Pharisees' 
attitude of superiority with words like these: "Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who are sick. 
I have not come to call the righteous, but sinners, to repentance" (Luke 5:31-32). 
 
That's why the Pharisees tried their best to portray Jesus' fellowship with sinners as something unseemly or indecent-
as if He were guilty of partaking in the sin itself. Jesus' own words tell us what they were saying about Him: "You 
say, 'Look, a glutton and a winebibber, a friend of tax collectors and sinners!'" (Luke 7:34). They totally (and delibe-
rately) misrepresented Jesus' involvement in the lives of sinners. 
 
Meanwhile, more and more sinners became disciples of Jesus. These would include people such as Matthew, a former 
tax collector; and Simon, the converted outlaw and Zealot. As a matter of fact, the disciples closest to Jesus were all 
former fishermen-working men, not religious scholars. By Peter's own testimony, he was such a sinful man he wasn't 
worthy to be in the Lord's presence (Luke 5:8). Mary Magdalene had a past sordid enough to include demon posses-
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sion by seven evil spirits (Luke 8:2). So Jesus' ministry was indeed focused-purposely-among people generally 
deemed rabble and riffraff. Jesus was truly their Friend. The Pharisees had that right. 
 
THE PHARISEES' COMPLAINT: JESUS RECEIVES SINNERS 
As we began to see in chapter 1, this issue had become a major and recurring theme in Jesus' conflicts with the 
Pharisees. It was one of a handful of complaints they kept bringing up against Him, until their objections to His 
ministry virtually became a predictable threefold refrain: "He violates the Sabbath" (Luke 6:2, 6-11;13:14; 14:3-6); 
"He claims too much for Himself" (John 5:18;8:54-58; 10:30-33); and "He fraternizes with lowlifes" (Matthew 9:10-
11; 11:19). 
 
The latter part of that refrain is what touched off the long discourse that begins with the three parables of Luke 15. 
Notice that Luke says, "Then all the tax collectors and the sinners drew near to Him to hear Him" (Luke 15:1). They 
came on their own initiative. Furthermore, it was Jesus' teaching that appealed to them.They wanted to hear this 
amazing Man who claimed (and miraculously demonstrated) that He had power and authority to forgive sins (Luke 
5:21-24; 7:48). The gospel message-with its promise of new life, full pardon, and spiritual cleansing-drew to Jesus 
those who were fed up with sin. 
 
There must surely have been a wonderful spirit of joy and festivity constantly surrounding Jesus. But it was not the 
kind of wild party atmosphere the Pharisees described. It was the pure, heavenly joy of salvation. It was the heartfelt 
rejoicing of liberated captives men and women who formerly lived as abject slaves under a spiritual death sentence, 
now delivered into glorious freedom and eternal life. It was a constant, unspeakable joy. It was a deep gladness that 
transcends heaven and earth-and spans time and eternity. It was certainly nothing like the staid, dour, and pretentious 
dignity of formal religiosity. 
 
The religious power-mongers did not like this. Luke 15:2 says, "The Pharisees and scribes complained, saying, 'This 
Man receives sinners and eats with them.''' The Greek verb is emphatic, meaning that they murmured passionately and 
persistently-no doubt secretly diffusing their bitter complaint throughout the multitudes like gossip. 
 
THE INFLUENCE OF THE SCRIBES AND PHARISEES 
Much evidence in the Gospel accounts suggests that the scribes' and Pharisees' constant opposition and complaining 
actually did dissuade many people from following Jesus. After one public confrontation with the Pharisees in John 6, 
verse 66 says, "From that time many of His disciples went back and walked with Him no more." The Pharisees also 
nearly succeeded in provoking a public stoning of Christ in John 8:59. In effect, by stirring up the multitudes against 
Christ, they were turning people away from the kingdom of God, closing the door, and barring it to everyone-and 
Jesus expressly  condemned them for that. In Matthew 23: 13, He pronounced this formal curse on them: "But woe to 
you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! For you shut up the kingdom of heaven against men; for you neither go in 
yourselves, nor do you allow those who are entering to go in" (d. Luke 11:52). 
 
It's easy to see why people in that culture would be seriously conflicted when they heard about the Pharisees' opposi-
tion. After all, they had been taught from childhood to regard the scribes and Pharisees as their main spiritual mentors 
and the nation's leading religious experts. The Pharisees' open hatred of Christ therefore spread like a cancer. And the 
more Jesus' teaching dealt with difficult or challenging themes, the more people became either hostile or indifferent to 
Jesus. 
 
John 6 shows how and why the vast majority of people finally turned away from Christ-and many even turned 
completely against Him. The multitudes followed Him as long as He was feeding them and doing other miraculous 
works, but they did not like His strong teaching. As a matter of fact, Luke 14:26-35, the passage immediately preced-
ing the exchange in Luke 15, includes some of Jesus' most strongly worded teaching. It's all about denying self, hating 
father and mother, and counting the cost of discipleship. 
 
Ironically, just when the self-satisfied, respectable, materialistic multitudes began to drift away because of that kind of 
teaching, that's when Luke says the tax collectors and sinners drew near. (That, by the way, is a damning commentary 
on today's popular strategies for reaching the rebellious, disenfranchised, and outcasts of society by softening the 
gospel and stressing only its positive elements. It  likewise exposes the folly of appealing to unbelievers who are 
already comfortable in some false religion by looking for points of agreement with them.) Nevertheless, the Pharisees' 
conspiracy to oppose Jesus did ultimately bring about precisely the result they hoped for. Within six months, some of 
the very same common people who once "heard Him gladly" (Mark 12:37) would be screaming for His blood. 
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JESUS RESPONDS WITH THREE PARABLES 
Of course, Jesus saw clearly what was happening, so He answered the matter rather definitively with a trio of pa-
rables. 
Since the parables of Luke 15 all make exactly the same point and the first two are very brief, it might be helpful to 
examine the first two parables as a short prelude to the parable of the prodigal son. It is with the parable of the 
prodigal son that Jesus scores the really hard polemical body blows-and in the end, the knockout punch against the 
hypocrisy and wickedness of the scribes and Pharisees. But the first two parables set up that sparring with a couple of 
comparatively mild-looking jabs.  
 
The Lost Sheep The first parable paints a very simple, familiar, pastoral image. 
What man of you, having a hundred sheep, if he loses one of them, does not leave the ninety-nine in the wilderness, 
and go after the one which is lost until he finds it? And when he has found it, he lays it on his shoulders, rejoicing. 
And when he comes home, he calls together his friends and neighbors, saying to them, "Rejoice with me, for I have 
found my sheep which was lost!" I say to YOLl that likewise there will be more joy in heaven over one sinner who 
repents than over ninety-nine just persons who need no repentance. (vv. 4-7) 
 
Sheep were so common in that culture that virtually all Jesus' hearers immediately would have tuned into the imagery. 
Here was a shepherd missing one sheep out of a flock of a hundred. What should he do? Everyone knew the answer. 
Sheep are not generally independent thinkers. Their natural inclination is to stay together in flocks.  
 
If one got lost, it was usually owing to the animal's sheer stupidity or bumbling clumsiness. Perhaps the lost sheep got 
itself on a ledge where it couldn't get off or somehow didn't notice when the rest of the flock wandered away.  
 
Either way, the lost sheep was in mortal danger. A sheep separated from the flock and left to wander by itself in the 
wilderness will die, even with an abundance of food and water all around. It's only a matter of time before the lost 
sheep would succumb to the stress of being separated from the flock, the threat of predators, or exposure to the 
elements. Any or all of those could be fatal in short order.  
 
So the shepherd's duty would be to leave his flock in a safe place together and go in search of the lost sheep. He 
would search diligently for the wayward lamb, and when he found it, he would joyfully bring it home.  
 
There's an image of compassion and an illustration of divine grace in the way the shepherd "lays it on his shoulders" 
and brings it home. He doesn't beat or berate the wandering sheep. He doesn't even leave it to the sheep to travel home 
in his own power. He lifts it up and carries it, and he does so with joy and delight rather than anger or exasperation. In 
fact, in Jesus' account, the shepherd is so delighted over the return of the sheep that he calls together his friends and 
neighbors to celebrate. 
This kind of celebration perfectly pictures the overflowing joy that characterized Jesus' earthly ministry to sinners. It 
is a joy that cannot be contained. It's also contagious. Who would not want to join such a celebration? 
 
What's most amazing about the parable, however, is that Jesus was not merely drawing a parallel between the joyful 
shepherd and the joy that attended His earthly ministry. He expressly said that the parable pictures heaven's joy: 
"Likewise there will be more joy in heaven over one sinner who repents than over ninety-nine just persons who need 
no repentance" (v. 7). Here's the point: that celebratory joy that constantly surrounded Jesus' dealings with sinners-the 
same spirit of jubilation the Pharisees so bitterly resented and tried to characterize as unrighteous revelry-is the very 
same atmosphere you'll find in heaven every time a sinner repents. It is actually the joy of God Himself. 
 
In fact, Jesus said, God's joy over the redemption of a single sinner is a far greater joy than there would be if ninety-
nine righteous people could be found "who need no repentance" (Luke 15:7). Of course, no such persons really exist, 
but that's how the Pharisees tended to think of themselves. Before finishing this chapter, we'll answer the question of 
whom Jesus was referring to when He spoke of "just persons who need no repentance." But the point Jesus was 
making here starts with God's attitude toward penitent sinners. 
 
The parable of the lost sheep painted an amazing, mind-blowing picture for most of Jesus' hearers. They knew (much 
better than the average person does today) how much God hates sin. They understood (in a way the postmodern mind 
has deliberately forgotten) that "God is a just judge, and God is angry with the wicked every day" (Psalm 7:11). They 
had a clear understanding of God's righteous wrath against evil. But Jesus' ministry embodied a truth that was beyond 
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most people's comprehension: God welcomes repentant sinners with undiluted joy and gladness. He doesn't respond 
to the sinner's penitence with chiding, disgust, or angry demands for retribution. He receives sinners gladly. 
In fact, far from punishing the returning sinner or demanding some kind of penance or self-atonement to pay for those 
past sins, the Savior throws a heavenly party in the returning sinner's honor. Just like the shepherd did in Jesus' 
parable.  
 
By the way, one of the earliest symbols of Christian art-even before the cross was adopted as the main symbol of 
Christianity was the image of a shepherd carrying a sheep home on the back of his neck with the sheep's legs coming 
down across his shoulders. It was an echo of the famous Old Testament imagery that anticipated Israel's Messiah: "He 
will feed His flock like a shepherd; He will gather the lambs with His arm, and carry them in His bosom, and gently 
lead those who are with young" (Isaiah 40:11).  
 
So here's a perfect picture of divine grace: the shepherd in this short parable does all the work. He seeks and finds the 
lost lamb, and then he carries it home on his shoulders. Having done that, he is so overflowing with joy and jubilation 
that only a public celebration will do to express them. The second parable makes the very same point.  
 
The Lost Coin 
Without pausing for a response to His first parable, Jesus segues into His second illustration. 
Or what woman, having ten silver coins, if she loses one coin, does not light a lamp, sweep the house, and search 
carefully until she finds it? And when she has found it, she calls her friends and neighbors together, saying, "Rejoice 
with me, for I have found the piece which I lost!" Likewise, I say to you, there is joy in the presence of the angels of 
God over one sinner who repents. (Luke 15:8-10) 
 
The plot and lesson are virtually identical to the first parable. Only the setting and the main character have changed. 
Now it's a woman in possession of ten valuable coins, but she loses one. So eager is she to find that one missing coin 
that she lights an oil lamp (so that she can see into every dark corner) and sweeps out her whole house (so that her 
search doesn't miss an inch, including what's under the furniture). The emphasis here is on the thoroughness and 
persistence of her search. She searches "carefully until she finds it" (v. 8).  
 
Then the woman-just like the shepherd in the first parables so delighted to recover what was lost that she shares the 
good tidings with all her friends and neighbors. Again, the lesson is about her joy-overflowing happiness. She was 
overtaken by a delight so rich and wonderful that she had to share it with everyone she knew.  
 
In these two parables, Jesus used imagery that is easy to relate to. Who doesn't know the joy of finding a prized 
possession that has been lost? These are real-life scenarios that we can easily relate to, even in our contemporary 
cultural context. The only feature of those two stories that seems exaggerated is the celebration. Most people who find 
a lost coin or a lost animal wouldn't actually go to the trouble of calling friends and neighbors together and having a 
public gala to rejoice. But for someone actually to take the step of calling friends and neighbors together to share in 
the festivities, that person's sense of exhilaration would have to be profound indeed. 
 
And that was precisely Jesus' point. Heaven's joy over the redemption of sinners is an ecstatic, euphoric, over-the-top 
kind of exultation. 
 
That, in fact, is God's own response whenever a sinner is converted. Notice that Jesus doesn't speak of the "joy of the 
angels" but "joy in the presence of the angels" (v. 10) and "joy in heaven" (v. 7). It's the joy of the Savior Himself. 
Like the shepherd who found the sheep and the woman who found the coin, the Good Shepherd wishes to share His 
great joy over the salvation of sinners with anyone and everyone who will rejoice with Him. 
 
OPPOSITION HERE ON EARTH 
The Pharisees' resentment, therefore, was an insult to God. It was blasphemy of the highest order. Jesus made that 
point by introducing them to the Prodigal Son. The elder brother in this tale symbolizes the Pharisees. His resentment, 
which contrasts starkly with the father's joy, was an exact mirror of the Pharisees' mentality. 
 
One reason Jesus often used parables was to conceal truths from unbelievers (Luke 8: 1 0). But the parable of the 
prodigal son, as we will see, painted the ugliness of the Pharisees' attitude with such vivid realism that no one could 
possibly miss the point.  The parable of the prodigal son continues with the same theme as the two earlier parables, 
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and it has a very similar plot. We have heard about the recovery of a lost sheep and a lost coin. Now here is the 
recovery of a lost son. In each parable, something lost is found, and that is followed by a great celebration. 
The central imagery is parallel in all three parables. Each parable illustrates the joy of God over the recovery of a lost 
sinner. Each parable also has a figure representing Christ, whose mission is to seek and to save the lost. In the first 
parable, the shepherd is symbolic of Christ; in the second, the woman takes that role; and in the Prodigal Son's story, 
it's the father. (Bear that fact in mind. It is common to assume that the Prodigal's father represents the heavenly Father, 
but the parallelism of these three stories suggests that he is actually a symbol of Christ. The full significance of that 
point will become clear in the Epilogue.)  
 
A handful of notable distinctives mark this parable. First, this is the only one of the three parables where the Christ 
figure is not shown actively searching and seeking. (His seeking is strongly hinted at by the fact that the father saw the 
Prodigal returning "when he was still a great way off".) But the perspective here is different. The first two stories 
emphasize Christ's role as the seeker-the one who finds and rejoices. But the third story looks at conversion from the 
sinner's perspective, highlighting the Prodigal's rejection, ruin, repentance, and recovery. 
 
In fact, that's another unique feature of this parable. It's the only one of the three that illustrates the sinner's repen-
tance. But it does so with a wonderful thoroughness, giving us perhaps the finest example in the New Testament of 
what true repentance looks like. 
 
Still, the most obvious and significant difference between this parable and its two immediate predecessors is the 
shocking plot turn that takes place just when we think the story is over. The Prodigal returns. The father hosts a great 
celebration. That's where the two earlier stories ended-when that which was lost has been found. 
 
But this story continues, and we meet the character who symbolizes the scribes and Pharisees: the Prodigal's elder 
brother. He comes on the scene, resentful of the celebration, critical of the father's joy, so entirely focused on himself 
and his accomplishments that he is utterly unable to rejoice with the father over the return of his lost brother. The 
elder brother's attitude stands in stark contrast to the joy that was the central feature in all three parables up to this 
point. Here is the counterpoint Jesus was building to all along. This parable is a rebuke of the attitude of the religious 
leaders who resented His ministry, which was done for the joy of God. 
 
If you can imagine how the scribes and Pharisees would have heard these parables, the point is powerful indeed. Up to 
the vital turning point where Jesus introduces the father's staggering forgiveness, they could well have listened 
sympathetically to all three parables, nodding their heads in agreement. Who doesn't understand the joy of finding 
what was lost? Religious leaders could relate to those stories as easily as anyone else. Christ's imagery would have 
drawn them in. 
 
They could listen with interest and a degree of understanding. They fancied themselves ethicists with high values, and 
the ethics in these stories were rather straightforward and noncontroversial. 
 
The theology of these stories, however, was somewhat veiled until the elder brother appeared. Then it became clear 
that the parable was designed to show their bitter contempt for sinners in its true light. Jesus was exposing the error of 
the Pharisees' own self-righteous superiority complex by contrasting their contempt for sinners with the spirit of 
divine compassion that permeated His whole earthly ministry. He began the parable by laying out an ethical principle 
the Pharisees would naturally give assent to, and then He used it like a knife to dissect the serious deficiencies in their 
theology, their perception of God, and their attitude toward other people. The ugliness of the Pharisees' hypocrisy and 
self righteousness were thus laid open for all to see. This was yet another devastating public humiliation for them. 
 
Incidentally, the reference in Luke 15:7 to "persons who need no repentance" was a reference to the Pharisees. Jesus 
was not suggesting that they were truly righteous or that they really had no need for repentance. Just the opposite. But 
the phrase describes how the Pharisees saw themselves. Christ often rebuked them for this attitude. In Luke 5:32, He 
told them, "Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who are sick. I have not come to call the 
righteous, but sinners, to repentance." That was meant as a stern reprimand and repudiation of their arrogant attitude; 
He was not suggesting that they were really doing just fine on their own. 
 
In Luke 18:9, Jesus "spoke [a] parable to some who trusted in themselves that they were righteous, and despised 
others." It was a parable about a Pharisee and a publican (a Jewish tax collector for the Roman government), in which 
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the Pharisee looks askance at a repenting publican and has the audacity to thank God that he, the Pharisee, isn't such a 
bad sinner. That was the typical Pharisee's perspective. 
In fact, immediately after Luke concludes his account of the string of parables that began with the lost sheep, he 
records that Jesus rebuked the Pharisees plainly, in a way that summed up the main point of the parables: "You are 
those who justify yourselves before men, but God knows your hearts. For what is highly esteemed among men is an 
abomination in the sight of God" (Luke 16:15). That is the big-picture meaning of what is going on in this parable. 
Jesus told the parable of the prodigal son primarily for the Pharisees' benefit and as a rebuke to them. 
 
A POINT LEFT UNSPOKEN: TRUE REDEMPTION IN CHRIST 
The parable nevertheless contains a message and an application that everyone of us must heed. It wouldn't do for us to 
make the same mistake as the Pharisees. Scripture doesn't give us room to stand in the distance, looking disparagingly 
at the Pharisees and thanking God we're not like them. 
 
In fact, one of the clear implications of the story is that no one is free from the need for repentance. If the Pharisees 
needed to repent, despite their obsession with the minute details of the ceremonial law, how much more do we need to 
repent for not taking the holiness of God as seriously as we should? 
 
Notice that Jesus did not rebuke the Pharisees for counting out little seeds to tithe; He rebuked them for using that 
kind of thing as a cloak to hide their failure with regard to the more important moral aspects of the Law. He told them, 
"You pay tithe of mint and anise and cummin, and have neglected the weightier matters of the law: justice and mercy 
and faith. These you ought to have done, without leaving the others undone" (Matthew 23:23; emphasis added). 
 
If you can hear the parable of the prodigal son and not identify yourself, you are missing the unspoken point of Jesus' 
message. It is a call to repentance, and it applies to prodigals (immoral, outcast sinners) and Pharisees (moral, respect-
able hypocrites) alike. Both the point and the counterpoint of the parable underscore this idea. On the one hand, we 
see how repentance unleashes heaven's joy. On the other hand, we learn that refusing to see one's own need for 
repentance is nothing but stubborn, self-righteous opposition to heaven's agenda. Therefore, the parable demands 
repentance from prodigals and Pharisees. 
 
The promise of redemption for penitent sinners goes hand in hand with that truth. There's an unspoken but wholly 
gracious plea contained in these vivid images of profound joy in heaven whenever that which was lost is recovered. It 
reminds us of Jesus' tender words in John 6:37: "The one who comes to Me I will by no means cast out." 
 
A PERSONAL APPLICATION: DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT'S Too LATE 
As we begin a more detailed study of the parable, its plot, and its characters, I encourage you to use your reading of 
this book as an opportunity to do some serious, heartfelt self-examination. If you're new to the Christian faith, the 
parable of the prodigal son is an excellent starting place for studying God's Word and learning to apply its truths to 
your life. Even if you have been a church member for years, you will benefit greatly from the exercise. 
 
One of the important lessons we will learn from the negative example of the elder brother and the hard-shelled self-
righteousness of the Pharisees is that it is possible to spend an entire lifetime in and around the household of faith, 
giving every appearance of diligent work and faithful service-and yet to be totally out of harmony with heaven's joy. 
If there's any possibility that is your condition, dear reader, do not wait to discover it until it is too late to apply the 
remedy. 
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A study of Luke 15: The Joys of Salvation 
Parable of the Lost Sheep: The lost sinner out in the World -- Luke 15:1-7 
 
(Luke 15:1-7 NIV)  Now the tax collectors and "sinners" were all gathering around to hear him. {2} But the Pharisees 
and the teachers of the law muttered, "This man welcomes sinners and eats with them." {3} Then Jesus told them this 
parable: {4} "Suppose one of you has a hundred sheep and loses one of them. Does he not leave the ninety-nine in the 
open country and go after the lost sheep until he finds it? {5} And when he finds it, he joyfully puts it on his shoulders 
{6} and goes home. Then he calls his friends and neighbors together and says, 'Rejoice with me; I have found my lost 
sheep.' {7} I tell you that in the same way there will be more rejoicing in heaven over one sinner who repents than 
over ninety-nine righteous persons who do not need to repent. 
 
There is no chapter of the New Testament so well known and so dearly loved as the fifteenth chapter of Luke's gospel.  
It has been called "the gospel in the gospel," as if it contained the very distilled essence of the good news which Jesus 
came to tell. 
 
In this chapter, a climax is reached in the teaching of Jesus as Savior and Friend of sinners. These parables of the lost 
and found illustrate the key verse in Luke, “For the Son of Man has come to seek and to save that which was lost.” 
(Luke 19:10).  
 
The three parables of chapter 15 explain why Jesus associated with despised groups while the Pharisees and scribes 
did not. The parables in this chapter are found only in Luke.1 
 
The theme of 14:1-24 (the heavenly banquet) is more fully discussed in the three parables contained in chapter 15. 
The Pharisees had constantly criticized Jesus for his ministry to the publicans and sinners. The rabbis had a saying, 
“Let not a man associate with the wicked, not even to bring him to the Law,” which summarized their feelings toward 
the outcast. Having earlier indicated his love of these people (5:29ff.) and suggested that he would extend God’s love 
to them, he now declares in these parables God’s love for the lost. 
 
These parables arose out of definite situations.  It was an offence to the scribes and Pharisees that Jesus associated 
with men and women who, by the orthodox, were labeled as sinners.  The Pharisees gave to people who did not keep 
the law a general classification.  They called them the People of the Land; and there was a complete barrier between 
the Pharisees and the People of the Land.   
 
To marry a daughter to one of them was like exposing her bound and helpless to a lion.  The Pharisaic regulations laid 
it down, "When a man is one of the People of the Land, entrust no money to him, take no testimony from him, trust 
him with no secret, do not appoint him guardian of an orphan, do not make him the custodian of charitable funds, do 
not accompany him on a journey."   
 
A Pharisee was forbidden to be the guest of any such man or to have him as his guest.  He was even forbidden, so far 
as it was possible, to have any business dealings with him.  It was the deliberate Pharisaic aim to avoid every contact 
with the people who did not observe the petty details of the law.   
 
Obviously, they would be shocked to the core at the way in which Jesus companied with people who were not only 
rank outsiders, but sinners, contact with whom would necessarily defile.  We will understand these parables more 
fully if we remember that the strict Jews said, not "There will be joy in heaven over one sinner who repents," but, 
"There will be joy in heaven over one sinner who is obliterated before God."  They looked sadistically forward not to 
the saving but to the destruction of the sinner. 
 
So Jesus told them the parable of the lost sheep and the shepherd's joy.  The shepherd in Judaea had a hard and 
dangerous task.  Pasture was scarce.  The narrow central plateau was only a few miles wide, and then it plunged down 
to the wild cliffs and the terrible devastation of the desert.  There were no restraining walls and the sheep would 
wander.   
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George Adam Smith wrote of the shepherd, "On some high moor across which at night the hyaenas howl, when you 
meet him, sleepless, far-sighted, weather-beaten, armed, leaning on his staff and looking out over his scattered sheep, 
everyone of them on his heart, you understand why the shepherd of Judaea sprang to the front in his people's history; 
why they gave his name to the king and made him the symbol of providence; why Christ took him as the type of self-
sacrifice." 
 
Many of the flocks were communal flocks, belonging, not to individuals, but to villages.  There would be two or three 
shepherds in charge.  Those whose flocks were safe would arrive home on time and bring news that one shepherd was 
still out on the mountain side searching for a sheep which was lost.  The whole village would be upon the watch, and 
when, in the distance, they saw the shepherd striding home with the lost sheep across his shoulders, there would rise 
from the whole community a shout of joy and of thanksgiving. 
 
That is the picture Jesus drew of God; that, said Jesus, is what God is like.  God is as glad when a lost sinner is found 
as a shepherd is when a strayed sheep is brought home.  As a great saint said, "God, too, knows the joy of finding 
things that have gone lost." 
 
There is a wondrous thought here.  It is the truly tremendous truth that God is kinder than men.  The orthodox would 
write off the tax-collectors and the sinners as beyond the pale and as deserving of nothing but destruction; not so God.  
Men may give up hope of a sinner; not so God.  God loves the folk who never stray away; but in his heart there is the 
joy of joys when a lost one is found and comes home.  It is a thousand times easier to come back to God than to come 
home to the bleak criticism of men. 

 
The story is told of D.L. Moody, a minister in Chicago, and a boy who walked several miles to attend Sunday School, 
and somebody asked the boy, “Why don’t you go to a Sunday School closer to home?” 
 
His reply might have been used by the publicans and sinners in Jesus’ day: “Because they love a feller over there.” 
 
THE REASONS FOR THIS ADMIRATION. 
1. All lack of affectation — no parade of greatness, no false assumption of humility. His manner was what beauty is to 
the landscape, what the sublime, majestic repose of the ocean is to the ocean’s greatness. His manner ever reflected 
the moral grandeur of His being. 
2. The originality of His methods. 
3. The grandeur and claims of His doctrines. 
4. The authority with which He spoke. 
5. The adaptation of style and matter to the people. 
6. His profound earnestness. 
7. His scathing denunciation of the hypocrisy of the ruling sects. 
 
II. THE EFFORTS OF THE SCRIBES AND PHARISEES TO UNDO THIS INFLUENCE. Not because they 
loved men, but because of caste, of pride, and cold-hearted selfishness. 
 
III. CHRIST’S MANNER OF MEETING THIS OPPOSITION.  He takes every opportunity to overcome their 
prejudice, and enlighten their minds, seeking to impress upon them the superior glories of the new dispensation. 2 
 
It is significant that Jesus attracted sinners while the Pharisees repelled them. Lost sinners came to Jesus, not because 
He catered to them or compromised His message, but because He cared for them. He understood their needs and tried 
to help them, while the Pharisees criticized them and kept their distance (see Luke 18:9-14). The Pharisees had a 
knowledge of the Old Testament Law and a desire for personal purity, yet they had no love for lost souls. 
 
Three words summarize the message of this chapter: lost, found, and rejoice. Jesus spoke these parables to answer the 
accusations of the Pharisees and scribes who were scandalized at His behavior. It was bad enough that Jesus wel-
comed these outcasts and taught them, but He went so far as to eat with them!  
 
The Jewish religious leaders did not yet understand that the Son of man had “come to seek and to save that which was 
lost” (Luke 19:10). Even more, they were still blind to the fact that they themselves were among the lost. 
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This chapter makes it clear that there is one message of salvation: God welcomes and forgives repentant sinners. But 
these parables also reveal that there are two aspects to this salvation: 
• There is God’s part: the shepherd seeks the lost sheep, and the woman searches for the lost coin.  
• But there is also man’s part in salvation, for the wayward son willingly repented and returned home. 
 
To emphasize but one aspect is to give a false view of salvation, for both the sovereignty of God and the responsibility 
of man must be considered (see John 6:37; 2 Thes. 2:13-14). 
 
Since one of the major themes of this chapter is joy, let’s consider the different joys that are involved in salvation. 
C.S. Lewis wrote, “Joy is the serious business of heaven,” and it is a joy in which you and I can share. 
  
(15:1-7) Introduction: Luke 15 is one of the most important chapters in all the Bible. It includes three of the most 
famous parables ever told. The parables deal with the lost sinner and the great love of God in seeking and receiving 
the lost sinner when the sinner repents and returns home. The first parable is that of the Lost Sheep in the wilderness 
of the world. 
1. Tax collectors and sinners drew near Jesus (v.1-3). 
2. The sheep was lost (v.4). 
3. The sheep was lost because of self (v.4). 
4. The sheep was lost “in the wilderness” (v.4). 
5. The sheep was sought until found (v.4). 
6. The sheep, once found, brought great joy (v.5-6). 
7. The sheep represented a repentant sinner (v.7). 
 
(15:1-3) Separation—Spiritual Hunger: tax-collectors and sinners drew near Jesus. In the ancient world, table 
fellowship indicated acceptance of the other guests. This is why the Jewish religious leaders com-plained about Jesus’ 
companions at His meals (see 5:30–32; 19:10; Mark 2:15). 3 
 
(Mark 2:15 NIV)  While Jesus was having dinner at Levi's house, many tax collectors and "sinners" were eating with 
him and his disciples, for there were many who followed him. 
 
(Luke 5:30-32 NIV)  But the Pharisees and the teachers of the law who belonged to their sect complained to his 
disciples, "Why do you eat and drink with tax collectors and 'sinners'?" {31} Jesus answered them, "It is not the 
healthy who need a doctor, but the sick. {32} I have not come to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance." 
 
(Luke 19:10 NIV)  For the Son of Man came to seek and to save what was lost." 
 
Note they “all” drew near to Him. This shows two things. 
1. They were hungry for His message. They were not coming out of curiosity, nor to observe, nor to seek physi-
cal blessings; they were coming out of a spiritual need, out of the need to receive His message of salvation. 
 
2. They acknowledged their great need. Publicans, that is, tax-collectors, worked for the Roman government, the 
nation that had conquered Israel. Therefore, they were considered traitors to both Israel and God. Consequently, they 
were despised by the people and were cut off and shut out by the religionists. Sinners were the rank immoral and 
unjust who did not keep the law, such as harlots (cp. Matthew 21:32), liars, thieves, murderers. All these were sinners, 
traitors to both God and man, and they knew it. So when Christ came along preaching deliverance from sin and hope 
of the Kingdom of God, they flocked to Him. 
 
The attitude of the religionists was tragic. They grumbled against Jesus because He associated and ate with such 
terrible sinners. They felt it was beneath the dignity of any respectable person to associate with such vile sinners. Note 
an important point: Christ was not of the world, but He was out in the world trying to reach men for God.  
 
It is this that is often overlooked by both the liberals and the separatists. 
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⇒ The true believer is to “come out from among them [the worldly] and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not 
the unclean thing; and I will receive you, and will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my sons and daughters, saith 
the Lord Almighty” (2 Cor. 6:17-18). He is not to be out in the world with sinners doing worldly things and carrying 
on worldly conversation (Ephes. 4:29; Col. 4:6). 
 
⇒ The true believer is to “go ye into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature [sinner]” (Mark 16:15). The 
believer goes; he does not sit back and wait on sinners to come to him and the church. He goes out where the sinners 
are. 
 
If the whole gospel was preached today in power and authority, how many would be flocking to hear... 
⇒ the gospel of salvation from sin and death? 
⇒ the gospel of the hope for the Kingdom of God 
 
Christ answered the religionists by sharing three great parables. The first parable is one of the most loved ever told, 
the parable of the lost sheep. 
 
THE WORDS, AS THEY WERE INTENDED, CONTAIN A FALSE AND MALICIOUS CALUMNY. “This 
man receiveth sinners, and eateth with them.” The fact itself was undeniable: but what interpretation did the Pharisees 
wish to put upon it? 
1. They meant to insinuate that the followers of Jesus consisted chiefly of worthless and disreputable characters; and 
this was false. 
 
2. These murmurers meant to insinuate, further, that Jesus loved the company of sinners for its own sake; and this 
again was false. 
 
3. Or, perhaps, they meant to insinuate, that those whom He favourably received continued sinners still; and this was 
as false as the rest. 
 
II. THE SAME WORDS UNDESIGNEDLY EXPRESS A MOST GLORIOUS TRUTH. 
They truly describe — 
1. The persons on whose behalf the Son of Man is interested — “This man receiveth sinners.” 
   (a) None but sinners — among the race of Adam, at least — have any concern or part in Jesus Christ. 
   (b) The vilest of sinners are not shut out from partaking in that mercy, which is equally needful to the most virtuous. 
   (c) Once more — sin still dwelleth even in those who have partaken of the mercy of Christ; yet doth He not cast 
them off. And why? Because He is not displeased to behold sin in His followers? God forbid! No — but 
because He delights to see them “fighting manfully” against it, and gradually overcoming it through the power of His 
grace. 
 
2. The regard which He shows toward them — He “receiveth them, and eateth with them.” 
   (a) He receives them to His own favour, and to that of His Father.  
   (b) He receives them to spiritual communion with Himself, and with His Father. 
   (c) He receives them, finally, to His visible presence in the kingdom of His Father. 4 
  
You all know that the proverb has been accepted in all ages, and clothed in all languages, “A man may be ever known 
by his associates.” Tell me his friendships, and I will tell you his nature, for according to his companionships must be 
his character. Now these Pharisees would force home this proverb upon the holy Savior.  
 
Could He come forth from that Father’s bosom, could He have just stepped into this naughty world out of that world 
of holy love, and not be the Friend of publicans and sinners? — ay, the very best Friend they ever had, for He came to 
seek and to save the chief, as He said most feelingly who had not been a publican and a sinner, but a Pharisee and a 
sinner. This shall be to eternity His praise and glory. 
  
In the New Testament the Lord seems to have selected some of every kind and class to show that He will 
receive all. 
1. He will receive the rich — Joseph of Arimathea. 
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2. The poor — Lazarus the beggar. 
3. The learned — Dionysius the Areopagite. 
4. Physicians — Luke. 
5. Soldiers — the Roman centurion. 
6. Fishermen — the apostles. 
7. Extortioners — Zaccheus. 
8. Tax-gatherers — Matthew. 
9. Thieves — the dying robber. 
10. Harlots — the woman who was a sinner. 
11. Adulterers — the woman of Samaria. 
12. Persecutors and murderers — Paul. 
13. Back. sliders — Peter. 
14. Persons in trade — Lydia. 
15. Statesmen and courtiers — the eunuch of Ethiopia. 
16. Families — that at Bethany. 
17. Whole multitudes — those on Day of Pentecost. (Van Doren.) 
  
(15:4) Sheep: the sheep was lost. If one died, he must bring home the fleece to prove that it had died. The shepherd, 
therefore, could see no sacrifice too great to forbid an attempt to recover the lost sheep. The sheep represents the 
unbeliever, the sinner who wanders out in the wilderness of the world, the person who has gone astray and is lost to 
God.  
 
To call a man “lost” is to pay him a high compliment, in that this shows God’s love for the man. God is concerned 
with one person who is lost, not with one who is legalistically and rabbinically correct. 
 
(15:4) Sheep, Lost—Man, Lost: the sheep was lost because of self.  The sheep was lost because of foolishness. 
Sheep have a tendency to go astray, and that is why they need a shepherd (Isa. 53:6; 1 Peter 2:25). The scribes and 
Pharisees had no problem seeing the publicans and sinners as “lost sheep,” but they would not apply that image to 
themselves! And yet the prophet made it clear that all of us have sinned and gone astray, and that includes religious 
people. 
 
The shepherd was responsible for each sheep; if one was missing, the shepherd had to pay for it unless he could prove 
that it was killed by a predator (see Gen. 31:38-39; Ex. 22:10-13; Amos 3:12). This explains why he would leave the 
flock with the other shepherds, go and search for the missing animal, and then rejoice when he found it. Not to find 
the lost sheep meant money out of his own pocket, plus the disgrace of being known as a careless shepherd. 
 
A hundred sheep was a medium-sized flock. The average herd ran from twenty to two hundred head, while a flock of 
three hundred or more was considered large.5 By leaving the ninety-nine sheep, the shepherd was not saying they 
were unimportant to him. They were safe but the lost sheep was in danger. The fact that the shepherd would go after 
one sheep is proof that each animal was dear to him. Jesus was not suggesting that the scribes and Pharisees were not 
in need of salvation, for they certainly were. We must not make every part of the parable mean something, otherwise 
we will turn it into an allegory and distort the message. 
 
A sheep loses itself in one of five ways. 
1. The sheep is attracted by something out “in the wilderness,” away from the flock of the Shepherd. What the 
sheep sees is more attractive and appealing. It tempts and seduces him, and he lusts after it (“the lust of the flesh and 
the lust of the eyes,” 1 John 2:16). 
 
2. The sheep is aimless, not paying attention to what is going on. It aimlessly wanders off, and while it is getting 
lost, the sheep does not know it is losing its way. The sheep is already lost when it discovers it is lost. 
 
3. The sheep refuses to heed the warnings of the shepherd and the example of the other sheep (“the pride of life,” 
1 John 2:16). 
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4. The sheep is not attached enough to the shepherd or to the other sheep. There is not the bond or union there 
should be. Therefore, he stays off by himself, eating and resting and working alone until eventually he wanders off 
without anyone knowing it, including himself (Hebrews 10:25). 
 
5. The sheep does not trust the shepherd. It does not think the shepherd will take care and see that there is 
satisfying food. It goes astray in search of greener pasture and more satisfying food. 
 
(15:4) World—Worldliness—Wilderness—Lost: the sheep was lost in the wilderness. The wilderness had an 
excitement about it. The unknown and the risk aroused the emotions, but once the sheep ventured out into the wilder-
ness, he found its terrain rugged, full of narrow ridges and deep ravines and crevices. It was rough going, heavy with 
thick underbrush, pricking thorns, dangerous footing; and, if the way out was never found, it would sap the sheep’s 
strength and age him ever so rapidly. Eventually the wilderness would take its life. 
 
The wilderness and thrills of the world do attract a person. The world has much to offer. 
 1. The world gives a man... 

occupation & purpose 
lifestyle & acceptance 
ego & self-esteem 
recognition & privilege 
more & more honor 

position & image 
plenty & wealth 
opportunity & satisfaction 
authority & power 

 
2. The world stimulates and arouses a man, causing... 

his blood to rush 
his heart to beat faster 
goose bumps 
butterflies 

desires 
cravings 
escape 
relaxation 

 
(15:4) Ministry—Seeking Lost: the sheep was sought until found. Note four things. 
1. The lost sheep was sought (Luke 15:4). The shepherd left the ninety-nine to seek the one lost sheep. The 
ninety-nine were safe; they were already in the shepherd’s fold. But the one sheep was lost. It was the one that needed 
to be sought. It was this sheep that needed the attention of the shepherd and was to occupy the time, energy, and effort 
of the shepherd. As long as the sheep was lost, seeking it was the primary purpose and reason for the shepherd. (What 
a lesson for the church and ministers!) 
 
2. The search was urgent. The shepherd went after that which was lost (Luke 15:4). He was gripped with concern. 
He went after the one lost sheep as though it was the only one. Note the shepherd’s dedication and commitment to 
seeking the lost. 
 
3. The shepherd sought until he found the sheep. He did not seek complacently or slowly, as though there was 
plenty of time. Nor did he give up, despite the difficulties that lay along the rough terrain and the weariness of the 
long hours and the tediousness of running into dead end after dead end. He sought and kept on seeking until he found 
the lost sheep. He never slackened, never backed off, never gave up. 
 
4. When the shepherd found the sheep, he embraced the sheep and threw it over his shoulders. He received it... 
• with arms wide open. 
• embracing it. 
• rejoicing in heart. 
• supporting and carrying it to his home (Luke 15:6). 
 
(15:5-6) Salvation, Results: once found, the sheep bought great joy. Note what the shepherd did. 
1. He called all his neighbors together. He wanted everyone to know that the lost sheep had been found. Every-
one had been so concerned—praying, hoping, waiting. They wanted to join in the rejoicing. 
 
2. Everyone rejoiced because the shepherd’s labor was not in vain. 
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3. The shepherd tenderly called the lost sheep “my sheep”—“my sheep which was lost.” It was his, no matter 
how dirty, filthy, unclean, destitute, depraved, ugly or lost it had been. It was still the shepherd’s sheep. 
 
Note that God did not send an angel as a servant, but He sent His Son to seek the lost (cp. Isaiah 53:4-6, 10-12). 
 
There is a fourfold joy expressed when a lost sinner comes to the Saviour. Though nothing is said in the story about 
how the sheep felt, there is certainly joy in the heart of the person found. Both Scripture (Acts 3:8; 8:39) and our own 
personal experience verify the joy of salvation. 
 
But there is also the joy of the person who does the finding. Whenever you assist in leading a lost soul to faith in 
Christ, you experience a wonderful joy within. Others join with us in rejoicing as we share the good news of a new 
child of God in the family, and there is also joy in heaven (Luke 15:7, 10). The angels know better than we do what 
we are saved from and to, and they rejoice with us. 
 
(15:7) Jesus compared the joy of finding a lost sheep to the joy of heaven over a sinner’s repentance. The unstated 
conclusion is that the hope of such a conversion was the reason Jesus associated with the undesirable of society. 
Persons who need no repentance is a rhetorical way of describing the scribes and Pharisees. A similar description is 
found in 5:31, where it is said that some do not need a physician. The scribes and Pharisees believed that they did not 
need to repent because they were not lost. 6  
 
WHAT DOES CHRIST’S RECEPTION OF SINNERS COMPREHEND?  
To what are they received? The world receives its votaries, but only to oppress them with its vexations and vanities. 
Satan receives sinners, but only to slavery and wretchedness. Doth Christ receive them? It is — 
1. To a state of reconciliation with Himself; He casts around them His Divine complacency, makes and calls them 
“His friends.” 
2. Christ “receives sinners” into a state of holiness. He sanctifies all the powers of the intellect, all the. affections of 
the heart, and all the actions of the life. 
3. Christ “receives” them under the special protection and guidance of His providence. They rest under the pavilion of 
the Almighty Redeemer, are encircled as with a wall of fire, and fenced round and defended by the angels of glory. 
4. Christ “receives” them into the full immunities of His kingdom of grace. In that kingdom “all things are theirs.” 
5. Christ “receives the sinners” He thus sanctifies and blesses into heaven. This is the last and greatest gift of God in 
Christ. This will perfect every holy principle and every religious joy. 7 
 
Lost and found: — 
I. THE SINNER LOST. 
II. THE SINNER VALUED AND PITIED. 
III. THE SINNER SOUGHT. 
IV. THE SINNER FOUND AND RESCUED. 
V. THE SINNER RESTORED AND SAVED. 
VI. THE SINNER SAVED THE OCCASION OF HEAVENLY REJOICING. 
 
Conclusion: 
1. Let the restored and saved give thanks to their Deliverer. 
2. Let the spiritually lost accept, in penitence and faith, the tender and proffered ministrations of Christ, (J. R. Thom-
son, M. A.) 
 
The lost sheep brought home: — 
I. THE SINNER’S NATURAL CONDITION. 
1. In want. 
2. In danger. 
3. Helpless. 
 
II. THE CONDUCT OF CHRIST TOWARDS THE SINNER. 

                                                           
6Radmacher, E. D., Allen, R. B., & House, H. W. 1997. The Nelson study Bible : New King James Version. Includes index. 
T. Nelson Publishers: Nashville 
7 E. Horton. 
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1. He misses him. 
2. He seeks him. 
3. He finds him. 
4. He bears him home. 
 
III. THE FEELING WITH WHICH THE GREAT SHEPHERD OF THE CHURCH CARRIES ON THIS BLESSED 
WORK. Not pity, compassion, kindness, nor yet love; but joy, and joy overflowing: joy so great that the Divine mind 
cannot hold it, but must call upon the whole creation to come and share its 
abundance. (C. Bradley, M. A.) 
 
Christian joy at a sinner’s conversion: — About three hundred years after the time of the apostles, Caius Marius 
Victorius, an old pagan, was converted from his impiety, and brought over to the Christian faith; and when the people 
of God heard this, there was a wonderful rejoicing, and  shouting, and leaping for gladness, and psalms were sung in 
every church, while the people joyously said one to another, “Caius Marius Victorius is become a Christian! Caius 
Marius Victorius is become a Christian!” Dear reader, it may be that you are an old offender. What joy would be 
made among the best of people by your conversion! Some of your dearest friends would be ready to dance with 
delight; and hundreds, who know what a hardened rebel you have been, would sing and shout for joy of heart, “Old —
— has become a Christian!” Oh, that you might be led to cause this happiness on earth; and there is this at the back of 
it — the holy mirth would reach to the highest heaven! (C. H. Spurgeon.) 
 
Joy in heaven: — 
1. They rejoice because an heir of heaven has been led to claim his inheritance. Mark the words, “Joy in heaven.” 
Heaven belongs to the penitent soul, and he belongs to heaven. For heaven is the dwelling-place of God and the home 
of His children. It is our home by a double title. Every member of the Church of Christ who is as the lost sheep, or as 
the lost piece of money, or as the younger son, is one lost out of the family of God, and when he returns, he is one 
restored to the place from which he was missing. 
 
2. And the joy at his repentance finds its reason in the fact, that a man’s repentance is the removal of that one obstacle 
which prevents his restoration to his place in the family of God. What is that obstacle? Do I need to name it? It is sin. 
 
3. And thus we are led to notice another element in those causes from which the joy of the heavenly ones proceeds; it 
is the value of the soul which is thus emancipated by the mighty change which has passed upon it. “The redemption of 
the soul is precious.” We are in danger of forgetting the intrinsic worth and dignity of the soul of man in consequence 
of the loss which it has sustained through the Fall and by sin.. (W. R. Clark, M. A.) 
 
Joy over the saved: — We may illustrate this text by an incident which occurred in connection with the wreck of the 
ill-fated steamer, Central America. A few days after that startling event, which sent hundreds to a watery grave, and 
plunged the nation in grief, a pilot boat was seen, on a fair breezy morning, standing up the bay of New York. The 
very appearance of the vessel gave token that she was freighted with tidings of 
no common interest. With every sail set, and streamers flying, she leaped along the waters as if buoyant with some 
great joy; while the glad winds that swelled her canvas, and the sparkling waves that kissed her sides and urged her on 
her way, seemed to laugh with conscious delight. As she drew nearer, an unusual excitement was visible on her deck; 
and her captain, running out to the extreme point of the bowsprit and swinging his cap, appeared to be shouting 
something with intense earnestness and animation. At first the distance prevented his being distinctly understood. But 
soon, as the vessel came farther into the harbour, the words, “Three more saved! Three more saved!” reached the 
nearest listeners. They were caught up by the crews of the multitudinous ships that lay anchored around, and sailors 
sprang wildly into the rigging and shouted, “Three more saved!” They were heard on the wharves; and the porter 
threw down his load, and the drayman stopped his noisy cart, and shouted, “Three more saved.” The tidings ran along 
the streets; and the news-boys left off crying the last murder, and shouted, “Three more saved.” Busy salesmen 
dropped their goods, bookkeepers their pens, bankers their discounts, tellers their gold, and merchants, hurrying on 
the stroke of the last hour of grace to pay their notes, paused in their headlong haste, and shouted, “Three more 
saved!” Louder and louder grew the cry — fast and faster it spread — along the crowded piers of the Hudson and East 
River — up by the graves of Trinity, the Hotels of Broadway, the marble palaces of the Fifth Avenue — over the 
heights of Brooklyn — across to Hoboken and Jersey City — away, away, beyond tower and pinnacle, beyond 
mansion and temple, beyond suburb and hamlet — till a million hearts pulsated with its thrill, and above all the 
sounds of the vast metropolis, mightier than all, hushing all, rose the great exultant shout, “Three more saved! Three 
more saved!” If cold and selfish men will thus stop short in the eager quest of gain or of pleasure, to let the voice of 
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humanity speak out, and to express their joy that three fellow-beings have been rescued from the ocean depths, shall 
we deem it an incredible thing that the holy and loving denizens of heaven should rejoice when a sinner repents, and 
is delivered from the abyss of hell? (Dr. Ide.) 
 
Repentance not better than obedience: — And in truth we may learn, from the working of human affection, that the 
rejoicing more of the lost sheep than of the ninety and nine, proves not that the one is more beloved than the rest. If 
one member of his family be in sickness or danger, does not that one seem almost to engross the heart of the parent? 
Are not the other members comparatively forgotten, so completely, for a while, are the thoughts absorbed in the 
suffering individual? It is not — and the fathers and mothers amongst you know that it is not — that the sick child is 
better loved than those which are in health. It is not that your affections are more centred on the son who is far away 
amid the perils of the deep than on those who are sitting safely at your fireside.  
 
It is only that danger causes you to feel a special interest for the time in some one of your offspring —an interest 
which for the most part ceases with the occasion, and which would be immediately transferred to another of the 
family, if that other were the subject of the peril. Oh, we quite believe that the mother, gazing 
on the child who seems about to be taken from her by death, is conscious of a feeling of passionate attachment which 
does not throb within her as she looks on her other little ones sleeping in their unbroken healthfulness. 
 
And if disease be suddenly arrested, and the child over whom she had wept in her agony smile on her again, and again 
charm her with its prattle, why we are persuaded that she will rejoice more of that child than of its 
brothers and its sisters, over whose beds she has never hung in anguish. Yet it is not that the one is dearer to her than 
the others. The probability of losing the one, whilst the others were safe, has caused a concentration of her solicitudes 
and anxieties. But her heart is all the while as thoroughly devoted to those who need not the same intenseness of her 
maternal care; and you have only to suppose the sickness from which one child has 
recovered seizing on another, and presently you will see her centring on this other the same eager  watchfulness; and 
for a time will there be again the same apparent absorption of the affections: and if again there be restoration to health, 
oh, again there will be the manifestations of an exuberant gladness, and the mother will rejoice more of the boy or the 
girl who has been snatched back from the grave than of those members of her household who have not approached its 
confines. But not, we again say, because she loves one child better than the rest — not because the healthful must 
become the sick in order to their being cherished and prized. 
 
Whatever her rapture on being told “thy son liveth,” the mother would far prefer the deep and unruffled tranquillity of 
a household not visited by danger and disease. And thus also with regard to moral peril, which brings the case nearer 
to that of the parable under review. If one member of a family grow up vicious and dissolute, whilst the others pursue 
stedfastly a course of obedience and virtue, it is not to be disputed that the thoughts of the parents will almost be 
engrossed by their profligate child, and that the workings of anxious affection will be more evident in regard of this 
prodigal than of the sons and the daughters who have given them no cause for uneasiness. Is it that they love the 
reckless better than the obedient? is it that they would love the obedient better if they were turned into the reckless?  
 
You know that this is no true account of the matter. You know that the seeing what we love in danger excites that 
interest on its behalf which we are scarcely conscious of whilst we see it in security. The danger serves to bring out 
the affection, and to show us its depth; but it rather affords occasion of manifestation than increases the amount.  
 
And, beyond question, if the child whose perverseness and profligacy have disquieted the father and the mother, 
causing them anxious days and sleepless nights, turn from the error of his ways, and seek their forgiveness and 
blessing ere they die, there will be excited such emotions in their hearts as have never been stirred by the rectitude and 
obedience of the rest of their offspring. And, in like manner, so far as we may carry up the illustration from the earthly 
to the heavenly we deny that, in representing God as rejoicing more over the recovered tribe than over those which 
never fell, we represent Him as better pleased with repentance than with uniform  obedience.  
 
We do but ascribe to Him human emotions, just in order to show that there is a tenderness in Deity which makes Him 
solicitous, if the word be allowable, for those who have brought themselves into danger and difficulty, and which 
renders their deliverance an object of such mighty importance that, when achieved, it may be said to minister more to 
His happiness than the homage of the myriads who never moved His displeasure. And when, through the energies of 
redemption, the human race was reinstated in the place whence it fell, it was not that God prefers the penitent to those 
who never swerved from allegiance, and has greater delight in men who have sinned than in angels who have always 
obeyed; it was not on these 
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accounts that He was more gladdened, as we suppose Him, by the recovery of what had wandered than by the stead-
fastness of what remained.  
 
It was only because, where there has been ground of anxiety, and a beloved object has been in peril, his restoration 
and safety open channels into which, for a while, the sympathies of the heart seem to pour all their fulness — it was 
only on this account that, Divine things being illustrated by human, our Creator might be likened to a man who, 
having found on the mountains the one sheep he had lost, “rejoiceth more of that sheep than of the ninety and nine 
which went not astray.” We judge from its context, as given by St. Matthew, that Christ designed to indicate the 
carefulness of God in reference to the erring members of the Church, which is specially His flock. He is there speak-
ing of the little ones, who are His disciples and followers; and the truth which He declares illustrated by the parable is, 
that it is not the will of the Father that “one of these little ones should perish. (H. Melvill, B. D.) 
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A study of Luke 15: The Joys of Salvation 
Parable of the lost coin: The lost sinner within the home – Luke 15:8-10 
 
(Luke 15:8-10 NIV)  "Or suppose a woman has ten silver coins and loses one. Does she not light a lamp, sweep the 
house and search carefully until she finds it? {9} And when she finds it, she calls her friends and neighbors together 
and says, 'Rejoice with me; I have found my lost coin.' {10} In the same way, I tell you, there is rejoicing in the 
presence of the angels of God over one sinner who repents." 
 
Let’s admit something from the outset today: this is going to be a difficult and emotional study. Emotions run high 
when you’re talking about family and emotions run high when religion and personal things enter the discussion…and 
today we’re talking about both family and religion. 
 
I have three children who are precious to me. I love them deeply and am zealous for their welfare, especially their 
spiritual welfare. My deepest desire is that they continually grow into Christlikeness, conforming to the mind and will 
of the Lord. I feel an almost painful sense of responsibility and commitment to protect my children from every form 
of harm and danger, even as they are now 24, 26, and 28 years old.  
 
From time to time, when people and influences have come into their lives that I know would be harmful to them, I 
have done my best to shield them from those dangers. As any normal parent, I have great appreciation for those who 
help my children and great indignation for those who harm them. 
 
Most parents are more grateful for what is done on behalf of and for the benefit of their children than for anything that 
could be done for themselves. Likewise, most parents find it easier to forgive an offense against themselves than one 
against their child. Parents are grateful to friends, teachers, and others who encourage, support, and build up their 
children.  
 
God is the perfect model of this kind of parental concern, because He has always been deeply concerned about the 
way His children are treated. It is of utmost importance to Him that they be protected and nurtured. He therefore 
promises blessing to those who treat His children well and gives dire warning to those who cause them harm. 
 
This attitude of God toward His children goes all the way back to when He first called out a nation for Himself from 
the loins of Abraham and said of him and his descendants, “I will bless those who bless you, and the one who curses 
you I will curse” (Gen. 12:3).The Lord has always demanded good treatment of His people, commanding unbelievers 
to treat them well and commanding them to treat each other well. 
 
Jesus is speaking of moral and spiritual stumbling, that is, of sinning. The  verb skandalizoô (to stumble) literally 
means “to cause to fall,” and the Lord is therefore speaking of enticing, trapping, or influencing a believer in any way 
that leads him into sin or in any way makes it easier for him to sin. A person who is responsible for causing a Chris-
tian to sin commits an offense against Christ Himself as well as against the Christian. 
 
Every believer is a child of God and, like all children, needs protection, care, and understanding. It is an enormous 
crime to harm even one of them by leading him to sin. To ruin the character of a saint or to retard his spiritual growth 
is heinous in God’s sight, because it amounts to attacking His beloved Son, Jesus Christ. 
 
There are many ways persons can be caused to stumble into sin. The most obvious way is by directly tempting them 
to sin, and Satan and the world can use even believers to tempt other believers to sin. 
 
God’s children can also be caused to stumble indirectly. That is the broad category of danger about which Paul 
specifically warns parents, saying, “Do not provoke your children to anger” (Eph. 6:4). By such things as showing 
favoritism, demanding unrealistic achievements, being critical, overprotective, or overpermissive, parents can fru-
strate and exasperate their children and drive them to angry reactions that are emotionally and even spiritually 
damaging. Not allowing children to make their own mistakes now and then, neglecting them (sometimes because of 
church commitments), and showing little interest in their opinions and concerns can bring the same tragic result. In 
rebelling against their parents’ attitudes and practices in such matters as those, children often rebel against their 
parents’ beliefs and moral standards as well, siding against them on virtually every issue simply to vent their resent-
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ment and assert their independence. Spouses, friends, co-workers, and fellow church members can also be indirectly 
caused to stumble into sin by being treated in insensitive, unloving, and unkind ways. 
 
A third manner of causing God’s children to stumble is through sinful example. Without having a word said to them, 
believers can be led into sinful attitudes and practices simply by following the bad example of others. Here again, 
parents need to be on guard, because they are continually setting examples, both good and bad, for their children to 
follow. 
 
The story is told of an alcoholic father who stole out of the house one winter night to go to his favorite tavern. He had 
not gone far when he heard a soft crunching noise in the snow behind him. He turned around to see his five-year-old 
boy a few yards behind him. When he asked his son what he was doing, the boy replied, “I’m trying to follow in your 
footsteps, Dad.” According to the story the man never took another drink. 
 
Even when a person himself is not sinning, it is possible for him to lead others into sin. By carelessly flaunting one’s 
liberty in Christ by participating in an activity that is not itself a sin and is perfectly appropriate for a strong Christian, 
it is possible to cause weaker brothers and sisters to stumble. If they follow the mature believer’s example while still 
being convicted in their own immature consciences that the practice is wrong, they are led into sin. Although the 
practice itself may not be sinful, it becomes sinful for the weaker Christian because it is done against what he believes 
to be right, and therefore against his conscience. 
 
Rom. 14: 23: But the man who has doubts is condemned if he eats, because his eating is not from faith; and every-
thing that does not come from faith is sin. 
 
Do you feel as strongly for the spiritual welfare for your own family that you would make the statement Paul did 
toward the children of Israel? 
 
Rom. 9:1-5: I speak the truth in Christ—I am not lying, my conscience confirms it in the Holy Spirit—2I have great 
sorrow and unceasing anguish in my heart. 3For I could wish that I myself were cursed and cut off from Christ for the 
sake of my brothers, those of my own race, 4the people of Israel.  
 
Prov. 22:6: Train a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he will not turn from it. 
 
Proverbs 22:6 is a religious “rabbit’s foot” that many sorrowing parents and grandparents desperately resort to when 
children stray from the Lord. They interpret this to mean, “they will stray away for a time but then come back,” but 
that isn’t what it says.  
 
The Hebrew word is speaking of the palate, or roof of the mouth. It brings forth the image of a midwife putting 
together herbs and putting them into the roof of the newborn infant’s mouth….to create a sucking sensation. In it verb 
form it’s the word used to describe what takes place when a rope is put into the mouth to tame the wild horse. 
 
What is the verse saying? It’s telling us to “create a thirst for righteousness” and it can always be there in years ahead.  
 
Certainly it’s true that children raised in the nurture and admonition of the Lord can stray from God, but they can 
never get away from the prayers of their parents or the seed that’s been planted in their hearts.  
 
Parents should never despair but keep on praying and trusting God to bring wayward children to their senses. But that 
isn’t what Proverbs 22:6 is speaking about. Like the other proverbs, it’s not making an ironclad guarantee but is 
laying down a general principle. 
 
It makes me think of another verse:  Matt. 5:6: Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they 
will be filled. 
 
(15:8-10) Introduction: this and passage is often preached and taught right along with the Parable of the Lost Sheep 
(Luke 15:1-7). The lost sheep was lost out in the wilderness of the world, whereas the lost coin was lost in the house. 
Note the points are the same for each parable, but the application is different. 
 1. The coin was lost (v.8). 
 2. The coin was lost because of others (v.8).  
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 3. The coin was lost in the house (v.8). 
 4. The coin was sought until found (v.9). 
 5. The coin, once found, brought great joy (v.9). 
 6. The coin represented a repentant sinner (v.10) 
 
 (15:8) Lost—Coin: the lost coin represents the unbeliever, the sinner who is lost within the house, the family 
member who has gone astray and is lost both to God and to the mother.  
 
The sheep was lost because of its foolishness, but the coin was lost because of the carelessness of another. It is a 
sobering thought that our carelessness at home could result in a soul being lost. 
 
When a Jewish girl married, she began to wear a headband of ten silver coins to signify that she was now a wife. It 
was the Jewish version of our modern wedding ring, and it would be considered a calamity for her to lose one of those 
coins. Palestinian houses were dark, so she had to light a lamp and search until she found the lost coin; and we can 
imagine her joy at finding it. 
 
We must not press parabolic images too far, but it is worth noting that the coin would have on it the image of the ruler 
(Luke 20:19-25). The lost sinner bears the image of God, even though that image has been marred by sin. When a lost 
sinner is “found,” God begins to restore that divine image through the power of the Spirit; and one day, the believer 
will be like Jesus Christ (Rom. 8:29; 2 Cor. 3:18; Col. 3:10; 1 John 3:1-2). 
 
The coin in question in this parable was a silver drachma worth about 4p.  It would not be difficult to lose a coin in a 
Palestinian peasant's house and it might take a long search to find it.  The houses were very dark, for they were lit by 
one little circular window not much more than about eighteen inches across.  The floor was beaten earth covered with 
dried reeds and rushes; and to look for a coin on a floor like that was very much like looking for a needle in a hays-
tack.  The woman swept the floor in the hope that she might see the coin glint or hear it tinkle as it moved. 
 
Note two facts. 
1. The coin was silver, of extreme worth, and greatly desired. 
2. The coin was lost and doomed to be lost forever if not found. 
 
There are two reasons why the woman may have been so eager to find the coin. 
(i)  It may have been a matter of sheer necessity…15-16 cents does’t sound very much but it was more than a whole 
day's wage for a working man in Palestine.  These people lived always on the edge of things and very little stood 
between them and real hunger.  The woman may well have searched with intensity because, if she did not find, the 
family would not eat. 
 
(ii)  There may have been a much more romantic reason.  The mark of a married woman was a head-dress made of ten 
silver coins linked together by a silver chain.  For years maybe a girl would scrape and save to amass her ten coins, 
for the headdress was almost the equivalent of her wedding ring.  When she had it, it was so inalienably hers that it 
could not even be taken from her for debt.  It may well be that it was one of these coins that the woman had lost, and 
so she searched for it as any woman would search if she lost her marriage ring. 
 
In either case it is easy to think of the joy of the woman when at last she saw the glint of the elusive coin and when 
she held it in her hand again.  God, said Jesus, is like that.  The joy of God, and of all the angels, when one sinner 
comes home, is like the joy of a home when a coin which has stood between them and starvation has been lost and is 
found; it is like the joy of a woman who loses her most precious possession, with a value far beyond money, and then 
finds it again. 
 
No Pharisee had ever dreamed of a God like that.  A great Jewish scholar has admitted that this is the one absolutely 
new thing which Jesus taught men about God-that he actually searched for men.  The Jew might have agreed that if a 
man came crawling home to God in self-abasement and prayed for pity he might find it; but he would never have 
conceived of a God who went out to search for sinners.  We believe in the seeking love of God, because we see that 
love incarnate in Jesus Christ, the Son of God, who came to seek and to save that which was lost. 
 
 (15:8) Lost—Family—Witnessing: the coin was lost because of others. This is a striking picture of the responsibility 
family members have for one another. A coin (person) within the home is lost in one of four ways. 
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1. Ignoring the coin. It is set aside and forgotten. Once it has been brought into the house, little if any thought is 
given to it. Being too busy, not knowing its value, and confusing priorities can cause a coin to be ignored. 
 
2. Neglecting the coin. A person can know the coin is there and know its value, yet neglect it. He can just fail to 
pay attention to the coin for such a long period of time that he forgets where it is. 
 
3. Carelessly handling the coin. It is badly handled, dropped, and lost. 
 
4. Unconsciously placing the coin someplace. Placing the coin can be unplanned; therefore, little attention is 
given to it. A person just goes about his daily affairs without ever planning any use for the coin. Eventually, it is 
forgotten. 
 
(15:8) Lost—Family—Witnessing: the coin was lost in the house. Note three points. 
1. The coin, although lost in the house, was lost in the dust and dirt of the floor. It was not clean like the other 
nine coins sitting on the dresser. The dust and dirt was slowly covering and tarnishing it in its filth. 
 
2. The coin’s experience, although in the house, was terrible. Being lost, it was... 
• useless: unable to contribute to family needs. 
• helpless: unable to fulfill its purpose. 
• gone: not present to participate in family functions. 
• by-passed: not seen, it could not be polished and cared for. 
• stepped upon and walked upon: down upon the floor covered with dust and dirt, it was not seen; therefore, it was 
misused and abused. 
 
3. The coin was not aware it was lost. Note three things. 
a. A family member may have no consciousness or sensation of being lost. There may be no discomfort, distress, or 
anxiety; however, there is still personal responsibility. Everyone, no matter who he is, is responsible for his own life 
and salvation. He cannot blame his parents, mother, father, brother, sister, son or daughter. The family member who 
sins is responsible for his own behavior. He is the one who is lost in the dirt of the earth. 
 
b. There is no excuse for following peers and stronger personalities. There is no excuse for being passive, weak, or 
easily misled. A family member is eventually responsible for his own life. 
 
c. The other family members may not know the truth about the love of God and Christ, about the privilege of being 
saved and having one’s sins forgiven and inheriting eternal life. Therefore, a family member is responsible to get out 
and seek the truth from those who do know the truth. 
 
(15:9) Witnessing—Lost, Seeking: the coin was sought until found. There are several significant facts in this point. 
1. The woman changed the whole atmosphere of the house. She lit a candle, for the houses of that day were very 
dark. Most had only one small window less than two feet across. The woman’s only hope of finding the coin was to 
secure light. 
 
The light represents Christ, the Light of the World. The woman turned to Christ to bring light to her dark house. Note 
she used the light in her search, looking behind every door, under every table, in every drawer, and everywhere else. 
She went nowhere without the Light. (The light also represents the light of her life, that is, her trust in the righteous-
ness of God.  
 
2. She swept throughout the house. She swept all the loose and clinging dirt and filth out of her house (cp. sin in 
the house). She knew two things. 
a. As long as there was loose dirt and filth in the house (sin), she might never find her precious coin. 
b. If she did not clean out all the loose dirt and filth (sin), she might lose another coin. 
 
3. The woman searched for the coin immediately and urgently. The longer the coin stayed lost... 
• the dirtier it became. 
• the more scarred it became. 
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• the more it settled in the dirt. 
• the harder it was to find. 
 
4. The woman searched diligently for the coin until she found it. There was great loss felt, as though there was no 
other silver piece. There was no comfort in knowing the other pieces were safe. So much depended upon finding this 
one lost coin. 
 
The coin’s very purpose and usefulness in life depended upon being found and saved from the dirt of the earth, so one 
thing was set: she would not give up until she had found it. 
⇒ She willed to find the coin: dedicated and committed her life to finding it, always praying for God’s direction and 
trusting Him for His help. 
⇒ She labored diligently: poured all the thought and energy and effort of her being into seeking her lost coin. 
Seeking the coin became the focus of her life until she found it. 
⇒ She endured: the work was tedious and hard, for it involved sweeping away the dirt and filth under everything 
and in every little corner and unseen place. 
 
She looked and prayed while walking upright, bowing, bending, and kneeling. Despite the inconvenience and difficul-
ty, she shifted, removed, and rearranged all the furniture in order to clean and reach out to unnoticed areas—all in an 
attempt to reach and find the lost coin. 
 
The parable of the lost silver: — 
I. AS THE SILVER WAS PRECIOUS TO THE WOMAN, SO ARE OUR SOULS IN THE SIGHT OF GOD OUR 
SAVIOUR. We estimate a person’s value for a thing by the price he gives, the sacrifice he makes, to obtain or recover 
it. How dear, then, was man to God, who loved him when fallen; yea. who so loved the world, that He gave His only-
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in Him, should not perish, but have eternal life. 
 
II. AS THE PIECE OF MONEY WAS LOST TO THE WOMAN, SO IS EVERY ONE WHO CONTINUES IN SIN 
LOST TO GOD. He is alienated from the life of God through the ignorance that is in him. 
 
III. AS THE WOMAN SEARCHED FOR HER LOST TREASURE, AND SPARED NO PAINS TO RECOVER IT; 
SO DOES JESUS CHRIST SEEK THE SOUL THAT IS LOST BY SIN. 
 
IV. AS THE WOMAN CALLS HER FRIENDS AND NEIGHBOURS TO REJOICE WITH HER, FOR THE LOST 
PIECE FOUND; SO IS THERE JOY IN HEAVEN, IN THE PRESENCE OF THE ANGELS OF GOD, OVER ONE 
REPENTING SINNER. For this joy, Jesus endured the cross, despising the shame. Thus He sees of the 
travail of His soul, and is satisfied. And His joy is shared by the angels that surround His throne. 
   1. Let this parable, then, rebuke self-righteousness; let it teach humility. 
   2. Again — let this parable suggest the most powerful motive to instant repentance. For what motive is there, like 
Christ’s enduring and seeking love? (E. Blencowe, M. A.) 
 
The Bible a moveable light: — The candle is a moveable light, carried by the woman from place to place. Wherever a 
lost piece of money is to be sought, there the candle must be carried that the searching may be thorough. This carrying 
of the candle, first into one place and then into another, is the Church’s part in seeking for lost souls. While the whole 
truth for man’s salvation is presented in Holy Scripture, and any man who would inquire as to the way of life may 
there find the light he needs to guide him aright, men do not readily search the Scriptures for themselves, that their 
own souls may be saved. In recognition of this neglect, illustrated in one way under the image of the wandering sheep, 
in another under the image of the lost piece of money, the necessity for the active work of seeking is acknowledged by 
the Church, as it is here taught by the Saviour. (Calderwood.) 
 
Lost in the house — What a meaning this parable has for those who are lost in a Christian home, school, sanctuary, 
and who, while neither blasphemers, nor infidels, and while maintaining a nominal connection with God and His 
cause, are lost! Lost to duty, with all around them conducive to consecration; lost to the love of God, while daily 
loaded with Divine benefits! (J. W. Burn.) 
 
God’s search for the lost: — God is as incapable of being indifferent towards His lost mankind, as is a mother 
towards her lost child. Lost mankind are not only His lost, but His lost children. His piece of money is money indeed, 
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for originally it came out of the mine of His eternal nature. Heathen poets, Christian apostles, and modern philosophy 
are agreed that mankind “are His offspring.” And does not the Source of all hearts feel? And is He not concerned for 
His lost?  
    In the Divinity of indifference I cannot believe. And yet I am strongly inclined to think that, to many, one great 
offence of the gospel is, that it is too gracious, too tender, too womanly. They can conceive God to have Almighty 
power, infinite wisdom and justice, but they cannot give Him credit for infinite affection. They know that a woman 
will light a candle and go into every hole and corner, stooping and searching, until she find that which she has missed; 
but they have no idea that this can be a true parable of God’s concern for His lost children.  
   They are not surprised to find a heart in my Lady Franklin: they are not surprised at any measures that she may set 
on foot to recover the lost one. They are not surprised that the British and American Governments should be con-
cerned to seek, and if possible, to save Sir John and his crew. No one said, they are not worth the expense and labour 
of seeking, because they are few. Not far from a million pounds were sacrificed in this search. Besides money, good 
brothers were not found backward to expose their own lives to danger, in the distant hope of finding and relieving 
their missing brothers.  
   Have the English Government and people so great a concern to recover their lost, and has God none? Better say that 
a drop contains more than the ocean, that a candle gives more light than the sun, that there are higher virtues in a 
stream than in its source, and that the creature has more heart than God. Otherwise confess, that the gospel is infinite-
ly worthy of the heart of God; and never more imagine the great Father to find rest under the loss of His human 
family, in the consolation: “They are nothing compared with My universe, they will never be missed. (J. Pulsford.) 
 
These two parables help us understand something of what it means to be lost. To begin with, it means being out of 
place. Sheep belong with the flock, coins belong on the chain, and lost sinners belong in fellowship with God. But to 
be lost also means being out of service. A lost sheep is of no value to the shepherd, a lost coin has no value to the 
owner, and a lost sinner cannot experience the enriching fulfillment God has for him in Jesus Christ. 
 
But to turn this around, to be “found” (saved) means that you are back in place (reconciled to God), back in service 
(life has a purpose), and out of danger. No wonder the shepherd and the woman rejoiced and invited their friends to 
rejoice with them! 
 
It is easy for us today to read these two parables and take their message for granted, but the people who first heard 
them must have been shocked. Jesus was saying that God actually searches for lost sinners! No wonder the scribes 
and Pharisees were offended, for there was no place in their legalistic theology for a God like that. They had forgotten 
that God had sought out Adam and Eve when they had sinned and hidden from God (Gen. 3:8-9). In spite of their 
supposed knowledge of Scripture, the scribes and Pharisees forgot that God was like a father who pitied his wayward 
children (Ps. 103:8-14). 
 
There are few joys that match the joy of finding the lost and bringing them to the Saviour. “The church has nothing to 
do but to save souls,” said John Wesley, the founder of Methodism. “Therefore, spend and be spent in this work.” 
 
 (15:9) Salvation—Joy—Witnessing: the coin, once found, brought great joy. Note several things. 
1. The woman’s prayers and efforts payed off. She found her lost coin. Such prayer and diligence are rewarded 
by God. 
 
2. The woman called her friends and neighbors together for a glorious celebration. Her lost coin had been found. 
It was a joyous moment and she wanted those dearest to her to share in the joyful moment. 
 
3. This is critical to remember. Note her words, “the piece which I had lost.” She had been the one who had lost 
the coin. Why had she lost it? Note that the candle had not been lit. The house had only natural light shining through a 
small man-made window. The light of the candle (Christ) did not shine throughout the house. 
 
4. The woman could now rejoice because... 
• she had secured light (Christ). 
• she had swept all the dirt and filth out of her house. 
• she had prayed and sought diligently for her lost coin. 
• her efforts and prayer led her to the coin. 
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(15:10) Repentance: the coin represented a repentant sinner. Note two simple but profound points. 
 1. The sinner who is found is a man who repents. 
 2. God and all the angels rejoice greatly when one sinner repents. 
 
Lost treasure: — In the parable of the lost coin the first thing that strikes us is, that something considered of value had 
been lost. The lighting of the candle, the sweeping of the house, the diligent search, everything else being laid aside to 
attend to this matter, all showed that the thing lost was regarded as quite important. So when the soul of man becomes 
lost through sin, the most valuable object in the world is lost. Whether we 
reflect upon the soul’s vast power of endless progress; its wonderful capacity of investigating the universe, from the 
lowest depths of earth to the highest star; its ability to hold converse and communion with the great 
God Himself, and there to find its highest delight; its rapidity of thought by which it can move through the universe in 
the twinkling of an eye; or the great interest that has been manifested in it by all heaven — we must see its amazing 
value. The exceeding value of man’s soul is seen in what Jesus has done for it. Men often put forth great efforts for 
very insignificant objects. But when we see the Saviour leave His bright throne in the heavens, and become a home-
less wanderer upon the earth, that He might save lost souls, we are able to form some estimate of the soul’s value. Oh, 
yes; in Calvary we see how much is lost when the soul is lost! This is the precious thing that was lost. What a loss I 
The loss of reputation, of wealth, of health, of property, of life — all are nothing to such a loss as this. And such is 
man’s position out of Christ. (J. R. Boyd.) 
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A study of Luke 15: The Joys of Salvation 
Parable of the prodigal son: The wayward son – Luke 15:11-24 
 
(Luke 15:11-24 NIV)  Jesus continued: "There was a man who had two sons. {12} The younger one said to his father, 
'Father, give me my share of the estate.' So he divided his property between them. {13} "Not long after that, the 
younger son got together all he had, set off for a distant country and there squandered his wealth in wild living. {14} 
After he had spent everything, there was a severe famine in that whole country, and he began to be in need. {15} So 
he went and hired himself out to a citizen of that country, who sent him to his fields to feed pigs. {16} He longed to fill 
his stomach with the pods that the pigs were eating, but no one gave him anything. {17} "When he came to his senses, 
he said, 'How many of my father's hired men have food to spare, and here I am starving to death! {18} I will set out 
and go back to my father and say to him: Father, I have sinned against heaven and against you. {19} I am no longer 
worthy to be called your son; make me like one of your hired men.' {20} So he got up and went to his father. "But 
while he was still a long way off, his father saw him and was filled with compassion for him; he ran to his son, threw 
his arms around him and kissed him. {21} "The son said to him, 'Father, I have sinned against heaven and against 
you. I am no longer worthy to be called your son.' {22} "But the father said to his servants, 'Quick! Bring the best 
robe and put it on him. Put a ring on his finger and sandals on his feet. {23} Bring the fattened calf and kill it. Let's 
have a feast and celebrate. {24} For this son of mine was dead and is alive again; he was lost and is found.' So they 
began to celebrate. 
  
(15:11-24) Introduction: the parable of the Prodigal Son is the greatest and most beloved story ever told in human 
language. God loves and reaches out to the most prodigal of men, and He runs to embrace any prodigal son who 
repents and returns home. We call this story “The Parable of the Prodigal Son” (the word prodigal means “wasteful”), 
but it could also be called “The Parable of the Loving Father,” for it emphasizes the graciousness of the father more 
than the sinfulness of the son.  
 
Unlike the shepherd and the woman in the previous parables, the father did not go out to seek the son, but it was the 
memory of his father’s goodness that brought the boy to repentance and forgiveness (see Rom. 2:4). God forgives His 
prodigal son and restores him, no matter how terrible the sin and failure of the prodigal. 
 1. He said, “Give me” (v.11-13). 
 2. He met the day when he suffered and was in want (v.14-16). 
 3. He came to himself and snapped out of his insanity, back to reality (v.17-19). 
 4. He arose and returned to his father (v.20-21). 
 5. He was accepted when he returned to the father (v.22-24). 
 
Jesus introduces the main characters in the first verse: "A certain man had two sons" (Luke 15:11). As the story 
unfolds, the focus shifts from one character to another. The younger son-the Prodigal-is the main focus at the start (vv. 
12-20). But then midway through the story, the father takes center stage (vv. 20-24), followed by the elder brother 
(vv. 25-31).  
 
The parable naturally divides into those three sections, and as Jesus develops the tale, with each shift in focus, the plot 
takes a surprising turn. The typical first-time hearer's train of thought and expectations are therefore jolted with each 
successive shift in the story line. 
 
As the parable begins, the younger son appears to be cast in the scoundrel's role as the central character. In the closing 
section, however, the elder brother is unmasked as the real villain. As the focus of the story turns to the elder brother, 
we learn the main lesson of the parable from his negative example. 
 
Some have even suggested that a better name for the parable would be "The Self-Righteous Big Brother," or some-
thing similar.  Others have proposed titles focusing on the father's mercy and forgiveness ("The Parable of the 
Forgiving Father," and so on). But it's hard to think of any title that would do justice to the full sweep of truth Jesus 
lays out in this short tale. The three-part form of this parable is deliberate and ingenious. It highlights in quick 
succession three important ideas, all closely related to the central theme of Luke 15: heaven's joy when a sinner 
repents. The Prodigal Son is an object lesson about true repentance. The father personifies the joy of heaven. And the 
embittered elder brother stands in stark contrast to both of those ideas. He is the embodiment of the Pharisees' preten-
tious self-righteousness and its natural byproduct-ungodly resentment over the grace and goodness of God to others. 
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His Shameless Demand 
We'll begin, as Jesus did, by focusing on the younger brother the Prodigal Son himself. 
 
The derivation of that name is worth pausing to notice. The word prodigal doesn't appear in the King James Version. 
It's a very old English word that speaks of reckless wastefulness or lavish extravagance. It has virtually fallen out of 
usage in modern English, except in reference to this parable. It is sometimes used in reference to wayward sons and 
daughters. But it doesn't speak of youthful rebellion or truancy per se. The main idea behind the word prodigal is that 
of wastefulness, immoderation, excess, and dissipation. 
 
The word is used in Luke 15: 13 in the New King James Version, where we are told this younger brother "wasted his 
possessions with prodigal living." The Greek term there is asotos, meaning wastefulness-but don't get the notion that 
the Prodigal's dominant character flaw was merely that he was a spendthrift. As we'll soon see, the Greek expression 
is much stronger than that, conveying strong overtones of licentiousness, promiscuity, and moral debauchery. 
 
The young man is a classic illustration of an undisciplined young person who wastes the best part of his life through 
extravagant self-indulgence and becomes a slave to his own lust and sin. He is a living picture of the course of sin and 
how it inevitably debases the sinner. 
 
The Rebel’s Astonishing Insolence 
Just the introduction to Jesus' tale was probably enough to elicit a gasp from the scribes and Pharisees: "The younger 
[son] said to his father, 'Father, give me the portion of goods that falls to me'" (vv. 11-12). The young man's request, 
as Jesus described it, was outrageous, impudent, and grossly dishonoring to the father. 
 
The picture Jesus paints is of a young man, who is apparently not yet married-because he wants to go and sow his 
wild oats. He was probably in his teens and obviously filled with shameless disrespect toward his father. His request 
for an early inheritance reveals how passionately deep-seated and wickedly hard-hearted his defiance was. Anyone 
acquainted with Middle Eastern culture would instantly see this (and most would find it repugnant in the extreme) 
because everything about the demand the boy made cut against the grain of Hebrew society's core values. 
 
Disregard for His Inheritance  
To begin with, the younger son's attitude regarding his inheritance was entirely inappropriate. From the earliest days 
of Israel, the laws governing the passage of family estates from generation to generation were among the most 
important and most distinctive cultural principles codified in the law of Moses. Family lands and possessions were not 
to be sold or transferred out of the family line. In dire cases where land had to be sold to avoid a disastrous bankrupt-
cy, the Law even had a provision that guaranteed the eventual return of that property to its rightful family during the 
year of Jubilee (Leviticus 25:23-34). 
 
The duty of keeping one's legacy intact was well understood by all. This is seen in Naboth's indignation when Ahab 
wanted to purchase his family's land to turn it into a garden adjacent to the royal palace. Naboth said, "The LORD 
forbid that I should give the inheritance of my fathers to you!" (1 Kings 21:3). That perspective was deeply ingrained 
in Israel's value system, going all the way back to when "Abraham gave all that he had to Isaac" (Genesis 25:5). 
 
A principle known as the law of primogeniture governed the transfer of a family's inheritance in Israel. It meant the 
firstborn son would receive a double portion of the family legacy. On rare and extraordinary occasions, the double 
portion could be given to a younger son instead-such as when Isaac rather than Ishmael became Abraham's sole heir, 
or when Jacob got the birthright from Esau. But normally the birthright went to the eldest son. 
 
Deuteronomy 21:15-17 recognizes the legitimacy and importance of this practice. (That text forbids the transfer of the 
birthright to a younger sibling for reasons stemming from sinful favoritism.) The birthright included not only that 
extra measure of wealth but also the responsibility of family headship over whoever remained in the immediate 
household when the father died. The greater part of a family's land and possessions-and the nucleus of the family itself 
was thus kept intact from generation to generation. 
 
Younger sons were by no means disenfranchised. They received a fair share of the inheritance too. In an important 
sense, they benefited greatly from the economic principles established by the law of primogeniture. Rather than 
mercilessly subdividing a family's property and assets every generation (or taxing everyone's inheritance into obli-
vion), the practice gave firstborn sons a better financial foundation to build on and thereby established a stronger 
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family core. That, in turn, provided support and stability for younger sons as well. The system was designed to 
increase wealth all around. It is patently obvious that the younger son in Jesus' parable had not an ounce of gratitude 
in his heart for the legacy that generations of his family had provided for his father-and one day for him. He lacked 
both patience and discipline. Worst of all, by all appearances, he lacked any authentic love for his father. 
 
Dishonor for His Father  
This was perhaps the most disturbing aspect of the Prodigal Son's behavior. For a son in that culture to request his 
inheritance early was tantamount to saying, "Dad, I wish you were dead. You are in the way of my plans. You are a 
barrier. I want my freedom. I want my fulfillment. And I want out of this family now. I have other plans that don't 
involve you; they don't involve this family; they don't involve this estate; they don't even involve this village. I want 
nothing to do with any of you. Give me my inheritance now, and I am out of here." 
 
In a culture where honor was so important and the fifth commandment ("Honor your father and your mother") was a 
governing law, this young man's impertinence was worse than merely scandalous. Any son who made such a breath-
takingly inappropriate request from a healthy father would have been regarded as the lowest form of miscreant. It was 
not his prerogative to demand his inheritance early. Not only was he implying that he wished his father were dead; he 
was in effect purposely committing a kind of symbolic filial suicide. Any son who made such a brazen demand could 
expect to be written off as dead by his father. Evidently that mattered little to this reckless son. In fact, that would give 
him the freedom he craved. If he managed to get the early inheritance to boot, so much the better. 
 
Incidentally, in that culture, the normal response to this level of impudence would be, at the very minimum, a hard 
slap across the face from the father. This would typically be done publicly to shame the son who had showed such 
disdain for his father. (If that seems too severe, bear in mind that the law of Moses prescribed death by stoning for 
incorrigibly rebellious children [Deuteronomy 21: 18-21].) So a son guilty of dishonoring his father to this degree 
could well expect to be dispossessed of everything he had and then permanently dismissed from the family. Reckoned 
as dead. 
 
That's how serious this breach was. As a matter of fact, that is reflected when the Prodigal comes back and the father 
says, "This my son was dead" (v. 24). The father says it again to the older brother: "Your brother was dead" (v. 32). It 
was not uncommon in that time and place to hold an actual funeral for a child who insolently abandoned home and 
family in this way. Even today in strict Jewish families, parents will sometimes say "kaddish" (the formal recitation of 
a funeral prayer) over a son or daughter who is disowned for this kind of behavior. 
 
Once disowned by a father, there was almost no way for a rebellious child to come back and regain his position in the 
family. If wanted back at all, he must make restitution for whatever dishonor he caused the family and for whatever 
possessions he might have taken when he ran away. Even then, he might expect to forfeit many of the rights that he 
previously enjoyed as a family member.He could certainly forget about receiving any further inheritance. 
 
The lines of family honor were clear to everyone in society. The father was at the head of the list, usually with the 
mother at his side. Next in order of honor came the eldest brother, with younger siblings at the bottom of the pecking 
order. 
 
So in Jesus' parable, the hierarchy is obvious. The father, as the family patriarch, is to be highly honored. No mother is 
in evidence, so the father may have been a widower, which would mean the father and two sons were the nucleus of 
this household, with servants who showed them honor. However, the younger son would be expected to honor not 
only the father hut the elder brother as well. He might well have resented his position in the family, thinking he was 
not much better off than the household servants. 
 
Whatever was going on In his mind, the son was either oblivious to his own shame or totally unconcerned about it. So 
what if his behavior brought dishonor on the whole family? As soon as he had his inheritance, he would leave home 
and family and country behind and travel into a far country where no one knew him anyway. Then he would be free at 
last to do whatever he wanted. 
 
Jesus could hardly have painted a scenario that would portray greater shame. Given the social structure of Israel, this 
was the very lowest a son could go. 
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Demand for His Birthright -- The way the Prodigal made his demand was calloused and coldhearted: "Father, give 
me the portion of goods that falls to me" (Luke 15:12). 
 
The Greek expression translated "portion of goods" is found nowhere else in Scripture. It's not the normal Greek word 
for inheritance. It's not a term that would normally be applied to real estate, fixed assets, or anything permanently 
situated on the family property. Instead, it's a word that speaks of personal valuables especially movable property and 
liquid assets. It literally means "my share of the family's belongings." He was demanding that his father's household 
goods, personal valuables, and miscellaneous material possessions be inventoried and distributed early. 
 
That suggestion was, of course, as impractical as it was audacious. In any two-son family following the law of 
primogeniture, one-third of all family assets would go to the younger son when the father died. To demand a third of 
the household goods while the father was still living was both absurd and unreasonable. 
 
It's doubtful that the Prodigal really expected his father to meet such a demand. No matter. He would happily accept 
payment in coins or bank notes. He was undoubtedly willing to settle for far less than the fair market value of his 
actual inheritance. Plainly, his only plan was to take whatever he could get his hands on and leave home as soon as 
possible. He was not interested in any part of the long-term family legacy. A share in the family's property and 
livestock would only tie him down. He was basically asking to be cashed out. 
 
In effect, the Prodigal Son was offering to sell his birthright for whatever money his father had on hand. That would 
probably be a considerable amount by any measure. This was clearly a prosperous family. They had hired servants 
(Luke 15:19, 22). The father was affluent enough to hire musicians and dancers for an impromptu celebration (v. 25). 
They owned livestock, including a fattened calf readily available for their own use at a moment's notice-which was 
the kind of luxury only a very wealthy family could afford. 
 
Of course, this young man knew he would eventually come into a substantial inheritance, but he was fed up with 
waiting for it. He wanted whatever he could get now, chiefly because he needed it to finance his rebellion. He didn't 
want any of the responsibility that came with the inheritance. He wanted no part in the ongoing management of the 
estate. In fact, what he seems to have wanted most of all was to get rid of the duties, the expectations, and the ste-
wardship that came with being ~he son of such a successful man. 
 
In essence, he was telling his father, "All I want is a fair share of the family assets, and I'll get out of your life. I'm not 
asking for your advice; I just want my portion of what's coming to me. I don't want to be led, and I certainly don't 
want to be a leader. I don't need accountability, and I don't need you."  
 
Like every unruly adolescent, the Prodigal was clearly miserable. He thought what he needed was more indepen-
dence. He was tired of the cultural pressure to honor his father. He certainly couldn't see any benefit to letting his 
father's viewpoint and values govern his life any longer. He was determined to remove himself as far as possible from 
every obligation, to cast off all restraint, and especially to remove himself from his father's authority. 
 
It was, of course, any father's prerogative to give gifts to his children. And it was not unheard of in the Jewish culture 
at that time for a father to assign specific portions of the family estate to individual heirs long before he died. He 
might say, for example, regarding a particular portion of land or a treasured possession, "That is yours. It's part of the 
two-thirds you'll receive as my firstborn son." Or, "Here is something I want you to have. It's part of the one-third 
you're going to get as my younger son."  
 
But even if a father did distribute his estate early, the sons weren't permitted to take full and independent possession 
of their inheritance until the father died. In that culture, where honor was so important, every father was expected to 
remain ultimately in charge and finally responsible for the entire household and all its assets until he died. The father 
(if he were truly honorable) could never relinquish his duty as head of the family. Such a thing was precluded by a 
host of traditions that were tied to the fifth commandment: "Honor your father and your mother" (Exodus 20:12). 
 
In fact, the Mishnah (a compendium of traditions governing how the Law was interpreted) mandated that if a father 
distributed his estate early, the sons had to hold the property until he died. The sons might manage an asset or culti-
vate a plot of land as if it were already their own. But the father maintained a kind of de facto ownership. He still had 
the dominant voice in decisions about family affairs. He still oversaw how they managed the property. And he still 
had a right to share in any income that was produced. Only after the father's death could sons do with their inheritance 
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whatever they pleased. In other words, an early inheritance, though a wonderful benefit, did not release a son com-
pletely from his father's authority. 
 
The Father’s Surprising Response 
In the village life of that time, everyone knew everyone else's business. Besides, the Prodigal's plan to leave home 
guaranteed that his rebellion would in short order become public knowledge and grist for the village rumor mill. This 
thoughtless rebel was blithely erecting a mountain of dishonor over his father, his family, and his own reputation. 
 
Sadly for the father, there was nothing he could do to cover or remove the shame, short of publicly disowning the boy. 
That is no doubt precisely what others in the village would expect and possibly even urge the father to do. Any self-
respecting father in that culture would naturally feel he had to disgrace the son as publicly as possible-giving him the 
ceremonial slap across the face, a public denunciation, formal dismissal from the family, and possibly even a funeral. 
After all, it was the only way to avoid allowing the boy to bring a lasting reproach against the family's good name. 
 
Division if His Livelihood  
Instead, the father "divided to them his livelihood" (v. 12). Rather than publicly strike the boy across the face for his 
insolence, this father granted his rebel son exactly what he asked for. 
 
Here is where Jesus' story would have elicited a second great gasp from the scribes and Pharisees. If the father had 
divided his estate between his sons out of his own will and gracious generosity, then it would be understood and 
perhaps even admired. But to honor an impudent request from a defiant youth in this way was unheard of-especially 
since this course of action quite literally cost the father everything he had. 
 
Most of Jesus' listeners-particularly the Pharisees-would see this as a shameful act by the father. By the standards of 
that culture, it was a pathetically weak response. Did this father have no backbone? Did he lack any concern what-
soever for his own honor? Why would he truckle to the demands of a rebellious son like this? Why not assert his 
authority as head of his own household and utterly disown the boy? By capitulating to his son's unreasonable request 
and simply handing over his own livelihood, the father would be as much an object of shame as the rebellious son. In 
fact, the Pharisees would no doubt regard the father as even more shameful than the son at this point because, in 
giving up his livelihood, he was in effect handing over the family honor and giving the boy license to trample it. 
 
The way the original text is worded is significant. "Livelihood" is a translation of bios, the Greek word for life. He 
divided up and gave his sons his whole life-his living, his livelihood, and everything the family had accumulated for 
generations. The fact that the younger boy was free to take his father's bequest and go off into a far country suggests 
that the father gave the sons the family estate with no strings attached. He apparently extracted no promises in return 
and took no measures to force the younger son to show respect to tradition. The Prodigal took his portion of the 
family wealth without looking back. He had exactly what he wanted: absolute freedom. 
 
Devotion for His Son  
The father's actions demonstrate that he was a truly loving father-not a tyrant-and he was willing to endure the pain of 
spurned affections and public humiliation rather than disown his son. He voluntarily suffered what is arguably the 
most painful personal agony of all: the grief of tender love rejected. The father's love for this boy was obviously 
profound. And the greater the love, the greater the pain when that love is rebuffed. 
 
This is especially amazing when we remind ourselves that Jesus is giving an illustration of His own love for sinners. 
And because Jesus is God incarnate-the Lord Himself in human flesh-we need to understand that the reaction of the 
Prodigal's father depicts the love of Jehovah for rebellious humanity. 
 
Although He is absolutely sovereign and has both the power and the prerogative to destroy every sinner in an instant, 
He nevertheless extends to every person generous measures of mercy, loving-kindness, goodwill, and long-suffering. 
Like the father in the parable, rather than summarily disowning and destroying sinners as quickly as possible, God 
shows extreme forbearance. He gives them freedom to pursue their own self-will-even though it is clear that their only 
intention is rebellion against His will, and even though their rebellion seems for the moment to cause Him great 
dishonor. 
 
But "dishonor" was nothing to Christ, who stepped out of heaven and away from His rightful throne as God. Instead, 
He "made Himself of no reputation, taking the form of a bondservant, and coming in the likeness of men. And being 
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found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself and became obedient to the point of death, even the death of the 
cross" (Philippians 2:7-8). "For the joy that was set before Him [He] endured the cross, despising the shame" (He-
brews 12:2). 
 
Among the outstanding truths we are about to see portrayed so vividly in this parable are these two outstanding facts: 
the shame He bore was our shame; and the eternal joy that was set before Him is best exemplified in His profound 
delight over the redemption of repentant sinners. 
 
(15:11-13) Selfishness—Hardness—Independence—Self—Stubborn—Worldliness: the prodigal said, “Give me.” 
According to Jewish law, an elder son received twice as much as the other sons (Deut. 21:17), and a father could 
distribute his wealth during his lifetime if he wished. In the ancient world, this son most likely would have been in his 
teens and single. As the younger son he would have received half of what the elder son received (Deut. 21:17), or a 
third of his father’s estate. The early Jews warned fathers against breaking up an estate too early. Here the father 
granted the request, illustrating how God permits each person to go his or her own way.8 It was perfectly legal for the 
younger son to ask for his share of the estate and even to sell it, but it was certainly not a very loving thing on his part.  
 
Note the son was a child of the father’s by birth. He belonged to the estate (world) of the father’s by natural birth. But 
it is clear from what follows that the son did not belong to the father in heart, mind, or spirit.  
 
The prodigal wanted two things. 
1. He said, “Give me my inheritance. He wanted money and the things and possessions of the estate (world) 
which he was to inherit. He wanted to get all the Father would give him, so that he could enjoy it now. 
   a. He had not earned it, not yet; therefore, he did not deserve it. 
    b. He was selfish and self-centered, rude and unkind. He said, “Give me,” not “Please” nor “May I have.” The 
effect upon his father and the estate was of little, if any, concern to the prodigal. The father could be hurt and the 
estate could suffer from the loss of the money and goods; it mattered little to the prodigal. 
 
2. He said, “Give me my independence.” This is what the prodigal was really after, the right to his own life. It was as 
though he were saying to his father, “I wish you were dead!” Thomas Huxley said, “A man’s worst difficulties begin 
when he is able to do just as he likes.” How true! 
 
He was tied down to the father’s property and was held responsible for the care of the property. He wanted to cut 
loose—to be away from the father and to be relieved of the responsibility of the property. He wanted to live his own 
life, to do his own thing (Luke 15:12). 
 
The prodigal rejected and turned from the father and his way of life because he felt the father would... 
• demand and require too much work. 
• curtail and limit his freedom. 
• disallow and restrict his fun and pleasure. 
• be unfair and not understand. 
• control and discipline too much. 
• keep an eye and hand upon him. 
 
We are always heading for trouble whenever we value things more than people, pleasure more than duty, and distant 
scenes more than the blessings we have right at home. Jesus once warned two disputing brothers, “Take heed and 
beware of covetousness!” (Luke 12:15) Why? Because the covetous person can never be satisfied, no matter how 
much he acquires, and a dissatisfied heart leads to a disappointed life. The prodigal learned the hard way that you 
cannot enjoy the things money can buy if you ignore the things money cannot buy. 
 
Note a crucial point: the father gave the son his freedom and possessions. The son was able to do what he wanted with 
his life and goods (abilities, talents, money, things). All was placed into the son’s hands. He could use his life and 
what he had as he wished without any interference from the father. Since he was an adult son, he wanted to be free 
from the father and the father respected his adulthood. The father could do nothing about the choice of life chosen by 
the son. He had to let him go and live as he wished. 

                                                           
8Radmacher, E. D., Allen, R. B., & House, H. W. 1999. Nelson's new illustrated Bible commentary . T. Nelson Publishers: 
Nashville 
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His Shameful Misconduct 
There were two distinct stages in the prodigal’s rebellion, both of which would utterly cover him with disgrace in the 
minds of Jesus' audience. We've seen phase one in the reprehensible way he treated his own father. 
 
Phase two is worse yet, It begins with the boy's departure from his family's household and follows his journey out into 
the world, This part of the story culminates in the absolute meltdown of the Prodigal's life. His own lusts prove 
uncontrollable, He finds himself enslaved in a horrific bondage from which he is powerless to free himself. It's the 
bondage of his own sin, and it turns out to be an infinitely worse kind of imprisonment for him than he ever imagined 
his father's authority to be. He is pulled progressively downward in sin's death spiral until he finds himself left 
virtually hopeless in the most appalling imaginable circumstances, 
 
RUNNING AWAY 
It didn't take long for the real agenda behind the Prodigal's defiance to become clear: "And not many days after, the 
younger son gathered all together, journeyed to a far country, and there wasted his possessions with prodigal living" 
(Luke 15:13; emphasis added). This young man was fed up with all his responsibilities, tired of being accountable to 
his father, and sick of every relationship in his life-especially with his father and older brother. Now that he finally 
had the means, he could hardly wait to make his escape. 
 
Liquidating His Assets 
The phrase "gathered all together" means that the Prodigal liquidated whatever he could, turning his inheritance into 
ready cash. The haste with which he acted suggests that he lost a tremendous amount of his legacy's value in the 
process. 
 
Remember, as we have already seen, Moses' law had strict regulations governing the sale of real estate. Family lands 
were protected by these laws just so that no clan ever lost its property if one family member foolishly decided to 
squander his future this way. In Leviticus 25:23, the Lord says, "The land shall not be sold permanently, for the land 
is Mine."  
 
As we noted in the previous chapter, land sales in Israel were therefore more like long-term leases. Family properties 
were redeemable, and land would always revert to the original owner's family in the year of Jubilee. (The Jubilee 
years occurred every half century, at the end of seven cycles of Sabbath years, per Leviticus 25:8-55.) The price on a 
plot of land was determined accordingly. The closer you were to the next Jubilee year, the less money you could get 
for land. 
 
Furthermore, because of the tradition that prohibited a son from disposing of his father's property during the father's 
lifetime (as mentioned in the previous chapter), the only way to liquidate estate goods like this would be to sell most 
of the assets with the stipulation that the purchaser could not take possession until the death of the father. The Prodi-
gal would virtually have to sell his birthright in garage-sale fashion on the futures market. Everything would be so 
heavily discounted that the vast majority of the value would be sacrificed in the process. He would be fortunate to get 
the equivalent of pennies on the dollar. In reality, he probably settled for much, much less. He just wanted out. 
 
That perfectly illustrates the foolishness of the sinner. He wants to get away from God, and he is more concerned with 
doing it now than he is with what it might cost him in the future. He wants no accountability to God. He sells cheaply 
whatever good gifts he has received from God. He squanders spiritual opportunities, the benevolence of divine 
providence, and every blessing God ever bestows on him. He turns his nose up at the riches of God's goodness, 
forbearance, and long-suffering, which ought to lead him to repentance (Romans 2:4). 
 
Journeying to a Gentile Land  
Remember, Jesus is telling this parable to Jewish leaders in a Jewish culture, so when he says the Prodigal "journeyed 
to a far country," they would instantly understand the implication. Any distant land would be a Gentile country. This 
young man left not only his home and family but also his cultural heritage and his faith. 
 
This was yet another detail that evoked a sense of horror in Jesus' hearers. It was unthinkable that any Jewish young 
person would journey by choice into Gentile lands and willingly take up permanent residence there (or worse, become 
a vagrant so far from home) in order to indulge in licentious living. How bad was this kid? He was bad to the bone. 
He had so much scorn for his father that he deliberately exposed him to the most humiliating kind of public disgrace. 
That was bad enough.  
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Add this boy's shallow materialism, his greed, his foolishness in forfeiting so much of the value of his heritage-and 
you already have a topdrawer delinquent. But when (on top of all that) the boy travels into a Gentile land to get as far 
away as he can from everyone who knew him-just so that he could indulge freely in evil behavior-he suddenly 
becomes such a hideously despicable figure that it would be hard to express his badness in mere words. How could 
there possibly be any more grotesque personification of evil and shame? 
 
Surely Jesus was setting this guy up to be the main villain in the story. How could anyone be worse than this? Give 
him a funeral and invite the whole village. He's gone, and he's as good as dead. Right? 
 
The scribes and Pharisees must have been thinking something like that at this point. Their contempt for wanton 
sinners was well known. That was after all the very thing that precipitated this exchange with Jesus in the first place. 
But even more than that, the thought of someone willingly forsaking home and religion, traveling into a far country, 
and taking up residence in a Gentile culture was unspeakably abhorrent to them. Everything in Gentile culture was 
unclean. No matter where he went and what he did after that, he would be hopelessly defiled in the Pharisees' estima-
tion. The fact that he was doing this to wallow in sin on purpose was almost beyond comprehension. In their minds, 
the Prodigal was beyond redemption, and the father was well rid of him. No one could possibly be worse than 
someone who behaves like that. 
 
Now hold that thought in your mind, and remember that the Prodigal Son's circumstances are actually going to get 
much worse before his case gets better. 
 
WHERE IS THE ELDER BROTHER? 
But where is the elder brother in all this? He is utterly absent from the story at this point, and I'm convinced that is not 
without significance. Why doesn't he rise to the defense of the father's honor? Why doesn't he step in and try to talk 
some sense into his younger brother? Why do we hear neither a peep of protest nor a word of gratitude from the elder 
brother when the father divides his livelihood and divests himself of everything he owns? 
 
Surely the elder brother understood full well that his father was bearing terrible public humiliation because of his 
younger brother's rebellion. Why isn't there a verse telling us how he went out after the younger brother and tried to 
bring him home? Why isn't there anything here that might at least hint to us that he was personally wounded over the 
grief of his father and the ruin of his brother? 
 
Answer: because the elder brother didn't really have any relationship with his father either. He had no more love for 
his father than his prodigal brother did. He was happy just to get his share and stay home, basking in the community's 
impression that he was the "good" son. His real character will become clear shortly. 
 
But for now, take note: this scene is filled with shame. This was a totally dysfunctional family. Although the father 
was a loving, generous, kindly man who provided abundant gifts for his two sons, both of his sons cared more for the 
father's wealth than they did for the father himself. One was a flagrant, rebellious, and irreligious sinner; the other was 
a religious sinner with a thin veneer of respectability. Neither son had any authentic respect for the father, and neither 
returned his love or showed any interest in a right relationship with him. As a matter of fact, both sons hated the 
father, and they hated each other. 
 
THE ROAD TO RUIN 
The Prodigal seems to have made a beeline for the furthest point he could find away from home and responsibility. He 
"journeyed to a far country" (v. 13). Who knows how he chose which direction to travel or even if he had a particular 
place in mind for his final destination? If his thinking was typical of young people who follow this pattern of beha-
vior, he probably headed off in the general direction of some place he'd heard about that sounded exotic. 
 
But he had little knowledge of what real life would be like there. He had not considered what dangers might lurk 
there. And he clearly had given no forethought to the question of what would be involved in establishing a new life in 
a foreign culture. Evidently, getting established wasn't even part of his long-term plan. The Prodigal was simply 
looking for pleasure. And let's be honest: people who think like that typically don't think very far ahead. 
 
So it's no huge surprise when we read in verse 13 that he "wasted his possessions with prodigal living." That's the 
direction the Prodigal's rebellion had been propelling him from the start. The Greek word translated "wasted" is 
diaskorpizo. It's a word that evokes the idea of winnowing, where you throw grain in the air and let the wind blow the 
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chaff away. It literally means "to scatter abroad." He just flung it away-"with prodigal living." He squandered a 
fortune in no time, spending his inheritance in the pursuit of wickedness. 
 
The elder brother later summed up the Prodigal's lifestyle in these words: he "devoured [his father's] livelihood with 
harlots" (v. 30). Some interpreters suggest that may be a mean-spirited exaggeration and thus a false accusation on the 
part of the older brother, designed to put the Prodigal in an even worse light than he deserved. But I'm inclined to 
think otherwise. If the Prodigal was completely innocent of that charge, I think Jesus would have said so, because it 
would have reinforced His case against the elder son's own bad attitude.  
 
But far from describing the Prodigal Son as someone who wasn't really as bad as people thought, Jesus was delibe-
rately portraying him as someone so thoroughly debauched that he would be capable of practically anything. The clear 
implication of the expression "prodigal living" ("riotous living" in the KJV) is that he pursued a lifestyle of utter 
dissipation and gross immorality that was far-flung and uninhibited by any kind of scruple. His conscience was totally 
seared, or else he would not have pursued the course he did in the first place. And if he could spend away the family 
fortune so rapidly without spending any money on loose women, he probably spent it for something even worse. 
 
Of course, anyone who spurns every duty, casts off all responsibility, flees every hint of accountability, and pursues 
that kind of immoral lifestyle is going to come to total ruin in no time at all. It's inevitable. It's a law built into the very 
fabric of creation and strictly enforced by the operations of divine providence. "Whatever a man sows, that he will 
also reap. For he who sows to his flesh will of the flesh reap corruption" (Galatians 6:7-8). That is precisely what 
happened to this fellow. He trashed his own life. 
 
Sin never delivers what it promises, and the pleasurable life sinners think they are pursuing always turns out to be 
precisely the opposite: a hard road that inevitably leads to ruin and the ultimate, literal dead end. "The wages of sin is 
death" (Romans 6:23). "If you live according to the flesh you will die" (Romans 8:13). "Sin, when it is full-grown, 
brings forth death" (James 1:15). The Prodigal was about to discover those truths in a very painful and vivid way. 
 
His downfall was as sudden as it was inevitable: "But when he had spent all . . ." (Luke 15:14). The language suggests 
that when the Prodigal arrived in the far country, his fortune was still at least partially intact. He came as a fat cat, the 
new guy in town with a big bankroll. Here was a naive boy from far away with a big wad-and you can bet every con 
artist and lowlife in town set their sights on him. 
 
The Prodigal was young and gullible and probably quite happy to be the center of attention at first. He had gone off in 
search of a fun-filled life, and now just look at him! Everyone in town who knew how to party wanted to be close to 
him. Cultivating that image was all he could think about. He wanted people to think he was generous, fun-loving, 
open-minded, and promiscuous. So he went on a wild spree. For a moment, he must have thought he had exactly what 
he wanted. 
 
But whatever "friends" the Prodigal made in the pursuit of such a lifestyle were no true friends at all. They were just 
riffraff and scum who wanted to cash in on his foolish generosity. When he ran out of money, these "friends" would 
forsake him too. 
 
That is exactly what happened. He "spent all" (v. 14). Squandered his fortune. Wasted his father's livelihood on 
worldly entertainments (v. 30). And most likely, the elder brother was exactly right: that included prostitutes and other 
similarly immoral activities. 
 
Without meaning it in an overly harsh way, let's say the Prodigal got exactly what he deserved. He reaped what he 
sowed. He was left with absolutely nothing, and that was entirely his own fault. 
 
PURSUED BY PROVIDENCE 
Right after the money ran out, "there arose a severe famine in that land" (v. 14). The famine was not the Prodigal's 
fault, of course, but that's how life is. Some disasters we bring on ourselves, and sometimes calamity strikes through 
no particular fault of our own. 
 
For someone like this rebellious youth, in a state of rebellion against both his God and his father, the conflux of so 
many severe setbacks at once must have felt like divinely orchestrated payback for his sin. In this case especially, we 
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probably are supposed to detect an element of divine chastening in all that befell the Prodigal as his life unraveled. 
But because of his rebellion, he had nowhere to turn to find relief. 
 
Here was an absolutely devastating turn of events. Consider how hard it must have hit the Prodigal. His whole life 
until now had been pillowed with comforts he simply took for granted. The prosperity and relative ease of his early 
home life had been bought and paid for by the hard work and frugal diligence of many generations of his ancestors. 
His father had met his every need and supplied him with every amenity from the day he was born. He probably 
assumed (as many naive young people do) that life was naturally easy. He had no regard for the faithfulness of his 
forefathers who had all helped make his life so comfortable-and the proof of his shortsighted lack of appreciation is 
seen in the thoughtless way he so thoroughly abandoned his roots in quest of fleshly self-gratification. 
 
Now the life of pleasure the Prodigal sought had not only come to a screeching halt but also it was suddenly clear to 
him that the life of freedom he thought he would find was nothing like he anticipated. He had practically sold his soul 
for a gullible boy's daydream, and Providence was now demanding the immediate settlement of all accounts-with 
interest. The sudden string of setbacks was demoralizing in the extreme; it was emotionally draining, and it put him in 
a completely untenable situation economically. Jesus' description of the boy's dilemma is a major understatement: "he 
began to be in want" (v. 14). A major famine at this moment was just about the worst thing that could possibly happen 
to him-at least from an earthly perspective. 
 
What, precisely, would be involved when poverty and destitution are intensified by famine? Famines are almost 
unheard of in our culture, so we might read that verse without experiencing quite the same sense of horror Jesus' 
original audience would have felt as the tale unfolded. We need to pause here and reflect on the implications of verse 
14. 
 
Famines were common enough in Jesus' time that He did not have to explain the Prodigal Son's dilemma to His 
audience. It would be seen-especially by the scribes and Pharisees-as a stroke of divine chastisement. 
 
Numerous famines of various sizes and duration occurred during the long period of history covered by Scripture. The 
first one we read about is in Genesis 12:10. That famine drove Abraham to Egypt, and it appears to be the first in a 
cycle of similar waves of extreme hunger that struck the Promised Land. Thus a famine in Isaac's era drove him to 
Egypt as well (Genesis 26:10).  
 
And the famous seven-year famine that Joseph foresaw in a dream (Genesis 41:54) was the occasion for Jacob's entire 
family to seek refuge in Egypt. That's the whole reason the original Israelites, at the start of the book of Exodus, were 
living in Egypt as slaves of Pharaoh and in need of a deliverer like Moses. 
 
Famines were therefore seen as uniquely providential disasters in most cases clear tokens of the most severe degree of 
divine displeasure. In fact, since famines were usually caused by other disasters, they often seemed like an exclama-
tion mark at the end of a series of compounded misfortunes. (That is one factor that made this famine in the case of 
the Prodigal Son seem so poignant and so fitting.) A famine could be caused, for example, by drought (1 Kings 17: 1), 
by insects (Joel 1:14), by hailstorms (Exodus 9:22-23), by enemies who laid seige to cities (2 Kings 6:25), and even 
by the destructive behaviors of marauding, nomadic peoples like the Amalekites, who traveled in massive armies and 
devoured everything in their path (Deuteronomy 28:21).  
 
Scripture describes one famine so severe in Samaria during the lifetime of Elisha that two women made a pact to cook 
and eat their own babies. The women actually ate one of the babies, but since the mother of the other child was no 
longer so desperately hungry, she refused to give up her own child to be eaten (2 Kings 6:26-31). 
 
That kind of desperate hunger is hard to imagine for those of us who live in places that have fast-food restaurants at 
every major intersection. But in most of sub-Saharan Africa, including several populous countries (especially Soma-
lia, Sudan, Ethiopia, and Chad), famine is a regular threat to life. Those parts of the world have all experienced 
terrible waves of devastating famine in our generation. So the awful reality of this kind of disaster still plagues large 
parts of the world's population today, and it is to our shame that so many who live in industrialized cultures are not 
more aware than they are of the human cost of this type of disaster. 
 
A severe famine is one of the worst disasters that can befall a nation. Here's author William Manchester's short 
description of famines in Europe during the medieval era: The years of hunger were terrible. The peasants might be 
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forced to sell all they owned. . . . In the hardest times they devoured hark, roots, grass; even white clay. Cannibalism 
was not unknown. Strangers and travelers were waylaid and killed to be eaten, and there are tales of gallows being 
torn down, as many as twenty bodies would hang from a single scaffold by men frantic to eat the warm flesh raw.' 
 
I have read numerous firsthand descriptions of famine even in more recent centuries. There was the potato famine 
(sometimes called the Great Hunger) in mid-nineteenth-century Ireland. A million people-more than 10 percent of 
Ireland's population at the time-died of starvation over a three-year period. Even more recently was the (Great Famine 
(the Holodomor) in Ukraine in the 1930s, in which multiple millions died of hunger. That famine is believed to have 
been deliberately caused by Stalin as an act of genocide. 
 
Eyewitness accounts of these and other severe famines are difficult to read. But almost all of them have several 
features in common. They describe how people are driven mad by hunger. Acts of cannibalism are common. Death 
from hunger is often so widespread and frequent that bodies must be collected and removed each day. One writer tells 
of children being sold into slavery as an act of mercy, just to keep them from starving. Another writer tells of how the 
flesh of starvation victims is ground and sold as food. 
 
People resort to eating things such as grass, shoe leather, rotten flesh, garbage, and excrement. Entire towns and 
villages are left without inhabitants. It is an agonizing, unspeakably horrific, slow, hopeless disaster, filled with 
anguish and torment. 
 
Unlike us, Jesus' listeners were not so far removed from famines that He needed to elaborate. The mention of "severe 
famine" would instantly conjure up a ghastly picture in their minds. They understood that He was describing a level of 
desperation far beyond anything most of us today can conceive of. 
 
THE PARTY WAS OVER 
This young man's life had become a nightmarish horror. He had made numerous bad decisions for himself, but now 
the hand of divine providence had made his troubles more severe than he could have imagined. This was life at its 
very lowest. 
 
The scribes and Pharisees listening to the story were no doubt recoiling at the atrocity this young man's life had 
become. He had left a fine home and bright future under a wonderfully loving and generous father, and now he had 

come to this-without friends 
family, or hope in a foreign land 
with nowhere to turn. The party 
was over for sure. 
 
3. The prodigal wasted his life 
in riotous living. 
a. He left his father—he re-
belled and revolted and jour-
neyed to a far country. He chose 
a country that was drastically 
different from his father’s, a 
country that was full of carous-
ing and drunkenness, partying 
and immorality, selfishness and 
greed, sin and shame, death and 
hell. 
 

“The far country” is not necessarily a distant place to which we must travel, because “the far country” exists first of 
all in our hearts. The younger son dreamed of “enjoying” his freedom far from home and away from his father and 
older brother. If the sheep was lost through foolishness and the coin through carelessness, then the son was lost 
because of willfulness. He wanted to have his own way so he rebelled against his own father and broke his father’s 
heart. 
 
But life in the far country was not what he expected. His resources ran out, his friends left him, a famine came, and 
the boy was forced to do for a stranger what he would not do for his own father—go to work!  

The pods of the carob tree—probably the coarse food in Jesus’ parable that the 
lost son was tempted to eat (Luke 15:16).  This type of “pod” or sweet bean 

was eaten only by the poorest people.
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He soon ran through the money; and he finished up feeding pigs, a task that was forbidden to a Jew because the law 
said, "Cursed is he who feeds swine."  Then Jesus paid sinning mankind the greatest compliment it has ever been paid.  
"When he came to himself," he said.  Jesus believed that so long as a man was away from God he was not truly 
himself; he was only truly himself when he was on the way home.  Beyond a doubt Jesus did not believe in total 
depravity.  He never believed that you could glorify God by blackguarding man; he believed that man was never 
essentially himself until he came home to God. 
 
This scene in the drama is our Lord’s way of emphasizing what sin really does in the lives of those who reject the 
Father’s will.  
 
Sin promises freedom, but it only brings slavery (John 8:34); it promises success, but brings failure; it promises life, 
but “the wages of sin is death” (Rom. 6:23). The boy thought he would “find himself,” but he only lost himself! When 
God is left out of our lives, enjoyment becomes enslavement. 
 
b. He lived a worldly, fleshly life—living for the pleasure of this life only. “Riotous living” means loose, reckless, 
wild, extravagant living.  
 
(15:14-16) Worldliness—Sin—Enslavement—Bondage—Suffering—Friends—Dissatisfaction—Emptiness— 
Destitute—Spiritual Poverty: the prodigal son met the day when he suffered and was in want. He suffered five 
things. 

1. He suffered being destitute. He “spent all.” He misused all these in the lust of his flesh. Note: all these things, 
ranging from his money to his soul, came from God. They had been given to the son from the Father, either 
through nature at birth or through a direct gift. The son owed everything to the Father. He should have been 
working to hold up the name of the Father, serving and repaying the Father for all His marvelous gifts. But in-
stead, the son became a rebel, a prodigal and “spent all” upon “riotous living.” 

  
The point is this: the prodigal had nothing on earth to help him. He had wrapped his life up in the pleasure and 
security of the world; but now, when they were all gone, there was nothing left to help him. He stood bare, empty, 
alone, and destitute. All that he had based his life upon was now gone. He now knew that the world was corruptible, 
and that it passed away. Note: he had cut himself off from his Father (God), so he had no security from God. He was 
completely void of the confidence and spiritual strength that God would look after him and help him recover. He had 
not looked to God nor trusted and honored God with his life and goods. Therefore, he was destitute of all spiritual 
help, left out in the world all alone, having “spent all.” 
 
2. He suffered natural disaster. A famine struck. This refers to all the severe trials and disasters in life because of the 
very nature of the world. It may be storm, sickness, accident, death. Whatever it is, it is disastrous and causes great 
loss. Again, the prodigal son was all alone without God’s presence; therefore, he had to face the disaster without 
God’s care and help. 
 
3. He suffered enslavement and humiliation. 
 
4. He suffered hunger. The world’s garbage (riotous living) will always leave a man empty and hungry. The world, its 
pleasures and wealth and styles, will please the body, but leave the soul empty. The world cannot permanently... 

satisfy 
fill 
nourish 

provide 
supply 
please 

 
The world will leave a man (deep within, within his soul)... 

dissatisfied 
unfulfilled 
unnourished 

empty 
unsupplied 
displeased 

 
In contrast, only the man who hungers and thirsts after righteousness will be filled and bear the fruit of God’s Spirit. 
 
5. He suffered the loss of friends. The so-called friends who surrounded him when he had plenty were now gone. 
Note two things. 
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   a. When he had plenty and was able to maintain the same social class as his friends, they were all glad to call him 
friend. But when he was not able to keep up with their standard of living, he was not welcomed. They were above 
him, and he was below them. He was, in fact, an embarrassment to them. They did not want him around lest others 
associate them with a person who was unsuccessful and a failure. 
   b. The friends, at least some of them, were feeling the pinch of the famine as well. Note the selfishness of the world: 
“no man gave unto him.” How like the vast majority of people today! And so many have so much that could be given! 
 
(15:17-19) Sin—Repentance—Thinking: the prodigal came to himself, snapped out of his insanity, back to reality.  
The prodigal certainly did not find the kind of life he wanted when he began his escapade. All the glitter was off the 
gold in the far country. The road he had chosen to follow turned out to be an expressway to destruction. His freew-
heeling lifestyle had suddenly morphed into a terrible, crushing bondage. All his dreams had become nightmares. All 
his pleasure had turned to pain. All his fun had given way to profound sorrow. And this heedless young rebel who 
threw everything away for a few moments of self-indulgence was now forced into a lifestyle of utter self deprivation. 
The revelry had ended. The laughs had been silenced. The music had stopped playing. His socalled friends were all 
gone. It was as bad as it could get, and he was about to die. 
 
One thing is certain: if the Prodigal had known it would come to this, he never would have set out on his quest. He 
wanted unrestrained pleasure. He wanted his lusts fulfilled without interruption and without rebuke. What he got 
instead was unmitigated pain, loneliness, and the threat of imminent death. His life was now missing all the pleasures 
he ever dreamed about-and filled to overflowing with evils he had foolishly never envisioned. 
 
The tenacity of some sinners is impossible to explain rationally. Some people are so determined to have their own 
way that even when they are being force-fed the distasteful consequences of their transgressions, they still will not 
give up the pursuit. I have known people whose lives were totally laid waste by the fallout of some favorite sin. They 
might literally be sick to death of their sin's repercussions, and yet they will not give up the sin itself. Sin is a bondage 
they are powerless to break. 
 
That was (at first) the case with the Prodigal Son. Destitute, hopeless, and with his life lying in ruins all around him, 
he still was not quite ready to go home. Going home, of course, would mean confessing that he had been wrong and 
foolish. It also meant facing the resentment of his brother, owning up to the grief and heartache he had caused his 
father, and inviting public shame on his own head. Above all, it would mean accepting responsibility, living under 
accountability, and submitting to authority-all of which he had fled in the first place. 
 
THE SCHEME TO AVOID REPENTANCE 
The disillusioned Prodigal at first did what a lot of people try to do before they truly hit bottom. He desperately 
attempted to concoct a scheme that would enable him to weather the crisis and perhaps avoid truly having to face his 
sin and own up fully to all the wrong he had done. 
 
His only thought all along, of course, had been to get out from under his father's authority so he could spend the rest 
of his life doing whatever he wanted. That plan (such as it was) really didn't work out for him at all. So here was his 
plan B: "He went and joined himself to a citizen of that country, and he sent him into his fields to feed swine" (Luke 
15:15). 
 
Apparently, the first thing the Prodigal said to himself when his world fell apart was, I need to find a job. He thought 
he could pick himself up-maybe even work his way out of the dilemma. That is typical of sinners on the run from 
God. They live a dissolute, rebellious life and indulge in sin to their heart's content, only to end up bankrupt, depleted 
of all their strength-and ultimately on skid row, figuratively if not literally. Yet they often reassure themselves with 
the notion that they have the means and the ability to work their way out of the mess they have made of their lives. 
 
Some people waste years under that delusion, and for many it becomes a pathway to destruction they never escape 
from. 
 
Joining Himself to a Citizen  
What does it mean that the Prodigal "joined himself to a citizen of that country"? A "citizen" in the days of Rome 
spoke of a privileged person. Someone could even be a native of a certain region and still not be a citizen. In fact, in 
lands controlled by Rome, citizens were usually very wealthy foreigners. That's because the word spoke of Roman 
citizenship. With it came a vast amount of privilege and honor. 
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The Prodigal Son had somehow become acquainted with at least one of these persons of means-probably an individu-
al with whom he had once participated in some vice or amusement. Scripture says he "joined himself' to the citizen. 
The Greek text employs a very picturesque verb- kallao, which literally means to "glue". The implication is that this 
relationship wasn't the citizen's idea. The Prodigal affixed himself to this one influential person whom he somehow 
knew from his days of extravagance, and he refused to go away. He stuck to him like epoxy. 
 
In other words, the Prodigal's desperation had already reached such a critical point that he literally became a beggar. 
By now he was probably filthy, unkempt, reduced to extreme poverty, and all he could do was beg. 
 
Even today, this kind of scene is fairly common in undeveloped countries. Having traveled occasionally in some of 
the poorest parts of the world, I have experienced this many times. Some beggars simply will not let you walk away, 
even if you give them alms. They will hang on to your coat, pull on your arm, grab at your pockets, and overwhelm 
you with sheer desperation. The imagery Jesus' story conjures up is of that kind of beggar, and it suggests that the 
citizen was not instantly responsive to the Prodigal's pleas. But the desperate boy stuck to him as if he had been hot-
glued, pleading over and over for help. 
 
The Prodigal Son's behavior at this point is reminiscent of the widow in the parable of Luke 18: 1-8, who attached 
herself to an unjust judge and persistently, relentlessly demanded justice. The reluctant judge finally granted her wish 
even though it was contrary to his own preferences, saying, "Though I do not fear God nor regard man, yet because 
this widow troubles me I will avenge her, lest by her continual coming she weary me" (Luke 18:4-5). 
 
A similar dynamic was at work here. Nothing in the text suggests that this citizen had an ounce of genuine compas-
sion for the Prodigal. In fact, the evidence points to the opposite conclusion. And yet the Prodigal finally gained a 
hearing and was given a job: feeding pigs. 
 
Feeding the Pigs 
This was no real employment at all. Swine herding paid next to nothing-not enough even to meet the immediate needs 
of the Prodigal. Feeding pigs was also extremely demeaning work. It was virtually the lowest possible chore in the 
whole hierarchy of labor. It required no skill whatsoever, so this was a role often given to people who were mentally 
deficient, bereft of all social skills, or otherwise unfit for life in polite society. Remember that the demon possessed 
man in Gadara was living in a place where swine fed (Mark 5:11). 
 
Even today, with modern technology and streamlined farming methods, pig farming is among the most despicable, 
noxious, and foul-smelling livestock business. Processed pig feed is available nowadays, but it is expensive. (It's also 
sickeningly fetid even in the best cases. There's no way to make pig farming an aesthetically appealing enterprise.) So 
it's quite common for hog farmers simply to collect spoiled food garbage and feed the pigs with mounds of rubbish. 
Pigs, of course, are quite happy to eat virtually anything that's even remotely digestible. 
 
One of the cable television networks that specializes in educational documentaries recently did a feature about a large 
hog farm in Nevada, focusing on the means by which they feed their animals. They start by collecting massive 
amounts of garbage from the Las Vegas strip, where several tons of spoiled or leftover food are thrown away daily 
from the casinos' extravagant buffets. Those leftovers are systematically gathered and hauled to the pig farm in 
enormous slop trucks. 
 
In the desert heat, by the time the garbage arrives at the farm, it has already blended into a tank of nauseating semili-
quid stew. The stench from so much decomposing food must likewise be virtually unbearable. The slop is poured onto 
a kind of flume like conveyor system where workers take out as many pieces as possible of various plastic food 
containers and other nonbiodegradables. The stream of spoiled food is channeled into a two-story-tall kettle, where 
the whole mess is cooked in order to eliminate the worst bacteria. The resulting goulash is then allowed to cool. By 
then it's a nondescript, chunky, gloppy, bile-colored goo. 
 
That substance is poured by bucketfuls into long, filthy troughs that are permanently caked with large amounts of mud 
and pig excrement. Even as workers fill the troughs, however, the pigs squeal with delight and push one another aside, 
positioning themselves under the streams of pig slop while it is being poured from the buckets. The swine eagerly 
devour gallons of the stuff within moments. Sickening as it was to watch (or even read about), the news program 
graphically demonstrated that pigs will eat anything. 
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For the Prodigal Son, born under the law of Moses, pigs were considered ceremonially unclean animals. That meant 
any kind of contact with the animals was considered spiritually defiling. Moreover, since it was forbidden to eat pork 
as food, to participate in raising hogs for human consumption was considered grossly immoral-especially in the eyes 
of scribes and Pharisees. So the nature of the job alone was automatically enough to seal the Prodigal Son's status as a 
permanent, irredeemable outcast in Israel. 
 
This also suggests the job offer was really more of an insult than an act of compassion. The wealthy citizen seems to 
have proposed the job because it was the best way to unglue himself from this tenaciously determined beggar. 
Accepting the job required the Prodigal to stay where the pigs were-which was surely a far enough distance away 
from their wealthy owner that he wasn't constantly subjected to their noise and aroma. Although the English text 
describes the pigs' dwelling place as "fields," it actually would have been a remote, harsh, rocky wilderness where 
nothing could grow besides tangled scrub. Don't imagine that the pigs occupied any kind of lush agricultural field or 
grassland. Famine or not, hogs being raised for market were always consigned to wilderness land that was useless for 
any other purpose because pigs are destructive to valuable crops and gardens. 
 
With absolutely no other options, the Prodigal accepted the job and went to work. The citizen "sent him into his fields 
to feed swine" (v. 15). That means the Prodigal took up permanent residence out in the harsh wilderness, living with 
the hogs. He became a full-time swineherd. 
 
Here was another intensely revolting turn of the plot as far as the scribes and Pharisees were concerned. They no 
doubt gasped yet again at the thought of this Jewish boy, who not only accepted employment on a hog farm but also 
went to live among the swine. 
 
The imagery Jesus constructed was already excruciatingly abhorrent in their eyes, and yet with every new detail He 
added, the picture became bleaker. Could it get any worse? 
 
Yes, it could. And it did. 
 
THE LOW POINT OF THIS DISASTER 
Obviously, in a time of severe famine, even pigs' food would be meager. These particular pigs were fortunate enough 
to have a shrewd and wealthy owner who continued feeding and fattening them rather than immediately selling them 
for slaughter. He was probably saving them while the famine grew worse. He would sell them later at premium prices. 
Meanwhile, the pigs could be fed with stuff like husks, rinds, eggshells, and various leafy stalks or cane plants. Those 
things are all indigestible by humans. In fact, they are edible only with great difficulty even for pigs. In all likelihood, 
these were by no means well-fed pigs. It was, after all, a time of severe famine. 
 
Longing to Eat Pig Slop  
But at least the pigs still had some kind of food. The Prodigal was literally starving to death even while he watched 
the hungry pigs eat. Contemplating that fact, he found himself burning with jealousy toward the pigs! Jesus said, "He 
would gladly have filled his stomach with the pods that the swine ate" (v. 16). 
 
The Greek word translated "pods" is keration-a word signifying carob pods. These were long string-bean-shaped seed 
pods that grew on scrubby, treelike bushes. The beans inside the pods were hard, and the pod shells were tough and 
leathery. A powder made from the ground beans is sometimes used as a substitute for chocolate. A kind of molasses 
can also be extracted from the beans, and that was an important source of sugar in the ancient Middle East. Other than 
that, however, carob pods are inedible for humans and frankly not all that nutritious even for livestock. But the trees 
are amazingly hardy, so even during an intense drought or plague of insects, carob pods may yet be abundant. They 
have often been used as a supplement for livestock feed in times of famine, and animals such as pigs and cattle can 
subsist on a steady diet of carob pods when necessary. That's exactly what was happening here. 
 
As the Prodigal watched the swine greedily devouring those carob pods, he found himself earnestly longing to fill his 
own stomach with the swine food. If only those pods were edible for him! "He would gladly have filled his stomach" 
with them (v. 16; emphasis added). 
 
Treated as One of the Pigs  
That was yet another detail in Jesus' story that surely caused the scribes and Pharisees to recoil in disgust. If they were 
provoked and outraged by the fact that Jesus sat at the same table with tax collectors and other sinners, how much 
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more revolting was the thought of a youth from a good Jewish home descending so low into sin that he found himself 
longing to share food with pigs! In the Pharisees' estimation, he had essentially become one of the pigs. The only way 
he could get any lower was to be cast into the pit of hell-which, as far as the Pharisees were concerned, was practical-
ly unavoidable for him now and a punishment well deserved. 
 
Even in that distant Gentile land where practically no one was constrained by any scruples about ceremonial unclean-
ness or terribly repulsed by the eating of pork, the Prodigal's station in life was now such that he was deemed un-
touchable. "No one gave him anything" (v. 16). 
 
The typical reader today cannot even begin to understand how loathsome the Prodigal would seem to the highbrow 
scribes and Pharisees-obsessed as they were with abstaining from all kinds of ceremonial pollution. As Jesus told this 
parable, he had ascribed to the Prodigal every kind of defilement, disgrace, and dishonor imaginable. Every detail 
Jesus mentioned about him further offended the sensitivities of the religious elite. Because of all the various ways this 
young rebel had defiled and disgraced himself, by the time Jesus got to this point in the tale, the Prodigal Son was (by 
the Pharisees' way of thinking) quite clearly an object worthy of more contempt than pity. He was so utterly covered 
with reproach and ill repute that they had no doubt completely written him off as irredeemable. 
 
THE GREAT LESSON OF THE PRODIGAL'S RUIN 
Before we move on, a vital lesson about the nature of sin and its destruction needs to be drawn from the wreckage of 
the Prodigal Son's life. His experience is a vivid picture of what sin is and what it does to people. The Prodigal Son is 
a living symbol of every sinner who has ever lived-including you and me. And therefore we need to pay careful 
attention to the warning Jesus gives us in this part of the parable. 
 
All sin involves precisely this kind of irrational rebellion against a loving heavenly Father. Sin's greatest evil lies not 
in the fact that it is a transgression of the Law-although it most certainly is that (1 John 3:4). 
 
But the real wickedness of sin stems from its nature as a personal affront to a good and gracious Lawgiver. Our sin is 
a calculated, deliberate violation of the relationship we have with our Creator. (You may never have consciously 
considered sin that way before, but it is nevertheless true, and every person's conscience affirms that reality. The 
secrets of our heart bear witness against us, and Romans 2: 14-16 says even those secrets will one day be made 
manifest and judged by God.) When we sin, we show disdain for God's fatherly love as well as His holy authority. We 
spurn not merely His law, but also His very person. To sin is to deny God His place. It is an expression of hatred 
against God. It is tantamount to wishing He were dead. It is dishonoring to Him. And since all sin has at its heart this 
element of contempt for God, even the smallest sin has enough evil to unleash an eternity full of mischief, misfortune, 
and misery. The fact that the entire world of human evil all stemmed from Adam's simple act of disobedience is vivid 
proof of that (Romans 5:12, 19; 1 Corinthians 15:21-22). 
 
Moreover, sin always bears evil fruit. We cannot take the good gifts God has surrounded us with, barter them away as 
if they were nothing, and then not expect to reap the consequences of spiritual poverty that are the inevitable result. 
Here's a shocking reality: the Prodigal Son is not merely a picture of the worst of sinners; he is a symbol of every 
unredeemed sinner alienated from God and without a hope in the world (Ephesians 2:12). 
 
He is a precise and living effigy of the entire human race-fallen, sinful, and rebellious. Worse yet, his character 
reflects not only the state of our fallen race as a whole but also the natural condition of every individual ever con-
ceived by a human father since the fall of Adam. We all begin this life with our backs turned against God; desiring to 
flee far from Him, with no regard for His love, no appreciation of His generosity, and no respect for His honor. 
 
It's true: the evil motives that drove the Prodigal are the natural tendencies of every fallen human heart. "The carnal 
mind is enmity against God; for it is not subject to the law of God, nor indeed can be. So then, those who are in the 
flesh cannot please God" (Romans 8:7-8). We are "by nature children of wrath," born with a sinful nature and hel-
plessly dominated by fleshly desires (Ephesians 2:2-3). 
 
In other words, we are all prodigal sons and daughters. Everyone of us is guilty of self-indulgence, dissipation, and 
unrestrained lust. We have been heedless to the consequences of sin and reckless in the pursuit of evil. Apart from 
God's restraining grace, everyone of us would have long ago sold our birthright, wasted our lives, and squandered 
every blessing God has given us-trading away His bountiful, daily goodness in exchange for a brief moment of cheap 
self-gratification. 
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The Prodigal Son is a living symbol of every sinner who has ever lived---including you and me. 
 
Perhaps you feel you have done those things. Welcome to the world of prodigal sons and daughters.  
 
The end of this young man's journey in the pig field perfectly exemplifies the destruction and heartache to which sin 
inevitably leads. It is the very image of spiritual bankruptcy, emptiness, destitution, and loneliness. At the end of that 
broad road is nothing but destruction. There is no one there to help, nowhere to turn, and no earthly hope left. 
 
Here the foolish sinner has exhausted his best plan B and must realize that it never could have worked in the first 
place. We lack the ability to repair our own broken lives. We can't possibly atone for the sins we have committed, so 
we can't make our guilt go away. There is absolutely no earthly answer for such a dilemma. It will not be found in 
psychology, group therapy, or self-help-and it is certainly not found in drugs, alcohol, or any other form of escape. 
You can't get away from sin's consequences by moving to a new neighborhood, by marrying a new partner, or by 
otherwise running away. When all such attempts at evading sin's payday are finally exhausted, the sinner truly hits 
rock bottom. 
 
Unless a gracious Savior can be found, nothing awaits but death and eternal doom. 
 
THE WAKE-UP CALL 
That's precisely where the Prodigal Son finally found himself. He was one of those fortunate sinners who "came to 
himself" (v. 17) before reaping the full and final wages of sin. The phrase actually means that he came to the end of 
himself-or in the words of a different translation, "he came to his senses" (NASB). 
 
Working in the fields with the pigs turned out providentially to the Prodigal's eternal benefit. This young man who 
had been so intoxicated with worldly fun, earthly pleasures, and the companionship of evil people was finally forced 
to a place of solitude-perhaps for the first time in his short, irresponsible life. There he had to face soberly and 
earnestly the ugly reality of what he had become. As he watched the pigs eat those tough, tasteless pods (nothing more 
than indigestible garbage to him), he caught himself longing to fill his stomach with that. 
 
No wonder he came to his senses. Watching those filthy hogs wallowing in the squalid mire and pushing one another 
aside while hungrily devouring refuse, he might well have been watching his own life in the mirror. No sinner was 
ever brought face-to-face with a more vivid image of the life of sin (d. 2 Peter 2:22). 
 
Here the plot finally turns in a direction that is a great relief to those of us who have actually lived the Prodigal's story. 
We can identify with his plight. We have tasted the bitterness of sin's guilt and felt the hopelessness of its bondage. 
And we are eager for the Prodigal Son to find deliverance. 
 
Here comes the part of the parable we have been waiting for. It is the central turning point in the parable of the 
prodigal son: "He came to himself' (Luke 15: 17). 
 
I like that expression, because it tacitly acknowledges what the sober listener will have suspected all along: up to this 
point, the Prodigal Son was beside himself-out of his mind. That's not to suggest that he was actually suffering from 
some kind of clinical dementia or mental illness. But he was pursuing a way of life that was nothing less than moral 
insanity. Every chapter of human history and the personal experiences of multitudes all testify that the lifestyle the 
Prodigal chose is a fast track to homelessness, misery, and utter despair-and it does sometimes drive people to literal 
insanity. 
 
Beside Himself Spiritually  
Indeed, the course of this young man's decline perfectly illustrates why sin itself is just spiritual madness. Think back 
through his journey so far. From the time he demanded his inheritance until the moment he finally hit bottom in the 
pig wallow, nothing he did made any rational sense. He had no plan or purpose. He never counted the cost. He just 
wanted to indulge in selfish pleasures without any boundaries or restrictions. So he set off on a directionless quest for 
unbridled "freedom" and lavish living. 
 
But instead of luxury and liberty, he found precisely the opposite. He not only squandered his rich legacy, but he was 
also caught in the profoundest state of bondage. Everything he had sought, he lost. Yet right up until this very mo-
ment, he had continued in the path of sin. He was certainly beside himself spiritually. 
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Beside Himself Mentally  
And the further he pursued that course, the more he acted as if he were mentally unhinged too. Having squandered a 
fortune on sinful pleasures, the Prodigal found himself desiring to fill up with inedible pig slop. His desperate, 
irrational thoughts and behaviors were certainly characteristic of a complete lunatic. 
 
As a matter of fact, to any objective observer who might have encountered him in the fields living with pigs, the 
Prodigal probably seemed very much like a madman. Such is the cruelty of sin's bondage. 
 
Sin, of course, is inherently irrational. We might well describe sin itself as a kind of moral madness. Sin is the 
creature's rebellion against the Creator, and that doesn't make sense on any scale. But the absurdity of sin is often 
particularly obvious in cases of gross sin, prolonged sin, and certain kinds of deliberate sin. As a pastor, I frequently 
see people who have foolishly forfeited life's best blessings-sacrificing family, job, and reputation-in a mad quest for 
the pleasures of sin (which are only fleeting and illusory anyway). 
 
Instead of the pleasure they hoped for, they become chronically depressed, angry, antisocial, and more and more 
irrational. In that way, sin can indeed drive someone to literal insanity.  
 
Most big-city rescue missions are full of people who once functioned on a fairly normal level as productive members 
of society but who were driven to homelessness, despair, and the brink of madness because they mindlessly pursued 
some favorite sin without considering the potential consequences.  
 
The Prodigal Son was well on the road to that kind of insanity. 
 
Coming to Himself 
At last, however, just when all hope for the younger brother would seem to be extinguished, "he came to himself." He 
woke up to reality. In the solitude of the pig fields, he was forced to face what he had become, and that somehow 
jolted him out of utter insensibility. Suddenly, he began to think clearly. His first instinct upon regaining his senses 
was to plan how he might get back to his father and his home. With all his resources spent and all his companions 
gone, he had nowhere else to go and no other means by which to survive. He was truly at the end of the road. 
 
So for the first time in his life, the younger son was determined to walk away from his sin, submit to his father's 
authority, plead for his father's forgiveness, and submit to his father's authority. He turned and headed home. 
 
Note the words “came to himself.” Jesus considers a person away from God to be mad, insane, living in an unreal 
world. 
 
The son’s words represent the confession of a sinner. The son expected nothing and relied completely on the mercy of 
his father. So it is with the sinner who repents.9  
 
To “repent” means “to change one’s mind,” and that is exactly what the young man did as he cared for the pigs. (What 
a job for a Jewish boy!) He “came to himself,” which suggests that up to this point he had not really “been himself.” 
There is an “insanity” in sin that seems to paralyze the image of God within us and liberate the “animal” inside. 
Students of Shakespeare like to contrast two quotations that describe this contradiction in man’s nature. 
 
Two things are indicated about repentance. 
⇒ Repentance is the beginning of sanity and reality, the very basis for building a sound life. 
⇒ The beginning of repentance is thought, thinking about one’s need to repent and turn back to God. 
Note the words, “When he came to himself, he said”; that is, he began to think to himself. He thought long and hard 
upon these things. 
 
The young man changed his mind about himself and his situation, and he admitted that he was a sinner. He confessed 
that his father was a generous man and that service at home was far better than “freedom” in the far country. It is 
God’s goodness, not just man’s badness, that leads us to repentance (Rom. 2:4). If the boy had thought only about 

                                                           
9Radmacher, E. D., Allen, R. B., & House, H. W. 1999. Nelson's new illustrated Bible commentary . T. Nelson Publishers: 
Nashville 
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himself—his hunger, his homesickness, his loneliness—he would have despaired. But his painful circumstances 
helped him to see his father in a new way, and this brought him hope. If his father was so good to servants, maybe he 
would be willing to forgive a son. 
 
1. He thought upon his Father (God) and His enormous provision. 
a. The Father’s “many servants” would be the believers, the children of God. 
b. The Father’s “bread” was enough to feed all, and then there was even more to spare. 
 
The prodigal remembered how his father had been able to provide for all. He remembered the sense of belonging, of 
being a family and of fellowshipping together among all the servants of God, the great provision of love and joy and 
peace, of purpose and meaning and significance. His father had it all and more to spare. 
 
2. He thought upon his plight: “I perish” (Luke 15:17). The meaning is both now and future. 
a. He was perishing now: empty, lonely, unhappy, humiliated, destitute, without purpose, meaning, or significance, 
without family or friend. 
b. He was doomed to perish eternally. 
 
3. He thought about humbling himself. Humbling himself would involve two significant steps. 
a. Repenting. Note the prodigal would have to “arise,” that is, turn from and leave the far country, and go to his father. 
These are the steps involved in repentance... 
• arising, getting up. 
• turning away from one’s sinful life. 
• turning toward and moving toward God. 
 
Note that repentance is simply a changed life, a life that turns from sin to righteousness, from self to God, from this 
world to heaven, from the temporal to the eternal. 
b. Confessing. The prodigal would have to confess... 
• his sin. 
• his unworthiness to be called God’s son. 
 
Note that the prodigal was only thinking of these things, not doing them—not yet. However, the desire and longing to 
return to his father was gnawing at his heart deeply. 
 
(15:20-21) Repentance—Confession—God, Seeking Men—Contrition: the prodigal arose and returned to his 
father. This was the greatest of moments for the prodigal, the most momentous event in the life of any sinner. It is the 
summit of human experience. The prodigal returned to God: he sought reconciliation with his Father. 
 
The scribes and Pharisees surely expected the prodigal son’s father to drop the hammer hard on the wayward youth. 
After all, the father's honor had been turned to shame by his son's rebellion, and the father had further brought shame 
on himself by the lenient way he responded to the boy at the start. Hopefully this father had learned a lesson even 
more valuable than whatever practical wisdom the Prodigal had gained from his experiences. 
 
Any father with a proper concern about the honor of his own name and the reputation of the family would now see to 
it that a boy like this received the full and just deserts of all his transgressions, right? 
 
Bear in mind that Jesus was telling this parable chiefly for the benefit of the scribes and Pharisees. In a story filled 
with shame and shock and surprises, they were nevertheless on board with Him up to here. Oh, yes-they were greatly 
amazed and even skeptical at the part about the Prodigal's repentance. But they definitely would affirm the boy's 
planned course of action: going home, humbling himself, confessing that he had been wrong, renouncing all rights to 
his position as a son, and working as hired servant in an outcast's role while he labored to make restitution. All of that, 
by their way of thinking, was exactly what the wayward youth needed to do. Finally, some sanity in this story! 
 
THE PHARISEES' PERSPECTIVE So FAR 
The gross improprieties of the Prodigal Son's early behavior remained a large, almost impassible obstacle, preventing 
the Pharisees from showing him any empathy or compassion. They simply couldn't hear about such shameful beha-
vior without being demonstratively and permanently offended. Their worldview demanded it. The very thought of that 
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kind of sin was so utterly distasteful to them that for all practical purposes, they treated it as unforgivable. Their 
carefully maintained public veneer was, after all, designed to show contempt for everything embodied in the Prodi-
gal's self-defilement: rebellion, worldliness, and other overt forms of conspicuous misbehavior. For them, when 
someone like that expressed any kind of repentance, even that was an occasion for scorn. They certainly had no 
category in their theology for showing grace to such a sinner. 
 
So now that the boy was coming home, the Pharisees expected him to get what he deserved. The only question was 
how and how much the father would punish the boy-to save his own honor, and to shame the son in the way he 
deserved. Here was the part of the story that most captivated and appealed to their legalistic minds. By now they were 
engrossed. 
 
One thing they were certain of: there could be no instant forgiveness. Nor was the Prodigal likely to merit full 
reconciliation with his father, ever. If the rebel wanted to come back home now, he would simply have to take his 
medicine in full doses. 
 
In the Pharisees' idea of a best-case scenario, the chastened son would be excluded from fellowship in his family. He 
would probably live as a pariah on the outskirts of his father's estate, shouldering the futile burden of trying to repay 
his debt to the father for the rest of his life. That, after all, was merciful in the extreme-especially compared to what 
justice demanded (Deuteronomy 28:18-21). 
 
Under such an arrangement, the boy could earn a decent salary and even have a permanent place to live in the ser-
vants' quarters, job security and a livable wage. He would no longer face the daily threat of starvation. But that was it. 
He would enjoy no special privileges. Not only could he never be a son again, but he would have no status at all. Why 
should he? He was the one who had renounced his own heritage and chose to live like a Gentile. In doing that, he 
forfeited forever all the rights that were his in his father's household. 
 
He could have no further share in his father's estate. After all, he had already received his full inheritance, liquidated it 
for much less than its value, and squandered it away. Remember, if the father followed social conventions, he would 
already have punctuated the Prodigal's renunciation of his own family with finality by having a funeral for the boy 
shortly after he had left home. 
 
So as far as the Pharisees were concerned, the Prodigal was already dead to his father. He could consider himself 
fortunate indeed if the father even agreed to his request that he hire him as a common laborer. That was all mercy 
demanded, and it was the best option the penitent son could ever hope for. But he would still have to do a lifetime of 
hard labor in a hired servant's role. That's just how such things were supposed to be handled. 
 
So what happened next was a seismic jolt to the Pharisees' worldview. Their eyes would roll and their heads would 
shake with shock and outrage at the reception the father gave the Prodigal Son. 
 
WI'IAT EVERYONE EXPECTED 
As the Prodigal Son approached his father's home, the reality and urgency of his situation must have been at the 
forefront of all his thinking. His life was now completely dependent on the mercy of his father. Without the father's 
resources, he would have no hope whatsoever. Everyone else in the village would certainly scorn him; people had to 
do that to protect their own honor. The Prodigal therefore hung helpless in the balance between life and death, and if 
his father turned him away, he would be doomed. In that culture, no one would even think of taking him in if his own 
father declared him an outcast. So everything hinged on his father's response. 
 
As he drew nearer to his home, the Prodigal must have rehearsed his plea dozens, maybe hundreds, of times: "Father, 
I have sinned against heaven and before you, and I am no longer worthy to be called your son. Make me like one of 
your hired servants" (Luke 15:18-19). 
Perhaps he wondered how that request would sound to reasonable minds. Was it outrageous for him to seek his 
father's mercy? Was he asking too much to ask for any favor at all? That's how the typical person in that culture might 
feel. That's certainly how the Pharisees saw it. The Prodigal's conscience would be scourging him with reminders of 
all the foolish and wicked things he had done that dishonored his father. Who was he to ask for help now-especially 
since he had already been given so much and squandered it all and thus had nothing left of any real value to offer in 
return for his father's kindness? What if the father took his plea for mercy as just another scandalous request and 
turned him away forever? 
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In that culture of honor, especially in a situation like this, it would be nothing extraordinary if the father simply 
refused to meet the boy face-to-face. In fact, even if the father were inclined to grant the penitent son an audience, it 
would be fairly typical to punish him first by making a public spectacle of his shame. For example, a father in those 
circumstances might have the son sit outside the gate in public view for several days, letting him soak up some of the 
dishonor he had brought upon his own family. The boy would be completely exposed to the elements-and worse, to 
the utter derision of the whole community. 
 
You see, in a typical village where everyone knew everyone else, the significance of such a gesture from the father 
would be instantly understood by all. If a father denied his own son an immediate face-to-face meeting and made him 
sit in the public square instead, the entire village would treat the boy with utter scorn-mocking and verbally abusing 
him and possibly even spitting on him. Less privileged people in the community would go out of their way to show 
their disdain for this boy who had been blessed with every advantage and had thrown it all away. No indignity would 
be too great to heap on his head. He would just have to sit there and take it while he waited. 
 
That may seem harsh, but remember-the full penalty prescribed by Moses' law for such a rebellious son was death by 
public stoning. The instructions in the law ordered that "all the men of his city shall stone him to death with stones; so 
you shall put away the evil from among you" (Deuteronomy 21:21). So public humiliation in lieu of stoning was 
actually a mercy the boy did not deserve. And in that culture where honor and shame meant so much, the community's 
profound contempt for this boy's behavior practically demanded some kind of expression. 
 
Most likely, that's precisely the kind of treatment the Prodigal Son expected. It was the cost of readmission to the 
village he himself had shunned. It was just one phase of a long process he would need to be prepared to endure. If the 
Prodigal had counted the cost of repentance, such treatment should not even take him by surprise. By the social 
customs of that culture, having been the cause of so much shame, he now needed to be shamed by everyone else, as a 
vital part of the just retribution he deserved. He had made himself a pariah; he'd have to expect to be treated like one. 
 
After a few days' wait like that, if the father did decide to grant him an audience-assuming he was willing to extend a 
measure of mercy to the penitent rebel-the son would be expected to bow low and kiss the father's feet. No embrace. It 
would not even be right for him to stand and kiss his father's hand. The only proper demeanor for such a son would be 
to fall prostrate with his face to the ground before the father whom he had disgraced. 
 
The father would most likely meet him with a measure of frigid indifference. To save face, the father would need to 
approach the arrangement formally, like a business deal, without showing any overt affection or tenderness for the 
boy. There was no negotiation to be done; the father would simply outline the terms of employment-spelling out what 
would be required of the boy, what kind of labor he could expect to be assigned, and how long he needed to serve 
before he could be given even the smallest measure of privilege. 
 
AN OLD TESTAMENT PARALLEL: JOSEPH AND HIS BROTHERS 
We see an interesting parallel to this situation in the Old Testament account of Joseph's reconciliation with his 
brothers. The story should be familiar to most-how the brothers sold Joseph into slavery, and yet he famously rose 
despite every conceivable trial and setback to become the second most powerful man in Egypt. 
 
Years later, when the brothers were forced by a famine to go into Egypt to seek relief, they encountered Joseph 
without realizing who he was. At first (until he learned from them the whereabouts of their father and youngest 
brother), Joseph used a stern, even threatening, demeanor with them. He had no intention of harming them, of course. 
But to elicit their cooperation and complete honesty-and perhaps to discover whether they were the least bit remorse-
ful for their sin against him-Joseph used his authority to good advantage. He made his brothers sweat (over a period of 
several days or weeks, it seems) until he was ready to reveal who he was and assure his brothers of his forgiveness. 
Of course, Joseph had no duty to show his brothers that kind of favor, and he had every right to punish them for what 
they had done to him. They knew it too. Even after Joseph revealed his true identity and welcomed them with tears, 
they still feared what he might do. When their father, Jacob, died, they thought Joseph might decide to seek revenge. 
So they offered to be made his servants (Genesis 50:18). Joseph then made it absolutely clear that he forgave them 
completely and unconditionally. 
 
But Joseph's forgiveness toward his brothers was an extraordinary, otherworldly, one-of-a-kind act from one of the 
most renowned figures in Israel's history. No one would expect anything like that from the Prodigal's father-not the 
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Prodigal Son himself, not the villagers in his father's community, not his elder brother, not the people in Jesus' 
audience, and certainly not the Pharisees. 
 
How The Plot Shifted 
At this point, Jesus' parable suddenly took another dramatic and unexpected turn. Here was a father not merely willing 
to grant a measure of mercy in return for the promise of a lifetime of meritorious service-but eager to forgive freely, 
completely, at the very first sign of repentance: "When he was still a great way off, his father saw him and had 
compassion, and ran and fell on his neck and kissed him" (Luke 15:20). 
 
It is evident that the father was looking diligently for the Prodigal's return. How else could he have seen him while he 
was still a long way off? We can safely imagine that the father had been looking steadily, scanning the horizon daily, 
repeatedly, for signs of the boy's return. He had been at it a long time too--probably since long before the initial shock 
of the boy's departure had even worn off. 
 
Obviously, the heartache had not yet worn off, because the father was still watching. And he kept watching daily, 
heartbroken but hopeful, privately bearing the unspeakable pain of suffering love for his son. He surely knew that the 
kind of life his son was headed for would eventually end up the way it did. He desperately hoped the boy would 
survive and come back home. So he filled his spare time watching expectantly. He must have gone to the highest 
point on his property-perhaps on a tower or rooftop-and spent his idle moments scanning the horizon, praying for the 
boy's safe return, and thinking about what it would be like when and if the Prodigal returned. A man such as this 
father would probably have turned that scenario over in his own mind countless times. 
 
It was daylight when the father finally spotted the wayward boy. (We know that detail because it's the only way he 
could have seen him "a great way off.") That meant the village center was full of people. The markets were busy with 
merchants selling, people buying, women with children, and older people sitting in the public square while they 
watched the bustling activity. The moment the son approached the village, someone would no doubt recognize him 
and shout the news of his return. Someone else would likely run to tell the father about it. 
 
So why was the father watching? And why did he run to the son rather than waiting for the son to come to him? First, 
and most obviously, the father was truly eager to initiate forgiveness and reconciliation with his son. That aspect of 
this parable echoes the previous two parables, where the shepherd diligently sought his lost sheep and the woman 
feverishly searched for her lost coin. Each of those images pictures Christ as the faithful Seeker. He is the architect 
and the initiator  of our salvation. He seeks and draws sinners to Himself before they ever would think of seeking 
Him. He always makes the first overture. He Himself pays the redemption-price. He calls, justifies, sanctifies and 
finally glorifies each believing sinner (Romans 8:30). Every aspect of our salvation is His gracious work. 
 
This imagery of the father running to meet the Prodigal Son fills in the details of the big picture even more. It illu-
strates the truth that God is slow to anger and swift to forgive. He has no pleasure in the death of the wicked but is 
eager, willing, even delighted to save sinners. 
 
WHAT WAS THE FATHER THINKING? 
There's a second major factor at play here, however. The father clearly wanted to reach the Prodigal before the boy 
reached the village-apparently to protect him from the outpouring of scorn and invective he would surely receive if he 
walked through that village unreconciled with his father. The father himself would bear the shame and take the abuse 
instead. 
 
And make no mistake: in the context of that culture, the father's action of running to the boy and embracing him 
before he even came all the way home was seen as a shameful breech of decorum. In the jaded perspective of the 
scribes and Pharisees, this was just one more thing that added to the father's shame.  
For one thing, noblemen in that culture did not run. Running was for little boys and servants. Grown men did not run-
especially men of dignity and importance. They walked magisterially, with a slow gait and deliberate steps. But Jesus 
says "his father. . . ran" (v. 20; emphasis added). He did not send a servant or a messenger ahead to intercept his son. 
And it was not merely that he quickened his pace. He himself ran. The text uses a word that speaks of sprinting, as if 
he were in an athletic competition. The father gathered up the hem of his robe and took off in a most undignified 
manner. 
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The image of a respectable, wealthy, honorable man such as this running seems so out of place in Middle Eastern 
culture that Arabic Bible translators have traditionally been reluctant to translate the phrase without resorting to a 
euphemism such as "he hurried," or "he presented himself." Kenneth E. Bailey, an evangelical Bible commentator 
who lived in the Middle East and made careful studies of the language and culture there, wrote: “The reluctance on 
the part of the Arabic versions to let the father run is amazing. . . . For a thousand years a wide range of such phrases 
were employed (almost as if there was a conspiracy) to avoid the humiliating truth of the text-the father ran! The 
explanation for all of this is simple. The tradition identified the father with God, and running in public is too humiliat-
ing to attribute to a person who symbolizes God. Not until 1860, with the appearance of the Bustani-Van Dycke 
Arabic Bible, does the father appear running. The work sheets of the translators are available to me and even in that 
great version the first rendition of the Greek was "he hurried," and only in the second round of the translation process 
does rakada (he ran) appear. The Hebrew of Prov. 19:2 reads, "He that hastens with his feet sins" (my translation). 
The father represents God. How could he run? He does.  
 
The father was humbling himself, even though the Prodigal Son was the one who should have been doing so. Most of 
us today would see this moment when the father ran to embrace his son as the most poignant, tender moment in the 
parable. It was certainly not viewed that way by the Pharisees. Nor would the typical listener in Jesus' audience 
simply take it in stride and admire the father's compassion. This was a scandal. It was shocking. It was even more 
offensive to them than the sins of the Prodigal. 
 
But the father was nevertheless willing to have the villagers whisper among themselves, "What does he think he is 
doing? This boy took advantage of his father and sinned horribly against him. The boy should be made an outcast. 
Instead, this man who was dishonored by his own son now dishonors himself even more by embracing the wretched 
boy!" The father in effect positioned himself between his son and all the scorn, taunting, and abuse people in that 
culture would naturally have heaped on the boy's head.  
 
Our version says the father "had compassion" (v. 20), but the Greek expression is even more emphatic. It uses a word 
that literally speaks of a sensation in the viscera-or in today's vernacular, a gut feeling. The father was powerfully 
moved with compassion, an emotion so deep and so forceful that it made his stomach churn. 
 
The father's compassion was not merely sorrow over his son's past sin. Nor was it only a momentary sympathy 
prompted by the boy's present filthiness. (Remember, the Prodigal was by now in rags and smelled like pigs.) Certain-
ly the father's feeling toward the son included a deep sense of pity over all the terrible things sin had already done to 
him. But it seems obvious that something else was amplifying the father's anguish at that precise moment. His action 
of running toward the son and intercepting him on the road suggests he had something terribly urgent and immediate 
on his mind. That's why I am convinced that what moved the father to run was a deep sense of empathy in anticipation 
of the contempt that was sure to be poured on the son as he walked through the village. The father took off in a sprint 
in order to be the first person to reach him, so that he could deflect the abuse he knew the boy would suffer. 
 
This is indeed a fitting picture of Christ, who humbled Himself to seek and to save the lost-and then "endured the 
cross, despising the shame" (Hebrews 12:2). Like this father, He willingly took upon Himself all the bitter scorn, the 
contempt, the mockery, and the wrath our sin fully deserves. He even took our guilt upon His own innocent shoulders. 
He bore everything for our sake and in our stead. 
 
If the truth were known, this father's behavior, undignified as it might have seemed to Jesus' audience, was actually 
nothing very remarkable compared to the amazing grace unveiled in the incarnation and death of Christ. As a matter 
of fact, that was one of the key lessons Jesus was challenging the Pharisees with through His tale. 
 
AN AMAZING DISPLAY OF GRACE – When the father reached the wayward son, he couldn't contain his 
affection, and he didn't hesitate in granting forgiveness. This was even more shocking to the Pharisees than the 
imagery of a grown man sprinting down a dusty road to greet a derelict son. 
The father immediately embraced the Prodigal. Jesus said the father "fell on his neck and kissed him" (v. 20). The 
verb tense means he kissed him repeatedly. He collapsed on the boy in a massive hug, buried his head in the neck of 
his son-stinking and dirty and unpresentable as he was-and welcomed him with a display of unbridled emotion. 
It is evident that the father had been suffering in quiet grief the entire time the boy was gone. His deep love for the 
youth had never once wavered. The yearning to see him wise up and come home must have been a painful burning in 
the father's heart. It filled his thoughts every day. And now that he saw the bedraggled figure of his son alone on the 
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horizon, it mattered little to the father what people thought of him; he was determined to welcome home the boy as 
personally and publicly as possible. 
 
Furthermore, the father would spare the boy from any more of the reproach of his sin-by becoming a reproach 
himself. In essence, he took the boy's disgrace completely upon himself-emptying himself of all pride, renouncing his 
fatherly rights, not caring at all about his own honor (even in that culture, where honor seemed like everything). And 
in an amazing display of selfless love openly despising the shame of it all (d. Hebrews 12:2 )-he opened his arms to 
the returning sinner and hugged him tightly in an embrace designed partly to shield him from any more humiliation. 
By the time the boy walked into the village, he was already fully reconciled to his father. 
 
The Prodigal had come home prepared to kiss his Father's feet. Instead, the father was kissing the Prodigal's pig-
stinking head. Such an embrace with repeated kisses was a gesture that signified not only the father's delirious joy but 
also his full acceptance, friendship, love, forgiveness, restoration, and total reconciliation.It was a deliberate and 
demonstrative way of signaling to the whole village that the father had fully forgiven his son, without any qualms or 
hesitancy. 
 
What a beautiful picture this is of the forgiveness offered in the gospel! The typical sinner wants out of the morass of 
sin, and his first instinct is to devise a plan. He will work off his guilt. He will reform himself. But such a plan could 
never succeed. The debt is too great to repay, and the sinner is helpless to change his own status. He is fallen, and he 
cannot alter that fact. So the Savior intercepts him. Christ has already run the gauntlet, taken the shame for himself, 
suffered the rebukes, borne the cruel taunts, and paid the price of the guilt in full. He embraces the sinner, pours out 
love upon him, grants complete forgiveness, and reconciles him to God. 
 
A SPEECH INTERRUPTED 
It is significant that the father was already granting forgiveness before the son said a word. After the father embraced 
him, the Prodigal started to make the confession he had been rehearsing:  "Father, I have sinned against heaven and in 
your sight, and am no longer worthy to be called your son." (Luke 15:21)-but he barely got that far and the father 
quickly cut him off, giving orders to the servants to begin preparations for a celebratory banquet. 
 
The Prodigal never even got to the part of his rehearsed speech in which he would ask to become one of the hired 
servants. By the time he completed his first sentence, the father had already reinstated him as a beloved son, and the 
great celebration was under way. 
 
The father seems to have perceived the depth and reality of the boy's repentance from the simple fact that the boy had 
come home. He knew his own son well enough to know what his return signified. He could tell from the boy's 
appalling condition how much he had suffered the cruel consequences of his sin. So he didn't even permit the boy to 
finish making his confession before he granted him mercy. This was an act of grace that went far, far beyond anything 
the boy had ever dared to hope for. 
 
The Prodigal's unfinished confession may seem a subtle detail in the parable, but it made a not-so-subtle point for the 
Pharisees' benefit. There was no way they could have failed to notice one glaring reality in Jesus' description of the 
father's eagerness to forgive. The boy had done nothing whatsoever to atone for his own sin, and yet the father's 
forgiveness was full and lavish anyway, with nothing held back. 
 
As far as the Pharisees were concerned, this outpouring of love and forgiveness toward a flagrant and self-confessed 
sinner was radical and totally unorthodox. Doesn't common sense demand that sins be atoned for? Didn't God Himself 
say He will not justify the wicked (Exodus 23:7) and that He will by no means allow the guilty to go unpunished 
(Exodus 34:7)? How could a notorious rebel like the Prodigal Son simply be let off scot-free? Whatever happened to 
righteousness? What about the principles of divine justice? Wasn't the entire Old Testament system filled to overflow-
ing with priests and sacrifices and other symbols of atonement-precisely in order to stress this fundamental truth? 
 
THE NECESSITY OF ATONEMENT 
It is quite true that sin must be atoned for. Don't imagine for a moment that when God forgives sin, He simply looks 
the other way and pretends the sin never occurred. Moses' law was filled with bloody sacrifices precisely to make that 
truth inescapable. 
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This point is crucial and ultimately pivotal in understanding the parable of the prodigal son. Remember that the main 
point Jesus was making in this parable was for the Pharisees' benefit. He was addressing their faulty idea about God-
that He found joy in their self-righteousness rather than in the forgiveness of sins. Their theology was so lacking any 
sense of true grace that they simply could not account for how forgiven sinners might stand before God apart from a 
lifetime of religious effort. The Pharisees' misunderstanding about what is required to make full atonement for sin lay 
at the root of their errant theology. 
 
Don't forget how the Pharisees had overlaid the truth of the Old Testament with their own elaborate system of human 
traditions, manmade rules, and useless ceremonies. They were convinced sinners needed to do good works to help 
atone for their own sins. 
 
They had even enshrined their own intricate system of finely detailed traditions as the chief means by which they 
thought it possible to acquire the kind of merit they believed would balance out the guilt of sin. That is why they were 
obsessed with ostentatious works religious rituals, spiritual stunts, ceremonial displays of righteousness, and other 
external and cosmetic achievements. And they clung doggedly to that system, even though most of their rituals were 
nothing more than their own inventions, designed to paper over sin and make them appear righteous. 
 
Here was the problem with that: even authentically good works could never accomplish what the Pharisees hoped 
their ceremonial traditions would accomplish. That was made perfectly clear by the Law itself. The Law demanded no 
less than absolute perfection (Matthew 5:19, 48; James 2:10). And it was filled from start to finish with threats and 
curses against anyone who violated it at any point. The reason we need atonement is that we are fallen sinners who 
cannot keep the Law adequately. Why would anyone ever think to earn enough merit to atone for sin through an 
imperfect obedience to the Law? That was the fatal flaw in the Pharisees' system. In fact, the Law itself made perfect-
ly clear that the price of full atonement was more costly than any mere human could ever possibly pay: "The soul who 
sins shall die" (Ezekiel 18:4 ). 
 
We Cannot Atone for Our Own Sin  
Furthermore, and more to the point, the Old Testament never once suggested that sinners could atone for their own sin 
(either wholly or even in part) by doing good works or performing elaborate rituals. In fact, the dominant picture of 
atonement in the Old Testament is that of an innocent substitute whose blood was shed on behalf of the sinner. 
 
The shedding of the substitute's blood was perhaps the single most prominent aspect of atonement for sin. "Without 
shedding of blood there is no remission" (Hebrews 9:22). On the Day of Atonement, the blood of the sin offering was 
deliberately splashed onto everything in the vicinity of the altar. The priest "sprinkled with blood both the tabernacle 
and all the vessels of the ministry. And according to the law almost all things are purified with blood" (vv. 21-22 )-the 
worshiper included. This was not to suggest that the blood itself had some kind of magical, mystical, or metaphysical 
property that literally washed away sin's defilement. But the purpose of this bloody ritual was simple: the blood 
everywhere made a vivid-and intentionally revolting illustration of the fearsome reality that the wages of sin is death. 
"For the life of the flesh is in the blood, and I have given it to you upon the altar to make atonement for your souls; for 
it is the blood that makes atonement for the soul" (Leviticus 17: 11). 
 
By definition, then, no sinner can ever fully atone for his or her own sin, and that is why Scripture so frequently 
stresses the need for a substitute. 
 
We Need a Substitute 
When Abraham was told to sacrifice Isaac on an altar, for example, God Himself supplied a substitute in the form of a 
ram to be slain in Isaac's place. At Passover, the substitute was a spotless lamb. The main staple of the sacrificial 
system under Moses' law was the burnt offering, which could be a young bull, lamb, goat, turtledove, or pigeon 
(depending on the financial abilities of the worshiper). And once a year, on the Day of Atonement, the high priest 
sacrificed a bull and a goat, along with an additional burnt offering, as a symbol of atonement-a substitute who 
suffered for the sins of all the people. 
Now it should be obvious to anyone that "it is not possible that the blood of bulls and goats could take away sins" 
(Hebrews 10:4; cf. Micah 6:6-8). That's why the ritual sacrifices had to be repeated daily. Everyone who ever serious-
ly thought about the sacrificial  system and weighed the real cost of sin had to face this truth eventually: animal 
sacrifices simply could not provide a full and final atonement for sin. Something more needed to be done to make a 
full atonement. 
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There were basically two possible answers to the dilemma. One approach was to adopt a system of merit such as the 
Pharisees' religion, in which the sinner himself tried to embellish or supplement the atoning significance of the animal 
sacrifices with several more layers of good works. In the Pharisees' case, this seems to be the very reason they made 
up their own long list of exacting rules and regulations that went so far beyond what the Law actually required. 
 
They knew very well that simple obedience to the Law couldn't possibly be perfect and therefore could never achieve 
enough merit to atone for sin. So they artificially supplemented what the Law required, thinking that their extra works 
would enable them to gain supplemental merit. The inevitable result was a system that promoted the most blatant 
forms of self-righteousness while diminishing the proper role of true faith. 
 
The other approach was the one followed by every truly faithful person from the beginning of time until the coming of 
Christ. They acknowledged their own inability to atone for sin, embraced God's promise of forgiveness, and trusted 
Him to send a Redeemer who would provide a full and final atonement (Isaiah 59:20). From the day when Adam and 
Eve ate the forbidden fruit and their race was cursed, faithful believers had looked for the promised offspring of the 
woman who would finally crush the serpent's head and thus put sin and guilt away forever (Genesis 3:15). Despite 
some very strong hints (including Daniel 9:24 and Isaiah 53:10), the actual means by which redemption would finally 
be accomplished remained shrouded in mystery, until Jesus Himself explained it after His resurrection to some 
disciples on the road to Emmaus (Luke 24:27). 
 
Notice that Jesus did not mention anything about the actual means of atonement in the parable of the prodigal son. 
That, after all, wasn't the point of the story. But our Lord did nevertheless directly confront the heart of the Pharisees' 
error, which was their insistence that all sinners need to perform certain works to atone for their own sin-and thus earn 
the forgiveness and favor of God. 
 
THE ONLY WAY TO BE JUSTIFIED BEFORE GOD 
The parable of the prodigal son debunks that false idea. It illustrates instead the simple truth of how and why repen-
tant faith is the only means by which any sinner can find justification before God. Forgiveness is not a reward for 
merits we earn by good works. Don't imagine, however, that practical righteousness is eliminated altogether-because 
good works are the inevitable fruit of faith. But sinners who repent and turn to God are fully and instantly justified, 
freely forgiven from the first moment of faith's inception-before a single good work is done. 
 
That was the principal lesson of Abraham's example. "He believed in the LORD, and He accounted it to him for 
righteousness" (Genesis 15:6; emphasis added). His faith was the sole means by which he laid hold of God's promises. 
In Romans 4, Paul makes an extended argument showing that David was likewise justified though faith alone, rather 
than through the performance of any good deeds, religious rituals, or meritorious works designed to nullify the debt of 
sin. 
 
In a similar way, the Prodigal Son is a textbook example of someone who is justified by grace through faith apart 
from meritorious deeds. His forgiveness was a fully settled reality, and his status as a privileged son was established 
beyond question before he ever even had an opportunity to finish expressing his repentance. 
 
That lifetime of work he was prepared to offer as a servant to his father? It was utterly unnecessary as a means of 
earning the father's favor. The father had granted his full blessing and unconditional pardon by grace alone. But this 
repentant young man would nevertheless be permanently changed because of the grace his father showed him. Why 
would he ever go back to a life of self-indulgence and prodigality? He had already pursued sin to its inevitable end 
and knew the results all too well. He was severely chastened by the bitterness of that experience. He had drunk the 
awful dregs of sin's consequences. 
 
But now the blinders had been taken from his eyes. He saw his father in a new light, and he loved him with a new 
appreciation. 
He had every reason henceforth to remain faithful. He would be serving his father now with gladness-not as a hired 
servant but with the full status of a beloved son. 
 
For the scribes and Pharisees, the notion that someone like the Prodigal Son could ever find any kind of forgiveness or 
redemption was far beyond their comprehension, In the first place, they would automatically take a cynical view of 
every token of repentance coming from someone who had sunk as low as this. 
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Second, their whole concept of righteousness was faulty, because it was based largely on a legal merit system, The 
scribes and Pharisees thought people could become righteous through lifelong devotion to a complex system of 
religious works, They followed an exacting process of ceremonial obedience to Moses' law, with particular emphasis 
on cosmetic details and picayune trivialities, Worse yet, they had overlaid the law of God with a perplexing labyrinth 
of useless human traditions, All of that needed to be observed diligently over a lifetime, they believed, for anyone to 
be deemed righteous, So they had no category in their theological system to account for how someone like the 
Prodigal Son could ever be saved from the wrath of God and brought into divine favor, 
 
A SURPRISING TWIST IN THE STORY 
Luke describes the Pharisees as those who "trusted in themselves that they were righteous, and despised others" (Luke 
18:9; emphasis added). In their view, hatred for a rebel like this was justified. They assumed the Prodigal was beyond 
saving, and in fact, they were perfectly happy for him to receive the just deserts of his sin. As far as they were 
concerned, the Prodigal's repentance was an unwelcome kink in a story that already had a very clear-cut lesson about 
the due consequences of sin. They were prepared to affirm that lesson until the Prodigal repented. Then suddenly, the 
central figure in Jesus' tale became a serious challenge to their religious system. 
 
But in Jesus' telling of the parable, the Prodigal Son's crisis in the pig fields was a turning point, not the end of the 
story. The Prodigal did repent. And it was not merely a superficial ploy to regain his father's sympathy, or a quick-
and-dirty scheme to recover the comforts of his old life. 
 
This was heartfelt, deep repentance, and we see its genuineness in every step of the plan the Prodigal carefully 
outlined for his return to the father's household. Every aspect of his repentance was thought through. He finally 
realized how egregiously he had sinned against his father. He could now see that his father had always been gracious 
and good. And he finally acknowledged that he himself had been wrong-it was entirely his own fault (and his own 
sin) that brought him so low. He confessed freely that he was not worthy of any more grace or favor. 
 
And yet the Prodigal planned to appeal to the father's great loving-kindness anyway: "When he came to himself, he 
said, 'How many of my father's hired servants have bread enough and to spare, and I perish with hunger! I will arise 
and go to my father, and will say to him, Father, I have sinned against heaven and before you, and I am no longer 
worthy to be called your son. Make me like one of your hired servants'" (Luke 15:17-19). 
 
That was the new plan, and it was a good one. Rather than trying to evade responsibility for his sin, the younger son 
would face it squarely. Rather than running further away, he would go home. He would make a full confession and 
throw himself on his father's mercy. This was, after all, his one remaining hope. 
 
The love of self and sin that had once made him so blind was now gone. He was finally seeing things clearly. In the 
wake of all the disaster his sin had brought crashing down around him, everything he once spurned and left behind 
began to look appealing. He knew he had permanently forfeited his rightful status as a son, but even being his father's 
hired servant would certainly beat feeding pigs for a living. Furthermore, whatever disgrace he might face by going 
back home was nothing compared to the shame of living with swine. 
 
The brief insight Jesus gives into the heart and mind of the Prodigal is one of the best and clearest examples of true 
repentance in all of Scripture. 
 
FACING REALITY 
The first significant step in the Prodigal's return involved taking an honest look at his situation. That meant facing the 
ugly reality of what he had become, accepting responsibility for what he had done, owning up to the severity of his 
guilt, admitting his utter helplessness, and turning to someone who could truly help. 
 
Here the father comes back into the story, and it is significant that the father's first point of reentry into the parable 
occurs in the mind of the Prodigal Son. The young man finally remembers his father. This is our first clue that a 
significant change has taken place in his heart-because this time when he thinks of his father, he doesn't shun the 
thought. In fact, he finds a ray of hope in the memory of his father's gracious loving-kindness. He said, "How many of 
my father's hired servants have bread enough and to spare?" (v. 17). Even the lowest of his father's hired servants 
fared better than he was doing out there on his own. He knew he did not deserve even a hired servant's status in his 
father's household, but he also knew his father to be generous, and that got him thinking. 
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How different this was from the boy's original, heedless, ungrateful attitude toward his father! It has seemed from the 
very start that his only motive with regard to the father was to get as far away as possible. Even running out of 
resources didn't immediately change his attitude. Remember, when this fool and his money were first parted, his 
initial response was to hire himself out to a citizen-whose character he seems to have badly misjudged. There was no 
suggestion at that point that he was thinking about his father at all. 
 
In fact, if the Prodigal had given any thought to home and family at that juncture, he seems to have quickly put them 
out of his mind. Perhaps he wanted to avoid the humbling experience of admitting his wrong. He also knew in his 
heart that his father had every legitimate reason to treat him with severity rather than mercy. Evidently, he still held on 
to the delusion that by evading responsibility, accountability, and morality he could eventually gain the kind of liberty 
he sought. 
 
But now finding himself alone and helplessly ensnared in a truly deadly kind of bondage, he finally realized the folly 
of that way of thinking. Sin might promise freedom from responsibility and moral constraints, but in reality, it always 
results in a much worse kind of slavery: the forced death-march of sin (Romans 6:16). Sinners caught in sin's web are 
helpless to extricate themselves or avoid the inevitable destruction sin causes. That's why the Prodigal's plan B-his 
best strategy for working his own way out of the mess he was in-was doomed from the start. The citizen from whom 
he sought help had essentially abandoned him to die in the fields with the pigs. Sin's companionships are always fickle 
like that. 
 
But when the Prodigal was forced into virtual solitude, with all the time in the world to reflect, his thoughts finally 
turned to his father. And what stood out in the boy's mind was his father's kindness and generosity. His father also had 
hired servants-many of them. And every one of them had "bread enough and to spare" (v. 17). 
 
The younger son's next words are important because they succinctly and accurately express just how desperate his 
situation really was: "I perish with hunger" (v. 17). The stark honesty of that admission is refreshing. It was no 
hyperbole. He literally was starving to death. He would die soon if he remained in these circumstances. The pangs of 
his hunger and the frightfulness of his situation obviously had him in an uncomfortable comer where that was practi-
cally all he could think about. But it's nevertheless significant that this is the first time he has spoken of what he truly 
and honestly needed, as opposed to what he merely desired. 
 
Here, I am convinced, is where true repentance always begins: with an accurate assessment of one's own condition. 
Everyone from the profligate sinner who is a complete wastrel (such as this young man) to the most fastidious, 
patronizing Pharisee-needs to face the reality that the sinfulness we have inherited from Adam has made us spiritual 
paupers. No sinner has the means to atone for his or her own sin or the ability to overcome the power of sin that holds 
us. Our sin has put us in a desperate situation. 
 
Of course, that is much harder for a pompous, respectable sinner to acknowledge than it is for a wretched swineherd. 
"Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who are sick" (Matthew 9: 12). Multitudes are kept in 
spiritual darkness and under the condemnation of heaven because they simply refuse to confess how needy they are. 
That was precisely the situation the Pharisees were in. 
 
The Prodigal, on the other hand, had already lost whatever pretense of dignity and self-confidence he once might have 
maintained. He no longer had any resources of his own, no one else gave him anything, and he couldn't even scavenge 
sufficient nourishment from the pigs' food. It was absolutely the end of the road for him, and he confessed that. 
 
Simply and honestly facing the reality of his own circumstances is what caused such a monumental change in the 
Prodigal's attitude toward his father. Prior to this, he had not showed a hint of respect, affection, or even simple 
appreciation for his father. Now he was forced to confess that he would be vastly better off at the lowest level of 
servitude under his own father than far away in the pig fields, reaping the bitter fruits of his "freedom" and literally 
facing death as a reward for his foolish pursuit of selfish pleasure. He had stupidly spurned his father's jurisdiction 
when he held the status of a son. He was now perfectly willing to come back under his father's authority as a lowly 
hired servant. That would by any measure be a major step up from where he was now. Besides, it was the only way 
out of this mess that was open to him. 
 
HIS ONLY HOPE: PERMITTED TO BE A HIRED SERVANT 
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It was a truly amazing turnaround for the Prodigal Son to reach the point where he would even consider being a hired 
servant to his father, and it's a very clear indicator that he now realized just how low he had sunk. The Greek word 
translated "hired servants" in this verse is misthios. It refers to day laborers-the lowest of all workers on the economic 
scale. In the first-century culture, that kind of hired servant held a much lower status than a slave. Slaves were 
supplied with living quarters, clothing, and all the necessities of life. Trusted bondservants might even be put in 
charge of important business affairs, and they were rewarded when they served well (Matthew 25:14-25). Many 
household servants (especially in large estates) were educated, cultured, honorable, highly skilled people, whose 
status was anything but lowly. Nehemiah, serving as cupbearer to the king of Persia (Nehemiah 1:11), is one biblical 
example of a slave who enjoyed honor and advantage. 
 
You can also see evidence of the relative comfort some slaves enjoyed in the ruins of ancient Pompeii, a resort town 
consisting largely of homes that belonged to wealthy Roman citizens. The entire town was preserved in near pristine 
condition under the ashes resulting from a catastrophic eruption of Vesuvius in AD 79. So in Pompeii we have a vivid 
snapshot of what life was like in the first century. I've had the privilege of walking through the city and some of the 
homes there on a couple of occasions. The typical household servant's living conditions were usually the most spartan 
rooms in the estates, of course. But all the servants' needs were supplied, and they lived in relative comfort. In some 
cases, they even enjoyed many luxuries. 
 
Day laborers, on the other hand, were society's most desperately poor. Unlike slaves, they had no master continually 
caring for them. They were on their own, and they lived as best they could on whatever they could earn from day to 
day. Many of them were homeless and unskilled. They would therefore be given the most menial or undesirable work. 
They were usually hired to do temporary manual labor (during harvest season, for instance; d. Matthew 20:1-16). 
 
And they were paid a very meager wage. Usually the rate was determined at the start of the workday, but not always 
(vv. 13-15). A denarius for a full day's work was standard, but the actual amount was entirely at the discretion of 
whoever hired them. The workers themselves were in no position to negotiate. The Prodigal's experience as a swi-
neherd illustrates how difficult life could be for workers who found themselves on that bottom rung of the economic 
ladder. Usually, there was simply no way up from there. 
 
So hired servants were the poorest of the poor. But the Old Testament law had a provision that protected hired 
servants: "The wages of him who is hired shall not remain with you all night until morning" (Leviticus 19:13). 
Anyone who engaged the services of a day laborer was supposed to pay the worker his wages that very day. Because 
such workers needed everything they could possibly earn just to scrape by from day to day, it was considered unjust 
to withhold their wages until a scheduled payday at the end of the week or even later in the month. As the Prodigal's 
own experience demonstrated, not everyone paid menial workers enough to live on, and outside Israel (where Leviti-
cus 19:13 did not apply), they might not get paid in a timely fashion. 
 
But the Prodigal remembered that his father paid even the lowest of his hired servants more than enough. Day laborers 
who served his father actually had leftover food. That confirms what we have already observed about the father's 
character. He was generous, kindly, and compassionate. He regularly showed kindness to people by doing not only 
the minimum of what the Old Testament law and social custom required but even more. 
 
That reality finally came home in the son's mind. Caught in a truly hard dilemma, he suddenly realized his father was 
not a hard man at all. Nor was his father even an indifferent man. He was kind, generous, good, and merciful. 
 
A NEW PERSPECTIVE 
We're reminded once again that the Prodigal Son was suddenly seeing everything in a fresh, new light, realizing for 
the very first time some vital truths he had never stopped to see before. Having lived all those years with a shallow, 
materialistic, self-centered worldview, he apparently had never even noticed or considered the reality that his father 
treated hired workers so well. He had never truly appreciated his father before. But a taste of reality had given him a 
whole new perspective. In all his travels and consorting with people who shared his worldly values, he had never met 
another person as kindly and generous as his father. 
 
The pleasure-seeking lifestyle simply isn't conducive to values like compassion, generosity, and kindness. That is the 
harsh reality of life in the real world-even to this day. 
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An outside observer might think, Wait a minute. This youth has totally disgraced and dishonored his father in the eyes 
of his own village. It would be folly to assume he could count on his father's mercy. Who cares if the father is a kind 
man? He must be furious with his wayward son. This father has been shamed by his own son, and he has shamed 
himself by giving in to the boy's original demands. Here's an opportunity to recover some honor by punishing the boy 
severely. There's no question that's what the Pharisees would be thinking. They certainly would not have showed this 
wayward youth any mercy. 
 
But the Prodigal knew his father better than that. He seems to have had little fear that his father would be vengeful 
toward him. He knew his father to be merciful, even if he had never consciously thought about it before. And now, 
left with no other alternative, he was finally ready to go back home. 
 
This is the nature of repentance as it is described in Scripture. The Greek word for repentance throughout the New 
Testament is metanoia, and its literal meaning speaks of a change of mind-a reversal in one's thinking. But the way the 
expression is employed throughout Scripture makes clear that repentance is much more than a simple or superficial 
change of opinion about something. It involves a whole new way of looking at life-a fundamental world view change. 
 
Sometimes theologians have disputed over questions such as whether repentance speaks of a change of opinion about 
God, a conscious repudiation of sin, or (as I heard one well-known teacher suggest) a simple change of belief about 
who Jesus really is. Actually, authentic repentance involves all those things. It's not a trite or temporary mood shift but 
a powerful, penetrating, soul-shattering, life-altering, attitude-changing, wholesale U-turn. It is the fruit of God's 
regenerating work, which Scripture portrays as the implantation of an entirely new heart and spirit (Ezekiel 11:19-20). 
 
You can see evidence of genuine repentance in the Prodigal's very first thoughts after he finally came to himself. 
Those thoughts are seedlings that will bear abundant fruit over the long term-if they are planted in good soil. The 
Prodigal's heart, now made fallow by the harrowing consequences of his sin, was evidently good soil. Notice that his 
attitude toward his father was different. His willingness to acknowledge his own sin was brand-new. His will was 
changed. He was a markedly different man, from the inside out. 
 
Therefore he was finally willing to humble himself, admit his terrible sin, own his shame, face the father whom he 
had so profoundly sinned against, and reenter the community where he had disgraced his own name so badly. 
 
REACTIONS TO THE PRODIGAL'S CHANGE OF HEART 
This parable, as we have seen, was tailor-made for Middle Eastern agrarian culture. Jesus' audience understood the 
imagery clearly and knew that the Prodigal Son had got himself into a mess from which there seemed to be no earthly 
way of escape. So all of them would be profoundly moved by the Prodigal's change of heart although in different 
ways. 
 
On the one hand, those who understood and identified with the youth's dilemma-people who were likewise sin-sick, 
discouraged, and longing to get out of whatever pigsty their lives had become would find a ray of hope in his turna-
round. Their ears would perk up to see whether the Prodigal would find redemption. Or was he already hopelessly 
beyond the point of no return? Jesus had deliberately framed the plot so that it might well seem that way. 
 
On the other hand, those who listened through the filter of a Pharisaical worldview had already written the boy off 
completely.  In their view, there was simply no way back from the disgrace and degradation into which he had sunk. 
Such sin, in their estimation, was so permanently defiling as to be (for all practical purposes) unforgivable. That was, 
after all, the very reason they objected to Jesus' habit of ministering to tax collectors and other outcasts. If any 
Pharisees in the audience believed there was even the hint of a possibility that the Prodigal could ever find forgive-
ness, they were certain that it could come only after a long, arduous time of hard work and penance for the sake of 
earning his father's pardon. 
 
Actually, that would likely be the common assumption of everyone listening to Jesus as he told this parable. From the 
most devout Pharisees to the most desperate sinners (particularly those hoping to find some kind of deliverance for 
themselves), virtually all Jesus' hearers would share this one common presupposition: if the Prodigal had any hope of 
redemption whatsoever, it lay in a lifetime of hard work to atone for his misdeeds. 
 
In other words, all Jesus' listeners would intuitively understand the Prodigal Son's planned course of action. He was 
thinking the way anyone in that culture would think. Family honor was a very serious matter, and someone who had 
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disgraced his father like that frankly deserved to be treated as a dead man-utterly disowned, forgotten, his very 
existence denied. 
 
Everyone fully understood that if the son were truly repentant, he would need to come crawling back to the father as a 
beggar. He would have to express his repentance verbally, be severely humiliated and scorned, shoulder all the public 
shame he had subjected his family to, and do everything he could to make restitution. In that culture, where honor and 
shame meant so much, such things were simply understood. It was the only way to restore the honor of the father.  
It was the only way for the son to regain any shred of dignity. That's what the boy needed to do, and that is just what 
he planned to do. 
 
He was ready. He was broken. He was alone. He was downcast. He was penitent. He believed in his father. 
 
As a matter of fact, this is a wonderful picture of the repentance that accompanies salvation-because of the way his 
repentance is inextricably bound up with faith in his father. He trusts in his father's mercy. Penitence therefore draws 
the Prodigal's heart and thoughts back to the father, rather than sending him fleeing even farther away. That is 
precisely what makes the difference between mere remorse and authentic, saving repentance. 
 
THINKING THINGS THROUGH 
Far from a mere mind change or an intellectual exercise, genuine repentance always demonstrates itself in the broken-
ness of the sinner's self-will. The sinner who has desperately tried to hide from God now diligently seeks Him instead. 
Apart from this quality, all the sorrow in the world is just meaningless remorse. 
 
Recall, for example, that Esau regretted selling his birthright, and he wept bitterly while pleading to get it back 
(Hebrews 12:17). That was not authentic repentance. Judas confessed that his treachery was wrong, returned the 
money he got for betraying Christ -and then went out and hanged himself (Matthew 27:3-5). That wasn't real repen-
tance either. 
 
David, on the other hand, in Psalm 51, fled directly into God's presence and pleaded, "Do not cast me away from Your 
presence, And do not take Your Holy Spirit from me" (v. 11). D. Martyn Lloyd-Jones, commenting on that passage, 
wrote, “I do not hesitate to assert that this is perhaps the most subtle and delicate test as to whether we have repented, 
or where we are: our attitude towards God. Have you noticed it in the psalm? The one against whom David has sinned 
is God, and yet the one he desires above all is God. That is the difference between remorse and repentance.  
 
The man who has not repented, but who is only experiencing remorse, when he realizes he has done something 
against God, avoids God. . . . The man who has not been dealt with by the Spirit of God and has not been convinced 
and convicted, tries to get away from God, to avoid him at all costs. He does not think, he does not read the Bible, he 
does not pray; he does everything he can not to think about these things. But the extraordinary thing about the man 
who is convicted of sin by the Holy Spirit is that though he knows he has sinned against God, it is God he wants. "Be 
merciful to me, 0 God." He wants to be with God-that is the peculiar paradox of repentance, wanting the one I have 
offended!  
 
That is how repentance works. First of all, the sinner comes to himself and to his senses. He begins to look at reality 
and assess where he is. He realizes he is headed inevitably toward death and destruction and eternal damnation. He 
cannot keep going the same direction, so he turns to the Father, whom he has dishonored. 
Having spent a lifetime hiding, he now wants only to be in the Father's presence. He is therefore willing to acknowl-
edge his own guilt and bear the shame of it. He is willing to do anything he can possibly do to honor the One he has 
so dishonored. 
 
But something also tells him he can cast himself on the Father's mercy, forgiveness, and love-and find some measure 
of acceptance. This is the flip side of true repentance, and it's the very essence of saving faith. 
The follow-through for the Prodigal Son's repentance would be humbling, embarrassing, even shameful. There's an 
element of that in any kind of repentance. But that doesn't matter to those who are truly penitent. 
 
You see the evidence of that spirit in the Prodigal's own self indictment as he planned his return: "I have sinned 
against heaven and before you" (Luke 15:18). The Greek expression literally speaks of sinning "into heaven." It may 
well suggest that he thought of his sins as a massive pile of guilt like a mountain, ascending toward heaven. 
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This could be an echo of Ezra 9:6: "0 my God, I am too ashamed and humiliated to lift up my face to You, my God; 
for our iniquities have risen higher than our heads, and our guilt has grown up to the heavens." He was not holding 
anything back. This was authentic repentance, as evidenced by such full self-denial. His entire life had been a total 
disaster, and now-facing death, and with no one but himself to blame-he was repudiating it all. That's what self-denial 
means, in the sense Jesus called for it: "If anyone desires to come after Me, let him deny himself" (Luke 9:23). 
 
There was no question of whether he should go home or not. He had reached the point where the only way he could 
survive was by turning back to the father he had spurned. His only thoughts now were about how to do it. 
I love the way the Prodigal rehearsed how best to verbalize his repentance. It proves that when he said he was taking 
responsibility for his own wrongdoing, he meant it. He had thought this thing through. He had no expectations, asked 
for no special privileges, and made no demands. He wasn't negotiating terms of surrender. 
 
He fully and unconditionally relinquished all his rights. He simply confessed his sin, threw himself on his father's 
mercy, and begged to be made the lowest of servants. 
 
Did he really think he could legitimately earn his way back into favor with his father? Whether he really thought he 
could or not, he needed to try. That's how people were taught to think by the religious culture of Jesus' day. Of course, 
he was hoping for some mercy. But he was willing to do whatever he could toward making restitution. 
 
He was in the same situation as the servant in the parable of Matthew 18:22-35, who owed a debt of "ten thousand 
talents" (v. 24 ) - an incomprehensible amount, far more than the national debt of a country the size of Israel in those 
days. (How much was it? In 2 Kings 18:14, Sennacherib demanded tribute from King Hezekiah in the amount of 
"thirty talents of gold." Best estimates suggest thirty talents probably added up to some seventy pounds of gold. Ten 
thousand talents would therefore be more than 11.6 tons of gold!) That was an enormous personal debt, an utterly 
impossible amount for any servant to earn by working for it. Yet the servant begged to be permitted to try. He fell on 
his face in front of the master and pleaded, "Master, have patience with me, and I will pay you all" (Matthew 18:26). 
And the master had mercy and simply forgave him. 
 
The Prodigal Son was in a similar position. There was no way he could ever make full restitution. But he was never-
theless willing to sacrifice everything for the rest of his life to do whatever he could. 
 
The Pharisees and virtually everyone else in the crowd understood exactly what the young man was thinking. It was 
just what had to be done. The Pharisees' doctrine was based on working to earn divine favor. The Prodigal Son was 
penitent, and he trusted his father enough to come back home. But as far as the Pharisees were concerned, that was not 
going to be enough. He still needed to earn his way back into the father's good graces. That's pure Pharisaic theology. 
(It's also essentially what every man-made religion in the world teaches.)  
 
Most of the people in Jesus' audience likewise thought in those terms. If they thought of God's role in redemption at 
all, they regarded His grace only as a merciful supplement to whatever effort the sinner himself could put forth to 
secure favor. They had no concept of a mercy so great that the Father would grant full forgiveness and instant recon-
ciliation before the sinner ever even performed a single work. Jesus' parable was about to explode their entire 
worldview. 
 
CARRYING OUT THE PLAN 
One clear indication that the Prodigal Son's repentance was genuine is seen in the simple fact that he followed through 
with what he told himself he would do. "He arose and came to his father" (Luke 15:20). His plans were not like a 
halfhearted New Year's resolution he would keep only if as long as it was convenient to do so. His "I will. . ." was a 
true expression of a whole new intention. Apparently he fulfilled his promise immediately, without hesitation. That's 
another factor that separates authentic repentance from mere regret. 
 
It was not enough for the Prodigal Son to say, "I have sinned" (and merely wallow in his own despair) while remain-
ing in the far country. He needed to go to his father and make that confession directly to the one he had wronged. That 
was the ultimate proof his repentance was genuine, and there would be no change in his circumstances until he 
followed through with that aspect of it. 
 
So by whatever means he could, the Prodigal made his way back from the far country. No details are given about how 
he managed the journey. That aspect of the story was only incidental. But it's worth considering briefly that the 
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Prodigal's trek home would have been totally different-and a thousand times more difficult-than his original outbound 
adventure into the far country. This time he was totally without resources, his energy was spent, his heart was broken, 
he was utterly friendless, and he was quite literally on the verge of death by starvation. It could not have been an easy 
expedition. 
 
But the younger son remained single-mindedly devoted to fulfilling his repentance. We know this because, when he 
arrived at home and his father met him, he immediately began to articulate the confession he had rehearsed-verbatim. 
Those words reflect, then, what was truly on his heart. This was no halfhearted performance contrived to trick the 
father. It was deep, authentic, heartfelt repentance. Furthermore, he came directly to the father, and not to an interme-
diary. He didn't need a go-between. Again, he's not negotiating terms of surrender. He wasn't going to pretend his 
failure was partly his father's fault and then treat the matter as a personal dispute that needed to be resolved through 
intervention, arbitration, or mediation that he had wronged his father-and was then throwing himself on the father's 
mercy. 
 
Consider this: of all the iniquities the Prodigal had indulged in, the one sin with the most potential for evil was the 
great distance he had put between him and his father. He was determined to remedy that transgression first of all. 
Everything else would come in its time. 
 
He truly was seeing things more clearly now. No point in dragging it out. No need to meditate on the plan any longer. 
Now was the time to act. "And he arose and came to his father" (v. 20). 
 
The Prodigal was at last going home. 
 
Despite his awareness of being accepted by his father, the son continued his confession of his sin. He then asked to 
become one of his father’s servants. Similarly, a sinner realizes that he or she brings nothing to and deserves nothing 
from God, but must rely completely on God’s mercy.10 
 
Had he stopped there, the boy would have experienced only regret or remorse (2 Cor. 7:10), but true repentance 
involves the will as well as the mind and the emotions—“I will arise . . . I will go . . . I will say. . ..” Our resolutions 
may be noble, but unless we act on them, they can never of them-selves bring about any permanent good. If repen-
tance is truly the work of God (Acts 11:18), then the sinner will obey God and put saving faith in Jesus Christ (Acts 
20:21). 
 
He repented: he did get up and turn from his sinful life and go to his Father. He was no longer just thinking about it; 
he was now repenting and going to the Father. 
 
He was accepted even before he confessed. This is a significant point to note. Repentance is the sign that we are 
sincere when we confess, and God knows we are sincere when He sees us actually turn from our wicked ways. He 
forgives when we repent, when we truly want Him to forgive. This is the reason the Father runs to meet His son. The 
son had turned away from the far country and had come to the Father.  
 
Note: 
⇒ the Father’s eyes were merciful: no matter what He had seen, He wanted to have mercy. 
⇒ the Father’s heart was merciful: He wanted to reach out in compassion to the sinning son. 
⇒ the Father’s feet were merciful: He wanted to run and meet and escort the sinner home. 
⇒ the Father’s arms were merciful: He wanted to embrace the prodigal son and weep with him. 
⇒ the Father’s lips were merciful: He wanted to welcome the prodigal son home with all the tenderness of a true 
Father. 
 
He confessed. He needed to confess his terrible evil: that he had rebelled, rejected, and sinned against the Father. He 
had sinned against heaven, all that heaven stood for in all its righteousness and godliness; and sinned in the sight of 
God, going against all that the Father stood for and knew to be best. 
 

                                                           
10Radmacher, E. D., Allen, R. B., & House, H. W. 1999. Nelson's new illustrated Bible commentary . T. Nelson Publishers: 
Nashville 
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(15:22-24) Forgiveness—Restoration: the prodigal was accepted and restored. But note: he would not have been 
accepted and restored if he had not returned. The key to being accepted by God is repentance. We must always 
remember this fact, a fact which determines our eternal destiny. 
 
His Generosity 
IMAGINE WHAT THE SCENARIO SURROUNDING THE Prodigal's return looked like from the perspective of 
one of the household servants. The father suddenly came hurrying down from his watch post. He blew past his own 
servants, dashed out the front gate, and went running down the dusty road with his robes held up high past his knees. 
He shot through town without slowing down and without regard to who might be watching. Behind him trailed 
several servants who would be sprinting to keep up with their master, but with no clue about where he was going or 
why he was running like that. 
 
The scene probably looked comical to some, but it would not have been funny to his servants. They would find his 
behavior shameful. It was out of character, disturbing, even frightening. They had no choice but to come along 
because, as servants from his household, this was their duty. 
 
The servants must have watched in amazement as their master reached his son, embraced him (stinking, pig-slop-
stained rags and all), and started kissing him as if the boy were a returning hero. 
 
Then, almost before the servants could collect their senses, the father looked up, turned to the servants (who were 
likely huffing and puffing from their sprint), and sent them on a series of urgent errands. The best Greek texts say he 
preceded his orders with the adverb tachu: "Quickly!" He wanted no delay. It was a matter of the utmost urgency to 
him, and everything needed to be done as speedily as possible. 
 
As the father gave his orders, it became clear that he was going to hold a banquet for this son who had dishonored him 
so badly. He was planning to treat him the way someone might treat an honored dignitary-with gifts, a full celebra-
tion, and the ceremonial bestowal of high privileges. 
 
Recall, now, that the word prodigal means extravagant. A prodigal person is a big spender who spreads his resources 
around, mostly for the purpose of merrymaking. The term conveys the idea of someone who is excessively lavish, 
imprudent in what he spends his money on, immoderate in the speed with which he bums through his assets, and 
recklessly openhanded with large gratuities. 
 
Suddenly the father, not the wayward son, is the prodigal one: 
"The father said to his servants, 'Bring out the best robe and put it on him, and put a ring on his hand and sandals on 
his feet. And bring the fatted calf here and kill it, and let us eat and be merry; for this my son was dead and is alive 
again; he was lost and is found.' And they began to be merry" (Luke 15:22-24). 
 
Here again, as Jesus told the story, eyes in his audience would roll. Not only the Pharisees, but anyone steeped in that 
culture would be utterly bewildered by the father's actions. This man had no shame. He had just sacrificed his last 
shred of dignity by running like a schoolboy to grant free and complete forgiveness to a son who deserved nothing 
more than the full weight of his father's wrath. 
 
As if those actions weren't disgraceful enough, now the father was about to use the very best of everything he owned 
(and spend a lot of money in the process) to honor the dishonorable boy who had already managed to sin away a 
considerable portion of the family's wealth in the far country. Even if the delinquent boy had truly repented, bestow-
ing costly gifts on him and giving him such an extravagant celebration seemed exactly the wrong thing for this 
moment. 
 
But the father, undeterred by fear of public opinion, wasted no time getting the party started. Even before the elder 
brother could be summoned from the fields, the father had called for a robe and a ring. The fatted calf was already 
being slaughtered for a great feast. 
 
The stunned Prodigal Son must have felt his head spinning. After everything he had done-and everything sin had done 
to him-he would hardly be able to grasp what was happening. The villagers would likewise be completely baffled by 
the father's behavior. What was he doing? Oblivious to his own reputation, the father was showering the Prodigal Son 
with honor after honor. These were all staggeringly generous favors, which the boy by no means deserved. 
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REINSTATING HIS SON'S STATUS 
Jesus mentions three gifts the father immediately gave his penitent son: a robe, a ring, and sandals. Everyone listening 
to Jesus' story understood the implications of those gifts. 
 
Sandals- The Gift of Sonship  
The sandals may sound like the least of the gifts, but they were highly significant. They made an unmistakable 
symbolic statement about the father's acceptance of his son. Hired servants and household slaves customarily went 
barefoot. Only masters and their sons wore footwear. So the shoes were an important gesture that signified the former 
rebel's full and immediate reinstatement as a privileged son. To anyone familiar with the culture, this was no small 
thing. 
 
On a certain level, even in that culture, the father's great sense of gladness and relief was completely understandable. 
But the extravagance with which he forgave was not. If he wasn't willing to make the wayward boy work off part of 
his debt by consigning him to servitude, then that alone would have been an extraordinary, over-the-top act of 
kindness. 
 
But surely before the father gave him any public honor like a costly banquet, he needed to take a more tentative 
approach. Shouldn't the father withhold some privileges-at least until the boy demonstrated how serious he was? 
Didn't he need to lay down some ground rules for the boy? Wasn't it fair to expect to see the fruits of his repentance? 
A year or two would not have been too long to ask such a boy to prove his faithfulness before granting him the full 
rights of a loyal adult son. 
 
A sensible measure of restraint somewhere along the line would seem only prudent. But there's no hint of anything 
like that. The father's acceptance of his son is immediate and complete. 
 
Robe- The Gift of Honor  
The robe was an even higher honor. Every nobleman had a choice robe-an expensive, ornate, embroidered, one-of-a-
kind, floor-length outer garment of the highest quality fabric and craftsmanship. It was a garment so special that he 
wouldn't even think of wearing it as a guest to someone else's wedding. It would be  reserved instead for his own 
children's weddings or equivalent occasions. The closest twenty-first-century parallel might be an expensive tuxedo 
that stays in someone's closet except perhaps once a year (or less). Even in that culture, if you were invited to a very 
formal occasion and did not own a suitable garment, you might have to buy or rent one. 
 
But every head of a well-to-do family in the first century owned a special robe like that. It was his most beautiful, 
finely crafted piece of formal wear. The Greek expression in Luke 15:22 literally means "first-ranking garment."  
 
He wanted to put that on this reformed swineherd before the boy even had an opportunity to clean himself up? 
Everyone in the village would be aghast at such a thought. Giving him the robe signified a greater honor than one 
would normally even think to confer on a son. This was the kind of courtesy reserved for an extremely prestigious 
visiting dignitary. The father was publicly honoring his returning son not only as guest of honor at the banquet but 
also as a person of the utmost distinction. 
 
Ring- The Gift of Authority  
That's not all. The father also called for a ring to put on the boy's hand. This was a signet ring that had the family crest 
or seal, so when the ring was pressed into melted wax on a formal document, the resulting seal served as legal 
authentication. The ring therefore was a symbol of authority. Exactly how much and what kind of authority is a matter 
we shall shortly examine in more detail. 
 
But for now, consider the big-picture significance of all this: the sandals, robe, and ring all belonged to the father and 
were symbols of his honor and authority. The father was also calling for the greatest celebration that had ever oc-
curred in that family-perhaps the grandest banquet that village had ever seen. In giving the three gifts to his son, he 
was in effect telling him, "The best of all that I have is yours. You are now fully restored to sonship, and even ele-
vated in our household to a position of honor. No longer are you a rebellious adolescent. Now you are a full-grown 
adult son, with all the privilege that comes with that position, and I want you to enjoy it fully." Like a king passing his 
robe and signet ring to a prince, the father did this ceremoniously and publicly, to eliminate any question from 
anyone's mind about whether he really meant it or not. This was yet another self-emptying act by the father. 
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Even in our culture, it is hard to conceive of any father taking forgiveness that far. But it is yet another proof that this 
father seems not to be the least bit concerned about his own honor in the eyes of the critics. 
 
It is also a powerful reminder that the father here is a symbol of Christ, "who, although He existed in the form of God, 
did not regard equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied Himself, taking the form of a bond-servant, and 
being made in the likeness of men. Being found in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient 
to the point of death, even death on a cross" (Philippians 2:6-8 NASB). 
 
Notice that Christ emptied Himself not by ceasing to be God, and not by divesting himself of His divine nature or 
attributes, but by taking a real, authentic human nature on Himself and thereby covering His glory with the shroud of 
His humanity. He thus stepped down from His grandeur and majesty and became a man. He put himself on our level. 
Then He humbled Himself even further by suffering the most ignominious kind of death by capital punishment-as if 
He embodied all the worst traits of the lowest dregs of human society. That's what the phrase "even death on a cross" 
signifies. It's a far greater act of humiliation than any indignity the father in this parable suffered. So if the behavior of 
the father in the parable seems exaggerated, don't miss the fact that the disgrace the father bore could not possibly be 
exaggerated enough to even begin to be in the same league as the humility of Christ. 
 
Moreover, the parable reminds us that Christ receives sinners who are in exactly the same situation as the Prodigal 
Son-unclean, clothed in filthy rags, utterly bereft of any assets, with nothing whatsoever to commend themselves to 
Christ. He receives them with the same kind of gladness seen in this parable-and infinitely more. In the words of 
Romans 4:5, Christ "justifies the ungodly." If that thought doesn't make you want to weep with gratitude, then you 
have probably never felt yourself in the place of the Prodigal Son, and you need to pray for repentance. 
 
Of course, that was the very issue that put the scribes and Pharisees at odds with Christ. They refused to see Jesus' 
ministry of seeking and saving sinners as the activity of God. 
 
The idea that Jesus would receive filthy sinners was positively repugnant to them. It was beneath their notion of what 
the Messiah should be like. And the fact that He would justify sinners through faith alone and instantly treat them as if 
they had a perfect standing with God (cf. Luke 18: 14) was simply more than the Pharisees could bear. After all, most 
of them had labored their whole lives at their religion, and Christ treated them with less deference than He showed to 
the tax collectors and other lowlifes who came to Him. In their minds, Jesus was defiled by those associations with 
sinners. The Pharisees had therefore convinced themselves that they were far more righteous-and therefore even more 
glorious-than He was. 
 
How badly they misunderstood what true glory looks like! Although Christ stepped down from His heavenly glory, 
He now inherits an even higher honor. As a matter of fact, His suffering and  death (which soon would become the 
biggest stumbling block of all to people who thought like the Pharisees) put on display some of the greatest features of 
God's eternal glory: His loving grace and forgiveness. 
 
Philippians 2 continues with this declaration: "Therefore God also has highly exalted Him and given Him the name 
which is above every name, that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of those in heaven, and of those on 
earth, and of those under the earth, and that every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God 
the Father" (vv. 9-11). 
 
RESTORING HIS SON'S PRIVILEGE 
The ceremonial presentation of the three gifts was no mere sentimental gesture. The father was making a public 
declaration that carried profound and far-reaching legal weight. Just as the sandals signified that the Prodigal was to 
be a treated as a son rather than a hired servant, and the robe demonstrated that he was not merely a son but a highly 
favored one, the signet ring carried a meaning that everyone in that culture understood. It formally endowed the 
Prodigal Son with a legal right known as usufruct. 
 
Those familiar with legal terminology-especially probate law-will immediately recognize that term. The legal prin-
ciple of usufruct has a long history that goes back at least to early Roman law, and it is still a recognized right in most 
systems of civil law today. Usufruct is a Latin expression that literally means "use of the fruits," and it describes the 
legal right to use someone else's property or assets freely and reap the fruits of them as if they were one's own person-
al possessions. 
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In other words, usufruct confers all the rights of ownership without actually transferring the title of ownership per se. 
The usufructuary (the nonowner receiving this right) is not authorized to sell, damage, or diminish the value of the 
property in question. But beyond that, he is free to use it any way he likes. If it's a field, he can cultivate it and reap 
the profits of the venture without any obligation to pay rent. If it's real estate, he can use the property as if it were his 
own, or even lease it out to someone else and collect the proceeds for himself. This was a high and powerful privilege, 
similar to power of attorney, but specifically with respect to the use of property. 
 
Don't forget that this family's assets had already been formally divided between the two sons (Luke 15:12). The father 
had liquidated what he could in order to give a large cash inheritance to the younger son, who promptly threw it all 
away. Everything that was left was the rightful inheritance of the elder son. As we observed very briefly in chapter 3, 
that son would not legally be able to take full and unrestricted ownership of the family estate until the death of the 
father. In other words, as long as the father lived, the elder son's own property rights were just usufructuary. 
 
But in the elder son's case, that was a mere temporary formality. He would eventually inherit full title to everything 
that remained in the estate. That fact could not be changed now. When the inheritance was divided at the Prodigal 
Son's behest, legal arrangements would have been drawn up and executed to guarantee it. The elder son would 
automatically take sole possession when the father died. 
 
All questions about the long-term ownership of the family assets were already settled, legally binding, and absolutely 
irrevocable. There was no loophole by which the inheritance could be reapportioned. Everything on the property 
belonged to the elder brother by promise. 
 
But for now, as long as the father was alive, he was still the family patriarch and head of the household. He technical-
ly held title to all the property for the time being, and therefore he had every prerogative to make use of the estate and 
all its assets any way he wished. In effect, what he did here was lay claim to everything he had promised to the elder 
son, and he told the younger son, "Use it however you like." 
 
People listening to the parable would be perplexed at such an expression of grace. How is that fair? How can the 
father reward the Prodigal so lavishly-in a way that almost seems insulting to the good guy image of the elder son-in 
spite of the way the younger boy has behaved? How can this man permit the Prodigal Son to enjoy the same goods, 
benefits, and privileges as the son who stayed home? 
 
Had the Prodigal not returned, the elder son would have eventually worn that robe, or else the father himself would 
have used it at the elder son's wedding. That was the sort of occasion when such a robe should be brought out-the 
wedding of the firstborn son. Such a wedding was the single greatest event that would normally happen in any family. 
But now the robe was defiled with the younger brother's pig-stink. 
 
The elder son should get the father's signet ring and the corresponding legal privilege of acting on his father's behalf. 
The elder son was the one who had stayed on the family property in the first place, and he should have sole usufruc-
tuary rights to it. After all, all that property was already his by a binding legal promise. 
 
None of this made any sense, particularly in a culture where honor was so highly valued. 
 
But the father acted quickly, without hesitation, and the firm and confident way he responded made his statement that 
much more emphatic. Consider once more in that light what a profound message this sent to the villagers who 
witnessed the scene: He put shoes on the Prodigal's feet as fast as possible, making a public, ceremonial statement that 
instantly eliminated any question about whether the boy's sonship was still intact. He called for the robe to be brought 
to the place where they were (v. 22), putting it on him before the boy could even go home and clean off the grime 
from his life of sin and the long journey home. He wanted the boy's rags covered as quickly as possible, before the 
Prodigal walked through the village under the disapproving gaze of so many people. He even covered the Prodigal in 
his own best garment, allowing that borrowed glory to serve as a shield against the shame the boy deserved. And he 
immediately gave him the ring, granting the boyan immense privilege he clearly was not worthy of enjoying. 
 
Even more bizarre than that, the father treated the returning Prodigal like an honored prince. He ordered his servants 
to wait on his son as if the Prodigal were royalty: "You get the robe and put it on him; you put the sandals on his feet 
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and the ring on his hand." The message was clear: the father was granting the boy not only full forgiveness and full 
reconciliation but also the full privileges of a nobleman's son who has come of age and proved himself trustworthy. 
 
A PICTURE OF GOD’S EXTRAVAGANT GRACE 
As Jesus described that scene, the crowd would be stunned with incredulity. Everything the father was doing for the 
son was exactly the opposite of what anyone thought he should do. It was contrary to that society's customs. It went 
against everything they knew about justice. And it flew in the face of common sense. Think of it: this boy instantly 
had all the same rights and privileges as his elder brother, who had never once overtly rebelled the way the Prodigal 
did. It was as if the journey to the far country had never happened. The father had absorbed blow after humiliating 
blow from this dishonorable son, and yet he was willing to set the past aside and freely endow this Prodigal Son with 
every conceivable privilege. There was no waiting period, no proving time, no hoops for the boy to jump through, and 
no readjustment phase. All the privileges were free and unrestricted. The boy was entering all at once into full-blown 
sonship at the highest level. 
 
What was the message? We need to remind ourselves once again that this is a picture of God's lavish grace, which 
triumphs over every imaginable kind of sin. God saves sinners-including the very worst of sinners. And when He 
does, He instantly elevates the newly reborn sinner to a position of privilege and blessing that is exceedingly and 
abundantly beyond anything we could ever ask or think (cf. Ephesians 3:20). 
 
Again, while the grace and privilege extended to this son may seem exaggerated, it is no caricature. It is not really 
even extreme enough to serve as a proper illustration of the grace God actually and truly grants to repentant sinners. 
It's merely a scaled-back, toned-down, barely adequate figurative depiction of what authentic grace is like. Because 
mere human words and imagery are completely inadequate to illustrate the reality of God's mercy. 
 
Yet this whole idea-that lavish love and extreme grace could be bestowed upon a penitent, trusting sinner-was 
absolutely bizarre in the legalistic minds of the scribes and Pharisees. They understood the concept of high privilege. 
They were convinced that legitimate privileges such as these could only be earned through a system of rigorous works 
and the strict accounting of personal merit. That's what their religion was all about. 
 
But the scribes and Pharisees were so seriously wrong that the very religion they counted on to earn themselves 
eternal life would actually spell their destruction. That's why Jesus was calling them to confess their own need for 
divine grace and repent of their self righteousness. 
 
AN EXTRAORDINARY CELEBRATION 
Having ceremonially crowned his repentant son with the highest honor and privilege, the Prodigal's father still was not 
finished. Next, he called for the party to end all parties: "Bring the fatted calf here and kill it, and let us eat and be 
merry; for this my son was dead and is alive again; he was lost and is found.' And they began to be merry" (Luke 
15:23-24). 
 
The fact that one man living with his elder son had a "fatted calf' on hand is one of the main signals Jesus gives that 
they were not merely well-to-do; they were extremely wealthy. They had a special calf, well fed and deliberately 
underexercised, in order to produce the most tender, tasty, prime meat. The Greek expression translated "fatted" 
literally means grain fed. So that calf would provide the choicest grain-fed veal. That's an expensive luxury even 
today. But in first-century culture, where any kind of meat was consumed only on special occasions and range-fed 
meat from full-grown cattle was an expensive commodity, no one but the wealthiest landowner would even think of 
feeding precious grain to an animal. 
 
Such a calf would be fattened only for an extraordinary occasion, such as the wedding of a firstborn son or a once-in-
a-lifetime banquet held to celebrate the arrival of an important dignitary. The animal would be carefully selected well 
in advance of the occasion, generously fed, diligently cared for, and kept penned up, apart from the herd. Timing the 
breeding process around the planned event was crucial, because calves obviously don't remain calves very long. 
Corn-fed veal is typically slaughtered when the calf is about five months old. To have an extra fattened calf on hand 
would be highly unusual (if not totally unheard of). 
 
So it appears this father decided that the return of his wayward son was a more monumental reason for celebration 
than whatever event he was already planning. He could easily substitute some lesser fare and scale back the menu he 
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was preparing for the other event. But this event, the sudden return of his long-lost son, called for the most massive of 
all celebrations-a mega feast. For that, he must kill the fatted calf. 
 
By the way, the average five month-old corn-fed veal calf weighs some five hundred pounds. It would be enough to 
feed hundreds of people. (The better cuts alone would easily provide more than enough for two hundred people, and 
since everything usable would go into some dish or another, a calf like this would provide massive amounts of food.) 
Preparations would take the rest of the day, and the festivities would continue deep into the night. It would not be 
unusual for a gala such as this to last three days or more. Everyone in the village would be invited. 
 
This was undoubtedly the greatest event and the grandest celebration that had ever happened in that family. It was 
probably the biggest affair the village had ever seen. From the perspective of the father, that was fitting. No event 
could bring more joy to him than the return of his lost son. And here again we have a vivid picture of heaven's joy 
whenever one lost sinner repents. 
 
The father's great joy is evident in his words: "For this my son was dead and is alive again; he was lost and is found" 
(Luke 15: 24 ). Whether or not he had literally held the customary funeral service for his son when the boy fled into 
the far country, this father clearly reckoned the boy dead. He had a very frail hope but no real expectation that he 
would ever see the boy again. He had been living with that grief, in a constant state of bereavement, mourning the loss 
of a precious son, since the day the Prodigal walked away. 
 
He longed for the boy's return, pictured in his mind what it would be like to see him restored, and prayed for the 
opportunity to grant his forgiveness. 
 
He had hardly dared to hope for such a day as this, but now it had finally arrived. The son who was dead was now "up 
and alive." (That's the literal meaning of the expression in verse 24.) The boy who was lost had at last been found. The 
father had the great joy he had long dreamed about, to hand the son his life back. The son now had a new status and a 
new attitude. Father and son were at last reconciled. For first time ever, the Prodigal had a real, vital relationship with 
a loving, forgiving father who gave him full rights to everything he possessed, and blessing upon blessing. 
 
We could hardly blame the Prodigal Son for feeling like he had more reason to celebrate than anyone. He had en-
trusted his life to the father, and the father had absolutely amazed and overwhelmed him by entrusting his resources to 
him. The son was finally home, in the father's house, a true member of the family. He had every reason to remain 
faithful and devote the rest of his life to his father's honor. 

 
THE CAUSE FOR THE CELEBRATION 
Now, consider an important truth that is patently obvious but not expressly spelled out for us in Jesus' telling of the 
parable: this celebration was not about the son's behavior. Even his repentance-as wonderful as it was-clid not merit 
this kind of extravagant honor. What, exactly, was this party celebrating? A moment's thought will yield a clear 
answer because it is, after all, the whole theme of Luke 15. This was about the sheer joy of redemption. 
 
In effect, then, the celebration was really in honor of the father's goodness to his undeserving son. The father is 
rejoicing not because the son has somehow managed to do something to earn his favor (the boy really hadn't done 
anything truly praiseworthy). But the father was rejoicing because he now had the long-awaited opportunity to forgive 
and restore the son who had so badly dishonored him and brought him so much grief.  
 
In other words, the celebration here is for the father's sake, not the son's. The feast in effect honors the father. It was 
the father who gave this boy back his life and his privileges. It was the father who forgave him, restored him to 
sonship, gave him true liberty, and showered him with tokens of love. So this father, who apparently felt no shame, 
threw a party so that he could share the joy of his own kindness with everyone. That kind of joy is infectious, exhila-
rating, refreshing, and full of glory. It is a superbly suitable picture of heaven's joy. 
 
I love the language at the end of verse 24, "They began to be merry" (emphasis added). This was only the start. And 
this is the picture of a party that never ends. 
 
That's what heaven's joy is all about. It is the eternal celebration of the extravagant grace of a loving Father to peni-
tent, believing, but altogether unworthy sinners. Heaven's joy doesn't end when a sinner comes home; that's only the 
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beginning. Did you ever wonder what the saints will do in heaven? This is how we will spend eternity-in never-ending 
celebration of the joy of our heavenly Father. 
 
A PICTURE OF HEAVEN'S JOY 
While we are still considering the Prodigal's father, let's take note of some of the key lessons we can draw from Jesus' 
imagery. Remember that the father in the parable is a figure of Christ. He is the one who bears the sinner's reproach, 
invites repentant sinners to come to Him for rest, and embraces all who do come. He said, "The one who comes to Me 
I will by no means cast out" (John 6:37). There is an endless supply of mercy with Him. We can go boldly before Him 
and obtain mercy and grace to help in time of need (Hebrews 4:16). He replaces the rotten rags of our sin with the 
perfect robe of His own righteousness (Isaiah 61:10). He offers forgiveness, honor, authority, respect, responsibility, 
full access to all His riches, and the full right to pray in His name. 
 
The father's eagerness to forgive reveals to us something about the divine perspective of redemption. Christ is not a 
reluctant Savior. God the Father himself is not the least bit reserved in extending mercy to penitent sinners. That's 
why 2 Corinthians 5:20 describes the Christian's role in bringing the gospel message to sinners as begging, pleading, 
urging people to be reconciled to God. We deliver that message, according to the apostle Paul, "on Christ's behalf"-as 
His ambassadors, speaking with His authority and declaring the message He Himself has issued for the benefit of all 
sinners everywhere. 
 
Those facts, combined with the imagery in the parable of the prodigal son, picture God as almost impatient in His 
eagerness to forgive sinners. He runs to embrace. He showers the returning sinner with affection and kisses. He 
quickly calls for the robe, the ring, and the shoes. His justification is full and immediate-a finished reality, not merely 
an ethereal goal for the sinner to work for. 
 
God's own joy is overflowing every time one sinner returns. 
 
There's an effort afoot in these postmodern times, even within some quarters of the evangelical movement, to down-
play the significance of personal redemption and the promise of heaven for individual believers. I keep hearing the 
suggestion that perhaps we have missed the real point of the gospel-that maybe it's not so much about the forgiveness 
of this or that person's sins, but it's all about bringing the kingdom of God to earth here and now. And so, we're told, 
Christians should be less concerned about their own personal redemption and more concerned about redeeming our 
culture or solving the large-scale dilemmas of our times, such as racial prejudice, global warming, poverty, the 
marginalization of disenfranchised people, or whatever worldwide crisis is slated to be the featured cause for the next 
Live Aid concert. 
 
Earthly suffering is indeed an important issue for Christians. We need to care for the poor, minister to the sick and 
needy, comfort those who are sorrowing, and defend those who are genuinely oppressed. 
 
But notice again that the divine joy Jesus talks about in Luke 15 is not unleashed because some great social problem 
in the world has finally been solved. Heaven's inhabitants are not waiting breathlessly to see whether the earth's 
environment can survive the effects of burning fossil fuels. The joy Jesus described is not currently suppressed under 
some divinely decreed moratorium until all the world's suffering can finally be eliminated. Nor is the start of the 
heavenly celebration on hold until a widespread revival at last breaks out somewhere. 
 
All heaven rejoices "over one sinner who repents" (Luke 15:7; emphasis added). Since, there's every reason to believe 
individual sinners are being redeemed somewhere in the world all the time, day in and day out-it seems safe to assume 
that the party in heaven never stops. All heaven is filled with a consummate, undiluted, and unspeakable joy. Best of 
all, that joy is constant and never-ending. 
 
That is why God also commands His people here on earth to "rejoice in the Lord always" (Philippians 4:4). 
"Rejoice evermore" (1 Thessalonians 5:16 KJV). 
 
In fact, to refuse to enter into heaven's joy is practically the most irrational and wicked sin imaginable. 
Why would anyone refuse to share this father's gladness and celebrate the redemption of so tragic a boy? Yet we are 
about to meet the character who embodies that very resentment: the elder brother. 
 
A DIFFERENT KIND OF CONCLUSION 
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Here the parable takes another shocking turn. This beautiful story has spanned just a few brief verses so far, but it has 
featured several glorious and vitally important lessons about redemption, forgiveness, justification by faith, and God's 
own joy in the salvation of sinners. The parable appears to be heading toward a supremely happy ending. 
 
But suddenly the whole character of the story changes. The elder son comes on the scene. The story suddenly plum-
mets toward a completely different kind of conclusion. And in the end, it drives home an urgent and ominous message 
for Israel's self-righteous religious elite. 
 
This is one of the most profound and truly pivotal moments in the earthly life and teaching of Christ. 

 
Here Jesus answered the accusations of the scribes and Pharisees (Luke 15:2), for the father not only ran to welcome 
his son, but he honored the boy’s homecoming by preparing a great feast and inviting the village to attend. The father 
never did permit the younger son to finish his confession; he interrupted him, forgave him, and ordered the celebration 
to begin! 
 
Of course, the father pictures to us the attitude of our Heavenly Father toward sinners who repent: He is rich in His 
mercy and grace, and great in His love toward them (Eph. 2:1-10). All of this is possible because of the sacrifice of 
His Son on the cross. No matter what some preachers (and singers) claim, we are not saved by God’s love; God loves 
the whole world, and the whole world is not saved. We are saved by God’s grace, and grace is love that pays a price. 
 
In the East, old men do not run; yet the father ran to meet his son. Why? One obvious reason was his love for him and 
his desire to show that love. But there is something else involved. This wayward son had brought disgrace to his 
family and village and, according to Deuteronomy 21:18-21, he should have been stoned to death. If the neighbors 
had started to stone him, they would have hit the father who was embracing him! What a picture of what Jesus did for 
us on the cross! 
 
Everything the younger son had hoped to find in the far country, he discovered back home: clothes, jewelry, friends, 
joyful celebration, love, and assurance for the future. What made the difference? Instead of saying, “Father, give me!” 
he said, “Father, make me!” He was willing to be a servant! Of course, the father did not ask him to “earn” his 
forgiveness, because no amount of good works can save us from our sins (Eph. 2:8-10; Titus 3:3-7). In the far 
country, the prodigal learned the meaning of misery; but back home, he discovered the meaning of mercy. 
 
The ring was a sign of sonship, and the “best robe” (no doubt the father’s) was proof of his acceptance back into the 
family (see Gen. 41:42; Isa. 61:10; 2 Cor. 5:21). Servants did not wear rings, shoes, or expensive garments. The feast 
was the father’s way of showing his joy and sharing it with others. Had the boy been dealt with according to the Law, 
there would have been a funeral, not a feast. What a beautiful illustration of Psalm 103:10-14! 
 
It is interesting to consider the father’s description of his son’s experience: he was dead, and was now alive; he was 
lost, and now was found. This is the spiritual experience of every lost sinner who comes to the Father through faith in 
Jesus Christ (John 5:24; Eph. 2:1-10). Note the parallels between the prodigal’s coming to the father and our coming 
to the Father through Christ (John 14:6): 

the Prodigal sus Christ 
 was lost (v. 24) am the way” 
 was ignorant (v. 17) am the truth” 
 was dead (v. 24) am the life” 
 

1. The father restored him. 
a. The “robe” restored him to a position of sonship and honor. It symbolized being clothed with the righteousness of 
Christ 
b. The “ring” restored him to a position of authority. The son was now to represent the father and his kingdom. 
c. The “shoes” immediately restored and elevated him above servanthood, which means he became a free man. The 
son was now shod with shoes to carry the gospel of peace wherever he went. 
d. The celebration pictures reconciliation, full acceptance, and the great joy of the occasion. 
 
2.The father fed the son and celebrated his son’s return. Both facts are important. All that the son needed was fed to 
him. He was fully accepted into the family; therefore, all the food of heaven was laid out before him. It was there to 
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nourish him. But even more: there was celebration and great joy over the son’s return. The whole household celebrat-
ed in joy. 
 
3.The Father proclaimed His son’s new life. 
a. He “was dead and is alive again.” 
b. “He was lost and is found.” 
 
Let us stop there and see the truth so far in this parable. 
(i)  It should never have been called the parable of the Prodigal Son, for the son is not the hero.  It should be called the 
parable of the Loving Father, for it tells us rather about a father's love than a son's sin. 
 
(ii)  It tells us much about the forgiveness of God.  The father must have been waiting and watching for the son to 
come home, for he saw him a long way off.  When he came, he forgave him with no recriminations.  There is a way of 
forgiving, when forgiveness is conferred as a favour.  It is even worse, when someone is forgiven, but always by hint 
and by word and by threat his sin is held over him. 
 
Once Lincoln was asked how he was going to treat the rebellious southerners when they had finally been defeated and 
had returned to the Union of the United States.  The questioner expected that Lincoln would take a dire vengeance, 
but he answered, "I will treat them as if they had never been away." 
 
It is the wonder of the love of God that he treats us like that. 
 
The prodigal son — 
I. THE SPIRIT OF THE SON AT THE BEGINNING. His underlying aim is to look out for himself. He wanted his 
father’s goods, but not his presence. This is the germ of sin — an independent, proud, unloving spirit toward God. 
 
II. THE DEPARTURE. Not many days after he found that he could be independent, he started off on his journey. He 
who does not pray and obey God, rapidly withdraws from Him. God is not in his thoughts, and 
therefore he soon ceases to appreciate the character which God loves. The true generosity, which is love to men for 
their good, is lost. He loves men for what they are worth to please himself. Reverence is lost. The courage of gentle-
ness is lost. Abhorrence of wickedness is lost. He sees wit in the rejection of Divine authority, courage in anger, 
manliness in vice. 
 
III. THE LIFE OF UNHALLOWED PLEASURE. He chose the company that fitted his spirit. He sought others for 
what he could get out of them; they sought him for what they could get out of him. He had plenty of company as long 
as he had substance to waste on them. What he spent on them was wasted. What they gave him was wasted. The 
whole traffic was utter loss on both sides. They had not only outward possessions, but a wealth of intellect, affection, 
beauty, genius. They wasted it all. This the seeker for self and not God always does. He uses his talents to cover up 
his real aims and passions. Art has been made the handmaid of Sin. Music is called in to adorn the hideous nakedness 
of vice. 
 
IV. THE COLLAPSE. The famine began when he had used up all he had. When all is gone, Nature herself turns 
against the prodigal. The world is a desert to a sinner who has run through the gifts of God, and he is 
absolutely certain to run them through in a little while. Alas for him when his own treasures are squandered, and the 
famine smites the far country! His one friend he has east off to win the admiration of the friends he had chosen; and 
they have cast him off as soon as his goods are gone. 
 
V. THE NEW BUSINESS. No extreme of degradation could be greater than this to the mind of the Jew. He became 
the servant of a foreigner, whom the Jew despised. He tended swine, which were hateful to the Jew. He was hungry 
for the food which the swine fed on, and couldn’t get it. Yet even this degradation was his own choice. 
 
VI. THE AWAKENING. “He came to himself.” Awakening to his wretchedness, he remembers one friend. Oh, if 
God were not a friend, the prodigal would sink into despair and hell when he comes to himself. He 
sees now where he is, that he has brought himself into this poverty. Many call God cruel after they have wasted the 
abundance of gifts from him. They have received all they ask for, have made no acknowledgment, have wasted all, 
and then, finding themselves wretched, they say that God has done it. But not so this prodigal. He said, “I have 
sinned.” 
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VII. THE RESOLVE. He is awakened to a hope of pardon and gracious reception. But this does not hinder the full 
confession of his sin. He accepts the deepest humiliation. He seeks now not to maintain his pride, but to confess the 
truth. 
 
VIII. THE RETURN. He acted at once. Honest repentance always does. Resolves postponed are lies. Men befool 
themselves with them. He did not wait to cleanse himself and get a more becoming dress. He was not earning enough 
to keep himself alive, far less could he save enough to better his appearance. Besides, there was nothing in the far 
country which money could buy that would make him in the least degree presentable at home. The gay and costly 
attire which he wore when he was spending his living with harlots was as repulsive to his father as his rags. He was 
not to become better in order that he might go to his father, but he was to go to his father in order that he might be 
made better. Yet he went back, not to claim anything. His father had given him once all he had asked for, and he had 
taken it as if it had belonged to him, had wasted it, and ruined himself by it. He went back to make confession. 
 
IX. THE MEETING. He was yet a great way off when the father saw him. Love is quicker than youth, loftier than 
pride, mightier than Satan. The love of God is compassion. It suffers with the penitent. It would even spare the recital 
of the sad history. (A. E. Dunning.) 
 
THE PRODIGAL’S SIN. 
1. Discontent. 
2. Departure. 
3. Wilful waste. 
 
II. HIS DESTITUTION. 
1. Extreme poverty. 
2. Deep degradation. 
3. Woful want. 
 
III. HIS REPENTANCE. 
1. Awakening. 
2. Penitence. 
3. Resolution. 
 
IV. HIS RESTORATION. 
1. Return. 
2. Confession. 
3. Welcome. 
 
Applications: 
1. Too many imitate the prodigal in his sin, but not in his repentance. 
2. The Father is ever ready to meet and receive, with a kiss of affection, the returning prodigal. 
3. God is exalted to have mercy. There is grace for the chief of sinners. Whosoever will, may return. Come home, 
prodigal! (L. O. Thompson.) 
 
The prodigal: — 
I. WILFUL. 
II. WANDERING. 
III. WASTEFUL. 
IV. WANTING. 
V. WRETCHED. 
VI. WALKING HOME AGAIN. 
VII. WELCOME. (J. Sanderson, D. D.) 
 
The prodigal’s wandering, return, and reception: — 
I. A SINNER’S AVERSION AND ALIENATION FROM GOD. 
1. A sinful state is a state of departure from God. 
2. An extravagant or spendthrift. 
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3. A wretched or destitute state. 
4. A servile and slavish state. 
5. A state of perpetual dissatisfaction. 
6. A state of deadness or death. 
 
II. THE SINNER’S RETURN TO GOD, AND THE MANNER THEREOF. The first demonstration of his return is 
— 
1. Consideration of his father’s kindness. 
2. By comparison, he saw his misery. 
3. The view he got of the superiority of his father’s house. 
4. Determination. 
5. Confession. 
6. Self-condemnation. 
7. Humble submission. 
8. Filial confidence. 
9. His obedience. 
 
III. THE SINNER’S APPREHENSIVE RECEPTION. 
1. The father’s affection to his returning child. 
2. Eyes of mercy: he saw him as from a mountain. 
3. Bowels of mercy: he feels compassion. 
4. Feet of mercy: “he ran,” while his son “came” only. 
5. Arms of mercy: “he fell on his neck.” 
6. Lips of mercy: “he kissed him.” 
 
The provision presented. 
1. He came in rags. “He put the best robe upon him, a ring on his hand, and shoes on his feet” (see also Isaiah 61:10). 
2. He came hungry. “Bring hither the fatted calf, and kill it; and let us eat, and be merry” (see also John 6:54). 
3. Great joy. “Let us be merry” (see Luke 15:10); “Let them also that love thy name, be joyful in Thee (Psalm 5:11). 
4. The conduct of the elder brother (25-30) serves as a reproof to the Pharisees, who were displeased at the conversion 
of the Gentiles. (T.B. Baker.) 
 
Parable of the prodigal son: — 
I. Sinners regard God no farther than to gain from Him whatever they can. 
II. Sinners waste the blessings which they receive from His hands, and reduce themselves to absolute want. 
III. Afflictions are very often the first means of bringing them to a sense of their condition. 
IV. When they first acquire this sense they usually betake themselves to false measures for relief. 
V. This situation of a sinner is eminently unhappy. 
VI. The repentance of the gospel is the resumption of a right mind.  
 
Among the things which the sinner realizes, when he first comes to himself, are the following. 
1. His own miserable condition. 
2. That in the house of his heavenly Father there is an abundance of good. 
3. A hope that this good may be his. I shall now proceed in the consideration of the progress of a sinner towards his 
final acceptance with God as it is exhibited in the text.  
 
With this design, I observe — 
I. True repentance is a voluntary exercise of the mind. 
II. True repentance is a filial temper, disposing us to regard God as our parent, and ourselves as His children. 
III. True repentance is followed, of course, by a confession of sin. 
IV. A real penitent feels that all his sins are committed against God. 
V. A real penitent is, of course, humble. 
VI. A real penitent brings nothing to God, but his want, shame, and sorrow. 
VII. A true penitent executes his resolutions of obedience. 
VIII. God is entirely disposed to receive the sincere penitent. 
IX. The richest provision is made for the enjoyment of the sincere penitent. 
X. There is a peculiar joy in heaven over the repentance of returning sinners. (T. Dwight, D. D.) 
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His Generosity (vs. 24ff) 
Imagine what the scenario surrounding the prodigal's return looked like from the perspective of one of the household 
servants. The father suddenly came hurrying down from his watch post. He blew past his own servants, dashed out the 
front gate, and went running down the dusty road with his robes held up high past his knees. He shot through town 
without slowing down and without regard to who might be watching. Behind him trailed several servants who would 
be sprinting to keep up with their master, but with no clue about where he was going or why he was running like that. 
 
The scene probably looked comical to some, but it would not have been funny to his servants. They would find his 
behavior shameful. It was out of character, disturbing, even frightening. They had no choice but to come along 
because, as servants from his household, this was their duty. 
 
The servants must have watched in amazement as their master reached his son, embraced him (stinking, pig-slop-
stained rags and  
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A study of Luke 15: The Joys of Salvation 
The elder son: The self-righteous religionist Luke 15:25-32 
 
(Luke 15:25-32 NIV)  "Meanwhile, the older son was in the field. When he came near the house, he heard music and 
dancing. {26} So he called one of the servants and asked him what was going on. {27} 'Your brother has come,' he 
replied, 'and your father has killed the fattened calf because he has him back safe and sound.' {28} "The older brother 
became angry and refused to go in. So his father went out and pleaded with him. {29} But he answered his father, 
'Look! All these years I've been slaving for you and never disobeyed your orders. Yet you never gave me even a young 
goat so I could celebrate with my friends. {30} But when this son of yours who has squandered your property with 
prostitutes comes home, you kill the fattened calf for him!' {31} "'My son,' the father said, 'you are always with me, 
and everything I have is yours. {32} But we had to celebrate and be glad, because this brother of yours was dead and 
is alive again; he was lost and is found.'" 
  
At this point in the parable, the scribes and Pharisees felt confident that they had escaped our Lord’s judgment, for He 
had centered His attention on the publicans and sinners, pictured by the prodigal son. But Jesus continued the story 
and introduced the elder brother, who is a clear illustration of the scribes and Pharisees.  
 
The publicans and sinners were guilty of the obvious sins of the flesh, but the Pharisees and scribes were guilty of sins 
of the spirit: 2 Cor. 7:1 1Since we have these promises, dear friends, let us purify ourselves from everything that 
contaminates body and spirit, perfecting holiness out of reverence for God. 
 
Their outward actions may have been blameless, but their inward attitudes were abominable: 
Matt. 23:25 through Matt. 23:28 25“Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You clean the 
outside of the cup and dish, but inside they are full of greed and self-indulgence. 26Blind Pharisee! First clean the 
inside of the cup and dish, and then the outside also will be clean. 
27“Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You are like whitewashed tombs, which look 
beautiful on the outside but on the inside are full of dead men’s bones and everything unclean. 28In the same way, on 
the outside you appear to people as righteous but on the inside you are full of hypocrisy and wickedness. 
 
Gal. 5:19 through Gal. 5:24 19Now the works of the flesh are evident, which are: adultery, fornication, uncleanness, 
lewdness, 20idolatry, sorcery, hatred, contentions, jealousies, outbursts of wrath, selfish ambitions, dissensions, 
heresies, 21envy, murders, drunkenness, revelries, and the like; of which I tell you beforehand, just as I also told you 
in time past, that those who practice such things will not inherit the kingdom of God. 
22But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 23gentleness, self-
control. Against such there is no law. 24And those who are Christ’s have crucified the flesh with its passions and 
desires.  
 
We must admit that the elder brother had some virtues that are commendable. He worked hard and always obeyed his 
father. He never brought disgrace either to the home or to the village, and apparently he had enough friends so that he 
could have planned an enjoyable party (Luke 15:29). He seems like a good solid citizen and, compared to his younger 
brother, almost a saint. 
 
However, important as obedience and diligence are, they are not the only tests of character. Jesus taught that the two 
greatest commandments are to love God and to love others. 
 
The elder brother broke both of these divine commandments. He did not love God (represented in the story by the 
father), and he did not love his brother. The elder brother would not forgive his brother who wasted the family 
inheritance and disgraced the family name. But neither would he forgive his father who had graciously forgiven the 
young man those very sins! 
 
(15:25-32) Introduction: this passage is about the second son of the father (Luke 15:11, 25). The elder son represents 
the self-righteous religionist—the moral, the just, the good—the man who has never committed gross and visible sin. 
He is religious and does religious works; therefore, he feels and believes he is acceptable to God. In this parable Jesus 
pointed out five faults with the self-righteous religionist.  
 1. Fault 1: he was in the field away from home (v.25-27). 
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 2. Fault 2: he shut himself out (v.28). 
 3. Fault 3: he was self-righteous (v.29). 
 4. Fault 4: he lacked compassion and the understanding of sinners (v.30). 
 5. Fault 5: he failed to see two critical facts (v.31-32). 
 
(15:25-27) Religionists—Errors of: the first fault of the religionist is his tragic position. He was “in the field” away 
from the house. He was in the field of religion, but not in the house of salvation. He was unaware of his father’s 
affairs (Luke 15:26-27). 
 
The elder son was in the field of his father. He was working diligently, looking after the responsibilities of the field. 
So it is with the religionist. He is working diligently at the field of religious things: services, rituals, ceremonies, 
ordinances, prayers. He even uses religious talk and terms in his daily conversation. He attends services and prays and 
talks as much as he needs to satisfy his conscience. 
 
The point is this: the religionist is “in the field” of religion. He professes to know God and to be a follower of religion. 
Just how much religion he practices depends upon how much religion he needs to salve his conscience and to feel 
acceptable to God. Most men want to feel acceptable to God, so they do whatever amount of religion makes them feel 
acceptable. 
 
How much religion does a man need to salve his conscience and make him feel acceptable to God? 
1) Some men sense the need for very little religious activity. 
2) Other men sense the need for a great deal of religious activity, even to becoming professional ministers. 
 
The elder son was in the field, not in the house of his father. 
⇒ He did not know what was going on in the house (of salvation and repentance), only what was happening in the 
field (of religion). 
⇒ When he looked at the celebration of repentant sinners, he questioned. He did not understand. 
⇒ He had to ask what the celebration meant (what the celebration of repentance and salvation meant). 
 
(15:28) Religionists—Jealousy—Unbelief: the second fault of the religionist is his tragic rejection of God. He shuts 
himself out. Note the son in the field became angry at the repentant son who was now in the father’s house. He did not 
understand repentance, how a man who had been so immoral, dirty, and unclean could change so much. The claims of 
being safe and secure and the sound of celebration and testimony disturbed the son from the field. So it is with the 
religionist.  
 
SINNERS COME IN TWO BASIC VARIETIES. SOME ARE straightforward and intrepid in their evildoing, and 
they don't really care who sees what they do. Invariably, their besetting sin is pride-the kind of pride that is seen in an 
undue love for oneself and uncontrollable lusts for self-indulgent pleasures. 
 
At the other end of the spectrum are secretive sinners, who prefer to sin when they think no one else is looking. They 
try to mask their more obvious sins in various ways-often with the pretense of religion. Their besetting sin is also 
pride, but it's the kind of pride that manifests itself in hypocrisy. 
 
There are varying degrees and mixtures of those two types of sinners, of course, and the two obviously have a lot in 
common like two brothers whose personalities make them seem very different, even though genetically they might be 
nearly identical. 
 
Of the two types of sinners, the wanton sinner is much more likely than the sanctimonious sinner to face the reality of 
his own fallenness, repent, and seek salvation. His sin is already uncovered. It is undeniable. He has to face up to it. 
Not so with the Pharisee. He will try as long as possible to camouflage his immorality, deny his guilt, disavow his 
need for redemption, and declare his own righteousness. That's why Jesus repeatedly said things like, "Those who are 
well have no need of a physician, but those who are sick" (Matthew 9: 12). 
 
In Jesus' parable, the Prodigal Son obviously represents open sinners-the rebels, the dissolute, the debauched, the 
deliberately immoral people who make no pretense of faith in God or love for Him. In other words, the character of 
the Prodigal is a symbol for those whom we encountered back in verse 1: "the tax collectors and the sinners"-society's 
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outcasts. Such people start out by nmning as far away as possible from God. They have no innate love for Him. They 
desire no relationship with Him. They want nothing to do with His law or His authority. They have no interest in 
fulfilling someone else's expectations or demands-especially God's. They want no accountability to Him whatsoever. 
They don't even want to retain Him in their thoughts. 
 
The apostle Paul gave this description of prodigal people in Romans 1:28-32: Even as they did not like to retain God 
in their knowledge, God gave them over to a debased mind, to do those things which are not fitting; being filled with 
all unrighteousness, sexual immorality, wickedness, covetousness, maliciousness; full of envy, murder, strife, deceit, 
evil-mindedness; they are whisperers, backbiters, haters of God, violent, proud, boasters, inventors of evil things, 
disobedient to parents, undiscerning, untrustworthy, unloving, unforgiving, unmerciful; who, knowing the righteous 
judgment of God, that those who practice such things are deserving of death, not only do the same but also approve of 
those who practice them. 
 
In other words, prodigal sinners have no relationship to God whatsoever-not even in pretense. They don't love God, 
they don't care about Him, they give Him as little thought as possible, and they want nothing to do with the family of 
God. 
 
Amazingly, Scripture repeatedly describes God's attitude toward these prodigal sinners by comparing it to the agony 
of rejected love (Ezekiel 33:11; Hosea 11:7-8; Matthew 23:37; Romans 10:21). With a profound expression of divine 
sorrow, God finally lets them go. That's what Romans 1:28 means when it says "God gave them over." He "gave them 
up to uncleanness" (v. 24). He "gave them up to vile passions" (v. 26). He let them go to pursue their open rebellion. 
Multitudes of sinners who are just like that-the vast majority of them, it seems-never do repent or return. But God's 
joy is effusive over those who do. And His mercy toward them is boundless. 
 
As Jesus continues with His parable, it becomes obvious that the second (and opposite) kind of sinner is epitomized 
by the elder brother. This young man is an emblem of all the seemingly honorable, superficially moral, or outwardly 
religious sinners-people just like the scribes and Pharisees. Here is a sinner who thinks hypocrisy is as good as real 
righteousness. What he looks like on the outside cloaks a seething rebellion on the inside. 
 
The elder son is the third major character in the parable, and as it turns out, he is the one who embodies the parable's 
main lesson. His most obvious characteristic is his resentment for his younger brother. But underneath that, and even 
more ominously, it is clear that he has been nurturing a quietly smoldering hatred for the father-for a long, long time, 
it appears. This secretly rebellious spirit has shaped and molded his character in a most disturbing way. 
 
Luke 15:25-28 says, "Now his older son was in the field. And as he came and drew near to the house, he heard music 
and dancing. So he called one of the servants and asked what these things meant. And he said to him, 'Your brother 
has come, and because he has received him safe and sound, your father has killed the fatted calf.' But he was angry 
and would not go in."  
 
People often assume that the elder son represents a true believer, faithful all his life but suddenly caught off guard by 
his father's generosity to the wayward brother and therefore a little bit resentful. By that interpretation, the elder 
brother really needed nothing more than an attitude adjustment. 
 
That interpretation misses the whole point of the parable, though. The elder son has never truly been devoted to his 
father. He is by no means symbolic of the true believer. Instead, he depicts the religious hypocrite. He is the Pharisee 
figure in Jesus' story. He probably had the whole village sincerely believing that he was the "good" son-very respect-
ful and faithful to his father. He stuck around the house. He pretended to be a loyal son. But in reality, he had no 
genuine respect for his father, no interest in what pleased his father, no love for the father's values, and no concern for 
his needy younger brother. That all becomes very clear as the story unfolds. 
 
The elder brother turns out to be just as lost and hopelessly enslaved to sin as his brother ever was. He just won't 
admit that not to himself or to anyone else. 
 
RECAPPING THE STORY FROM A PHARISEE'S POINT OF VIEW 
Jesus was a master storyteller, and He knew exactly how to pull His audience into His stories. The Pharisees were 
about to become part of this tale in a most unexpected way. They had been following the narrative and making ethical 
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judgments with every turn of the plot. But up to this point they were still listening from the perspective of onlookers. 
Until now, they had stood comfortably outside the story, passing judgment on the Prodigal, his father, and even Jesus. 
Pharisees always enjoy that kind of thing. Something about being shocked and outraged by the conduct of other 
people is just plain fun for any true Pharisee. So they were paying close attention to Jesus' story, even if only to be 
critical. 
 
Then Jesus ingeniously turned the tables on them and put them under the microscope. 
 
Imagine for a moment that you are one of the scribes or Pharisees a legalist-listening as Jesus tells this story. In your 
assessment, practically everything the characters in this story have done up to this point has been permeated with 
shame. The Prodigal Son's escapades were scandalous. The father's rush to forgive was appalling. A huge banquet 
where all the villagers became participants in the merrymaking capped it all off with yet another disgraceful event-a 
veritable celebration of shame. 
 
Along the way, you have been producing gasps, exclamations, and gestures in all the places where you felt you 
needed to make your disapproval known. When the son demanded his inheritance, you frowned deeply and shook 
your head. When the father gave him what he asked for, you muttered in protest. When the boy quickly squandered all 
his wealth, you exclaimed about the shame of it all. 
 
When he took a job tending pigs, you gasped in horror and wrung your hands. And so on. Certain aspects of the story 
have been mystifying to you, such as the Prodigal's repentance and his decision to come home. But then suddenly you 
were outraged again because of the father's unexpected clemency. Finally, the elaborate feast just left you shaking 
your head. 
 
To your way of thinking, the father's determination to celebrate is in some ways the most troubling occurrence so far. 
It's something you could not possibly have foreseen, and you do not like the direction the story is headed at the 
moment. 
 
Nevertheless, the story has drawn you in, because its major themes are the very things you care most about: honor and 
shame, earning approval versus deserving wrath, maintaining a proper appearance as contrasted with openly sinning, 
and being rewarded for doing well as opposed to being scorned for doing wrong. You have followed the story with 
the expectation that those who have acted so shamefully will somehow in the end reap the appropriate consequences. 
 
In short, you are waiting for one of the characters to do something you perceive as right and honorable. The elder 
brother is your last, best hope. Here comes someone any Pharisee could identify with. You think to yourself, Surely at 
last, this guy will set the story right. 
 
THE ELDER BROTHER TAKES CENTER STAGE 
The Prodigal Son's brother had been out in the field that day. He was most likely overseeing a crew of servants who 
did the hard work while he told them what to do. Noblemen's sons of this stature did not normally need to do any dirty 
work for themselves. 
 
And since this particular young man was evidently as concerned as the Pharisees were about maintaining their honor, 
it seems unlikely that he would be doing anything beneath his dignity. 
 
But he was nevertheless "in the field" (Luke 15:25) and therefore completely oblivious to all that had happened in his 
father's life that day. That meant he was also unaware of the celebration that was already underway at his house, even 
though the whole rest of the village had been in a buzz about it for hours. 
 
It appears that it was late in the evening, perhaps even dark already, when the elder brother showed up. We can 
deduce that from the noise of the celebration when he arrived. A party such as this would commence in a very 
imprecise way. (Life in that culture was not governed by the clock the way our events are today.) Before the workday 
was over, the announcement would go outin this case, no doubt, as a general invitation to everyone in the village and 
its vicinity: "Come! We are killing the fatted calf. The nobleman's son has come home, and they are having a feast." 
People would begin to arrive in the late evening, after the workday was finished and they had time to dress for the 
party. The real festivities would begin around sundown, and as more and more people arrived, the celebration would 
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become louder and livelier. Singing and celebrating continued well into the night as the ebb and flow of this wonder-
ful celebration took place. 
 
The party was already full blown when the elder son arrived and discovered to his complete surprise what was 
happening. These details are significant on several counts. First of all, it is yet more evidence that this family's estate 
was enormous and the family lands were vast. The field where the elder brother was working must have been some-
place remote in order for him not to catch wind of the goings-on in the village and at the house all day--especially 
once the musicians, dancers, and hundreds of guests began arriving. Furthermore, the lateness of his arrival indicates 
that he had come from a long way off. 
 
More significant, however, is the fact that he walked into this celebration completely oblivious to the fact that any 
such event had been planned. Here was the biggest event the village had ever seen-the greatest celebration his family 
had ever hosted-and he knew nothing about it. 
 
It is a striking fact that neither the father nor anyone else had told the elder son about his brother's return. In all the 
excitement, no messenger had been sent to bring him the glad tidings, and (even more telling) he had not even been 
asked to assist with preparations for the celebration. That is extremely surprising because with so much to coordinate 
and so many tasks and people requiring oversight, the help of someone with the clout of a nobleman's firstborn son 
would certainly be a great benefit. In fact, the responsibility for setting up and overseeing the arrangements for an 
event like this in that culture would normally fall on the shoulders of the eldest son. Party planning was hardly a 
patriarchal duty. 
 
In this case, however, before the elder boy even came into the picture, all the preparations were complete, the entire 
village had been summoned, musicians and dancers were already leading the festivities, and the party was well and 
truly under way. Why was he not told before this? 
 
There's only one reasonable explanation. This son had no better relationship with his father than the Prodigal did 
when he first left home. The father surely knew that-even if no one else did. 
 
Sure, the elder brother was still living at home. An onlooker from outside the family might not notice any obvious 
tension between the father and his firstborn. But all his supposed faithfulness and compliance with the father's will 
was just a sham. It was nothing more than his way of getting what he wanted-approval, affirmation, wealth, land, and 
prestige in the community. In reality, this boy was every bit as estranged from the father as his openly rebellious 
younger brother had ever been. 
 
The elder brother had already given clear evidence of that at the beginning of the story when he did nothing to 
dissuade his brother from taking his portion of the inheritance and leaving home. If he had been the least bit interested 
in his father's honor, he ought to have done something to defend it. Instead, he likewise took his part of the inheritance 
gladly, no doubt pleased to benefit so richly from the younger boy's open rebellion while maintaining the thin veneer 
of his own respectability. The elder son was actually guilty of a more passive-but equally sinister-form of rebellion, 
and his actions here prove it. He had no relationship with anyone in the family not the father, and certainly not his 
younger brother. 
 
The fact that he was not quickly summoned as soon as the Prodigal arrived seems to be clear evidence that at least the 
father could see what was really in the elder brother's heart. The father knew the real truth about his firstborn son, 
even if it wasn't obvious to everyone else. 
 
That's why the celebration began without him. The father probably anticipated how the elder brother would react to 
his brother's homecoming, and therefore he deliberately did not bring him into the process early. He didn't need this 
young man's sour, sulking attitude to be a wet blanket on such a festive occasion. Besides, the boy's passive-
aggressive antagonism would have been no help at all-in fact, it would have been a serious impediment during the 
preparatory stages of putting on a great feast like this. So the father simply let the elder son remain in the field while 
he himself organized the celebration, invited the guests, began the party, and acted as sole host. 
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A HOMECOMING OF A DIFFERENT SORT 
Just as the younger son's fleeing to the far country serves to show how poorly he regarded his father, so this one's 
being out in the field is a fitting metaphor for where he stood in terms of his own family. Both sons were far away 
from the father. In the end they both came home-but with totally different attitudes and to very different receptions. 
 
As the elder son approached the house, "he heard music and dancing" (v. 25). This was typical at wedding feasts and 
other festive occasions. It was a celebratory style of music, normally led by professional instrumentalists and singers 
who were hired to maximize the joyfulness of the atmosphere. Guests' voices would join in the singing, and a group of 
men would typically form a circle and dance, while women and children stood on the outer perimeter clapping 
rhythmically and singing along. It was deliberately loud and raucous, and with a party this size, the elder son probably 
began to hear it while he was still more than half a mile away.  
 
The smell of roasted meat would also permeate the air. The fattened calf had been killed. Typically, the meat would 
be carved into large roasts, which would be slow-cooked in wood-burning bread ovens. Large slabs of the veal roasts 
would be cooked sequentially so that while people who arrived early were eating, meat was continually being cooked 
for those who would come later. The serving continued for hours in an endless buffet. The aroma from that much 
meat cooking in fruitwood ovens would fill the atmosphere with a delightful scent that would likewise reach a fair 
distance. 
 
The elder son, returning from the field without a clue what any of this signified, would easily detect all the signs of a 
great celebration in the air. He was surprised and understandably curious. What could this possibly mean? 
 
Of course there was no reason whatsoever for him to make any negative assumptions. Anyone coming upon a scene 
like this ought to meet it with the highest expectations and an eager heart. All the music and dancing made it perfectly 
obvious, after all, that he was walking into a celebration, not a funeral. He ought to have been excited to learn what 
spectacularly good news could possibly have unleashed an unplanned celebration of this magnitude. You would think 
he would run to the noise and see for himself. 
 
But not so. This young man was clearly in a glass-half-empty kind of mood. He was suspicious. (Legalists are almost 
always suspicious, particularly when they encounter joyful people.) He was stunned, confused, and clearly less than 
pleased to see such a party in full swing at his home but without his knowledge. After all, when he went out to the 
field that morning, it was a day like any other day. He had now come home at a late hour, and with no warning, he 
arrived to find the biggest celebration he had ever witnessed, already underway, and under his own roof. 
 
The elder brother's surprise is perfectly understandable; his extreme indignation is not so easily excused. 
His reaction suggests that he assumed from the get-go that whatever news had provoked such delirious joy on the part 
of his father was going to be something he would resent. So "he called one of the servants and asked what these things 
meant" (v. 26). 
 
A BOYCOTT ONLY A PHARISEE COULD APPRECIATE 
If this son's heart were right-if he had even an ounce of genuine love or authentic concern for anyone in his family 
besides himself the text would say, "He ran to the house to see what all the joy was about." In fact, if his heart had not 
been completely devoid of all natural filial affection, he would have run directly to his father, embraced him, and 
asked, "What glorious news are we celebrating? What's going on?" Then his father would have said, "Your brother's 
home," and they would have embraced and rejoiced together with tears. 
 
The elder son must have known very well how much his father loved the younger brother. Anyone could easily see 
what a grief the man suffered when the boy rebelled and what an ache he had carried in his heart every single day 
since the Prodigal ran away. If the stay-at-home son had truly loved his dad, whatever made the father rejoice should 
have been an occasion for him to rejoice as well-especially something this near and dear to the father's heart. 
 
But the elder brother did not respond that way. He remained outside, slowing to a halt before he reached the house, 
deliberately keeping his distance from the celebration. He demanded to know what was going on before he would 
even think of joining the festivities. Verse 26 says, "He called one of the servants and asked what these things meant."  
 
The Greek word translated "servant" in that verse signifies a young, preadolescent boy. All the adult servants were 
inside, of course, taking care of guests. But household servants living on a large estate such as this would naturally 
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have their own families. Some of them were young children. They were themselves called "servants" by virtue of the 
fact that they were born into servants' families. They might even occasionally run errands at the behest of the master, 
but they were still too young to be of much help during a gala such as this. So they would play together on the outer 
fringes of the celebration. 
 
A huge event like this with so much food and the opportunity to stay up late into the night was obviously a joyous 
occasion for them too. The children would have their own little party outside, and in that way even the servants' 
children became participants in the joy of this wonderful celebration. 
 
That was apparently the first group the elder brother met as he came in the direction of the house. Of course, he was a 
person of the highest rank in the household, so he was not someone the servant children would talk to casually. They 
even may have lowered their animated chatter to a whisper as he approached. But he summoned one of them over and 
asked what was going on. Actually, the language Jesus employed suggests that he demanded an explanation, not from 
his own father, but from someone who would be totally intimidated by him. The verb tense in verse 26 is imperfect, 
implying repeated action: "He kept inquiring." This suggests that he inundated the boy with a barrage of questions: 
What is going on? How is it that I didn't know about this? Why wasn't I even consulted? 
 
The servant boy's answer implies that he expected the elder brother to welcome the good news: "Your brother has 
come, and because he has received him safe and sound, your father has killed the fatted calf" (v. 27). The Greek 
expression translated "safe and sound" in the English version is the same root from which our word hygiene is 
derived. It speaks of wholeness, cleansing, and health. The servant boy was not merely announcing that the Prodigal 
Son was finally home from the far country, but also that he was dramatically changed for the better. More important, 
the father had received him. Their relationship was restored. That's what this party was all about. 
 
The fatted calf that was being prepared for some other celebration had been slaughtered for this one instead. The 
servant boy's brief synopsis summed up the entire day's events in remarkably few words. It told the elder brother 
everything he needed to know. 
 
But the elder brother was by no means pleased to hear the news. Given the cultural context, the seriousness of the 
younger boy's sin, and the fact that the elder brother had not yet seen the Prodigal or heard any expression of repen-
tance from his own lips, we might not expect him to rise instantly to the same full height of joy his father had. But if 
this son felt any genuine love for his father at all, he would not have reacted to his brother's return as if it were bad 
news. 
 
At the very least, he ought to have been filled with some sense of relief to know that his brother was safely at home. 
He had witnessed the Prodigal's rebellion. He knew very well what kind of wicked, self-destructive attitude the boy 
left home with. Wouldn't it seem reasonable that he should be glad to learn that the boy was alive-and curious to see 
for himself how his younger brother might have changed?  
 
But he was neither of those things. Instead, his immediate response was extreme anger. He refused to go in. 
 
THE TRUE HEART OF THE ELDER SON REVEALED 
Don't miss the real reason for the elder brother's intense displeasure. As we will see in the chapter that follows, all this 
pouting fury was not so much aimed at the Prodigal Son. Instead, it was focused directly against the father. This 
firstborn son clearly had no affection for his younger brother, but the father was the one whom he most resented. 
 
He could tell from the servant's report that his father had made peace with the Prodigal. The father had not only 
"received him safe and sound," but he had "killed the fatted calf, too" (v. 27). The meaning of such a gesture was 
clear. The father had already fully forgiven the wayward boy, and their reconciliation was complete. 
 
It wasn't even as if the miscreant showed up looking for help and the tenderhearted father was now thinking about a 
suitable punishment for him. Apparently, the father wasn't requiring the Prodigal to make any kind of restitution or 
devising a scheme for him to earn his reconciliation. That would not be necessary now. It was obvious to all that the 
father had already received his son in peace, fully forgiven him, and now was throwing this lavish block party to 
honor rather than shame the boy. 
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Worst of all, in order to do it, the father was spending resources that would rightfully belong to the elder brother as 
soon as the father died-in effect, diminishing the value of the "faithful" son's inheritance. 
Understand: this elder son didn't care at all about the father's joy. He wasn't interested in joining the celebration. All 
he cared about were his own rights and possessions. The elder brother was every bit as self-seeking and devoid of true 
appreciation for the father as the Prodigal Son was at the beginning of the parable. 
 
But for the first time in the story, the Pharisees were saying to themselves, Yes! That is exactly the right attitude! That 
is precisely what any self-respecting person ought to feel. He is right to be outraged. We are outraged. This whole 
story has described one atrocity after another, and it's about time someone in the story spoke up and said so. 
 
This is an exact mirror of the real-life situation we saw at the very beginning of Luke 15: "All the tax collectors and 
the sinners drew near to Him to hear Oesus]. And the Pharisees and scribes complained, saying, "This Man receives 
sinners and eats with them" (vv. 1-2). The scribes and Pharisees remained outside the celebration. They resented it. 
They were outraged by it. It was a scandal and an affront to their dignity. 
 
The elder son is a perfect emblem for the Pharisees. He had no appreciation for grace because he thought he didn't 
need it. As we shall soon observe, he figured he had earned his father's full approval without recourse to any special 
grace or mercy. If he didn't need grace and had never even thought to ask for any, he didn't see why grace should be 
offered to anyone else. 
 
The truth is, he didn't really even believe in grace. He might have given lip service to the word. He probably talked 
about God's mercy and forgiveness as though he really believed in those virtues: But in reality, he thought of such 
things as favors to be earned rather than wholly gracious blessings that can only be granted freely. He had no concept 
of unmerited favor. The very idea of free forgiveness was repugnant to him. 
 
Naturally, with such a view of grace, the father's forgiveness toward the Prodigal Son seemed like a deliberate slight 
to the elder brother. The wayward son was receiving honors the elder, more faithful boy had never once been offered. 
It was an insult to him. He was stunned. He was outraged. He was confused. But mostly, he was resentful. 
 
On a completely human level, such a response might seem understandable. But it was in fact the ultimate proof that 
this elder son had no true love for his father. lfhe really wanted to honor his father, here was the perfect opportunity. If 
he weren't so consumed with himself, his own prestige, his own property, and his own selfish agenda, he might have 
seen that. But the truth is, this son was secretly much more of a rebel than the Prodigal had ever been. He wasn't as 
obvious in showing his contempt for the father as the Prodigal had once been, but he privately nurtured the same 
wicked heart of rebellion, the same lusts, and the same selfish attiUlde. He tried hard to keep his sour spirit carefully 
covered up, but that only added hypocrisy to the list of evils he had committed against his father. His steadfast refusal 
to see his father's point of view and repent of his self-centeredness is what made his brand of rebellion even worse 
than his brother's. 
 
That was precisely the spiritual state of the scribes and Pharisees who criticized Jesus for consorting with sinners. It 
was exactly the kind of self-obsession and egocentric religious fervor their system fostered. Jesus likened them to 
fancy burial vaults-bright and shiny on the outside but full of death and decay on the inside (Matthew 23:27). They 
were religious hypocrites who stayed near the house of God for the sake of their own public image. But they secretly 
enjoyed all the same evil things as an unbeliever. 
 
Even all the Pharisees' religious activity was really only about their own self-promotion. They may have truly thought 
they were earning the good will of God. But the truth is that they were completely alienated from God. They had no 
sincere desire to honor Him. They had no vital interest in heaven's joy-in fact, they could not even tolerate that joy 
because it was joy over the repentance of sinners, and they refused to confess their own need for repentance. 
So they openly spurned the joy, and they deeply resented those who did repent. 
 
As Jesus continued with the parable and the Pharisees began to recognize themselves in the elder brother, their 
murmured expressions of displeasure must have begun to rise in a deafening crescendo. The lesson the Lord had been 
laying the groundwork for from the start of the parable was about to become very, very clear-and by now they might 
even see it coming. 
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(15:29) Religionists—Self-righteousness: the third fault of the religionist is his tragic self-righteousness. When you 
examine the sins of the elder brother, you can easily understand why he pictures the scribes and Pharisees. To begin 
with, he was self-righteous. He openly announced the sins of his brother, but he could not see his own sins (see Luke 
18:9-14). The Pharisees defined sin primarily in terms of outward actions, not inward attitudes. They completely 
missed the message of the Sermon on the Mount and its emphasis on inward attitudes and holiness of heart (Matt. 5-
7). 
 
Pride was another one of his failings. Just think, he had served his father all those years and had never disobeyed his 
will! What a testimony! But his heart was not in his work, and he was always dreaming of throwing a big party at 
which he and his friends could enjoy themselves. He was only a drudge. Like the Prophet Jonah, the elder brother did 
God’s will but not from the heart (Jonah 4; Eph. 6:6). He was a hard worker and a faithful worker—qualities to be 
commended—but his work was not a “labor of love” that would please his father. 
 
You cannot help but notice his unconcern for his missing brother. Imagine having to be told that his brother had come 
home! The father watched for the younger son day after day and finally saw him afar off, but the elder brother did not 
know his brother was home until one of the servants told him. 
 
Even though he knew it would make his father happy, the elder brother did not want his younger brother to come 
home. Why should he share his estate with somebody who had wasted his own inheritance? Why should he even 
share the father’s love with somebody who had brought shame to the family and the village? Reports of the prodigal’s 
lifestyle only made the elder brother look good, and perhaps this would make the father love his obedient son even 
more. No doubt about it—the arrival of the younger son was a threat to the older son. 
 
Note the elder son claimed three things. 
He claimed to be religious: “I serve thee.” A religionist does serve God through religious things: he worships, prays, 
tithes, witnesses, reads his Bible, and teaches. 
 
He claimed to be moral and just: “Neither transgressed I at any time thy commandment.” He never committed 
immorality, not any other dirty or unclean act that could be visibly or publicly seen. He never stole, cheated, lied, or 
cursed. He was obedient to his parents and responsible in his work and duties both to God and man. 
 
He felt he deserved more, that he was not recognized enough: “Thou never gavest me a kid,” that is, the spiritual food 
of power, love, joy, peace, confidence, joy, and the absolute assurance of heaven and eternal life. He felt he did not 
get enough, that he deserved more than those who were now filled with so much spiritual food and celebration. 
 
Note what the religionist lacks: faith (Matthew 23:23). He just does not trust the Father’s love and judgment, His plan 
of salvation and repentance for all. 
 
His True Character 
THOSE FAMILIAR WITH JESUS' PARABLES WILL BE AWARE that the plot, characters, and main lesson of the 
Prodigal Son's story bear a number of intriguing similarities to a much shorter parable recorded in Matthew 21. That 
parable was also about two sons. Jesus told it at the height of one of His most dramatic face-to-face encounters with 
Israel's religious elite. 
 
The Matthew 21 parable is especially remarkable for its blunt antagonism, aimed squarely at the chief priests and 
elders-the highest ranking religious leaders in all Israel at the time. Jesus told it on their turf (or so they supposed)-in 
the temple grounds at Jerusalem. They were the ones who had initiated this hostile encounter in order to confront 
Him. But He turned the situation around and put them on the spot instead. Jesus used the parable of the prodigal son 
to illustrate and unmask the Pharisees' hypocrisy. Then He forced them to acknowledge with their own lips that it is 
better for an openly sinful person to repent than for someone, who denies being a sinner to shield his sin behind a 
facade of respectable hypocrisy.  
 
Those priestly dignitaries were (to say the least) unaccustomed to being cross-examined like that. But Jesus still 
wasn't finished. He followed up the parable with a curt denunciation of their whole approach to religion. Here, briefly, 
is what happened. 
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It was late in Jesus' earthly ministry. One day before this, He had cleansed the temple for the second and final time in 
His three years (Matthew 21:12-14; d. John 2: 13-18), driving out the hucksters and money changers who were 
making an illicit profit off worshipers, and who gave the temple a carnival atmosphere. So this group of eminent 
temple authorities approached Him publicly, challenging him, "By what authority are You doing these things? And 
who gave You this authority?" (Matthew 21:23). At last, they would force Jesus to state plainly whose authority was 
behind His teaching. 
 
Of course, they knew Jesus' answer to their question perfectly well by then. It appears they were looking for a way to 
charge Him with blasphemy. And if they couldn't do that, perhaps they could find a way to embarrass Him. So they 
had decided on a question they were sure would back Him into a corner. If he claimed to be teaching with the authori-
ty of God, they would charge Him with blasphemy. But if he claimed any lesser authority, they could trump Him with 
an appeal to their tradition. 
 
Jesus agreed to answer their question-but only if they would first answer a similar question He had for them. His 
question was about the authority behind John's baptism: "Where was it from? From heaven or from men?" (Matthew 
21:25). 
 
Now He had them cornered. Since John the Baptist had been openly hostile to the institutionalized hypocrisy of 
Israel's religious leaders (Matthew 3:7-11), his immense popularity among the common people was a serious problem 
for them. Most people in Israel firmly believed John to be a great prophet, so if the temple leaders openly questioned 
John's authority, they could expect a serious backlash. But if they affirmed John's authority, they would be con-
demned for not following him. 
 
John the Baptist had been beheaded by Herod at least a year before this (Matthew 14:1-11). That solved one problem 
for the Jewish leaders by silencing someone whom they regarded as a gadfly and fanatic. But it also made John a 
martyr, dramatically elevating his popularity throughout all of Israel. So these religious leaders desperately needed to 
pretend they were neutral about John the Baptist. Although they actually opposed everything he stood for, they more 
or less tried to keep quiet about him. 
 
Jesus' question put pressure right on their sore spot. Either way they answered, they would be the subject of scorn 
from the people. Therefore they simply refused to answer and pretended ignorance instead: "We do not know" 
(Matthew 21:27). 
 
Jesus likewise declined to answer their question about His authority. But now He had another question for them. He 
put it to them by giving them the parable of the two sons:  "A man had two sons, and he came to the first and said, 
'Son, go, work today in my vineyard.' He answered and said, 'I will not,' but afterward he regretted it and went. Then 
he came to the second and said likewise. And he answered and said, 'I go, sir,' but he did not go. Which of the two did 
the will of his father?" They said to Him, "The first." Jesus said to them, "Assuredly, I say to you that tax collectors 
and harlots enter the kingdom of God before you." (vv. 28-31) 
 
That is extremely harsh language, with an unusually sharp edge. Don't overlook the biting severity of Jesus' tone when 
you read it. Most people both then and now would be completely put off by the sheer, unqualified bluntness of Jesus' 
language-as well as His harsh attitude toward the religious elite. But the circumstances called for just such a shrill 
alarm. 
 
Notice, too, that the symbolism of the two sons in that parable is crystal clear from its own context. The son who at 
first rebelled and then relented represents the "tax collectors and harlots" who came to Jesus for mercy and forgive-
ness. The son who said he would obey but didn't is a symbol of the religious elite-who made every pretense of 
faithfulness and obedience but were in fact the worst kind of unbelieving rebels. 
 
The close parallels between that parable and the parable of the prodigal son are too obvious to miss. The symbolism 
of the two sons is exactly the same in both parables. In fact, the Matthew 21 story is virtually the same plot as the 
parable of the prodigal son, minus all the coloring and rich details of the story line. Jesus is making essentially the 
same point. He is showing the absolute folly of thinking hypocrites like the scribes and Pharisees deserved God's 
approval. 
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In the end, He said, tax collectors and prostitutes who repent will enter the kingdom of heaven, but the most diligently 
religious Pharisees will not-unless they likewise repent and acknowledge their total dependence on divine grace and 
God's righteousness rather than their own good works and self-righteousness. 
 
That, as we have seen, is ultimately the message of the parable of the prodigal son as well. At the end of all the 
colorful details, the shocking plot twists, the human-interest features, and even the poignancy of the Prodigal Son's 
redemption, the parable comes down to this: it is a very serious and urgent wake-up call for scribes, Pharisees, chief 
priests, and any other religious person who is hypocritical and self-righteous. 
 
What are the characteristics of such people? Several of them are clearly evident in the Prodigal Son's elder brother as 
he angrily responds to his father. 
 
HIS ANIMOSITY OVER THE CELEBRATION 
Let's pick up the scene right where we left off at the end of the previous chapter. The elder brother, returning home 
late, arrives to find a celebration the likes of which he has never seen. He has just learned from a servant boy that his 
younger brother has come home, that the father has already forgiven the Prodigal and received him with joy, and that 
he has killed the fatted calf for a massive feast to celebrate the boy's redemption. As we saw in the previous chapter, 
the elder brother asked for and received no elaboration on any of those facts. He wasn't seeking further information. 
He had already heard enough. "He was angry and would not go in" (Luke 15:28). 
 
His anger here gives us a pretty good insight into his real character. It reveals what he had been bottling up inside all 
along. This son may have worked hard to keep a respectable facade, but on the inside, he was filled with bitterness 
that had already reached the boiling point and was ready at the slightest provocation to explode into absolute fury. 
 
What, really, did the elder son have to be indignant about? His father's joy over the younger boy's repentance and 
return was no insult to him. It was not as if the father now despised his own firstborn son just because he had forgiven 
the younger son. By expressing his great love for the Prodigal and his joy over the boy's return, the father was not 
saying anything negative about the older boy. Parental love isn't parceled out in finite amounts, so that whatever 
special love he showed to one son automatically diminished his feelings for the other. He certainly ought to be able to 
rejoice over a lost son's return without it being perceived as a slight by the son who had not run away. 
 
But as we saw in the previous chapter, there is plenty of clear evidence in the narrative to suggest that this son was 
just as rebellious in his own way as the Prodigal Son had been at the height of his folly. His behavior was different 
from his brother's, but his heart was full of the same lusts and desires. We've already seen one clear expression of this 
son's rebelliousness in his hesitation and suspicion when he first arrived and discovered the celebration. And now his 
secret spirit of defiance is confirmed beyond all doubt by his petulant refusal to take part in his father's great joy. 
 
By now the Pharisees were probably tuned in to the reality that, in Jesus' imagery, the elder brother was a mirror in 
which they could see themselves. If they hadn't picked up on it already, the phrase "He was angry and would not go 
in" certainly should have clued them in. 
 
Remember, what set off this string of parables in the first place was the complaint of the scribes and Pharisees that 
Jesus "receives sinners and eats with them." Everything from that statement (v. 2) until "he. . . would not go in" (v. 
28) has built relentlessly to this point, and the sinfulness of the Pharisees' attitude was about to be unmasked. 
 
Joy permeates the rest of Luke 15. The shepherd who found his sheep was so glad that he had a formal celebration for 
all his "friends and neighbors" (v. 6). The woman who searched for the lost coin until she found it could not contain 
her joy, so she likewise called her "friends and neighbors" together for a formal celebration (v. 9). Now the Prodigal 
Son's grateful father was so overwhelmed with joy to get his son back that he threw the grandest celebration ever and 
invited the entire town. So there is no question that the insuppressible joy of finding that which was lost is the recur-
ring theme that dominates this whole chapter. 
 
In all three parables, only one person refused the invitation to rejoice: this angry elder brother. His sullenness is all the 
more remarkable for the way it stands out starkly against the backdrop of so much joy. 
 
The point should have been crystal clear: since these three parables were lessons about God's own delight in the 
salvation of sinners, and since the celebrations were emblematic of the feast of the redeemed who participate in 
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heaven's joy-then the person who angrily stands outside the banquet and refuses to go in must face the reality he has 
excluded himself from the kingdom of God altogether. In other words, when the firstborn son crossed his arms, stood 
his ground, and refused to enter his father's celebration, that was an illustration of the very thing Jesus Himself made 
explicit at the end of the parable of the two sons in Matthew 21, when He turned to the religious leaders and said: 
"Assuredly, I say to you that tax collectors and harlots enter the kingdom of God before you" (Matthew 21:31). 
 
The Prodigal's brother gives us a vivid depiction of how the Pharisees saw things. He illustrates why they were so 
haughty and hateful in their dealings with others. They disdained the idea that divine grace was sufficient to save 
sinners. They resented the mercy of immediate forgiveness. They scoffed at Jesus' teaching that sinners could be 
justified by faith and instantly reconciled with the heavenly Father. 
 
Most of the Pharisees had been laboring their entire lives to be respectable and to gain God's favor. And yet some of 
the most debauched sinners in that culture (tax collectors, prostitutes, and demon-possessed people) had found instant 
forgiveness and full fellowship with Christ. He typically forgave them at the very instant they began to express their 
repentance. But the Pharisees weren't even asked to oversee preparations for the celebratory feast. It wasn't fair. It 
wasn't equitable. This was not the kind of Messiah they bargained for. 
 
Now, let's acknowledge the one kernel of truth in the Pharisees' perspective. Of course sinners don't deserve forgive-
ness and eternal life. The Prodigal Son did not deserve all the favor his father showed him. That was absolutely true, 
and not one forgiven sinner or restored Prodigal Son would ever claim otherwise. 
 
But the Pharisees' chief error lay in their belief that they did deserve God's favor. The elder brother was about to give 
voice to that very sentiment, and any Pharisee willing to be honest with himself would have to acknowledge complete 
sympathy with this proud perspective: “Lo, these many years I have been serving you; I never transgressed your 
commandment at any time; and yet you never gave me a young goat, that I might make merry with my friends. But as 
soon as this son of yours came, who has devoured your livelihood with harlots, you killed the fatted calf for him. 
(Luke 15:29-30) 
 
We'll look more closely at that little soliloquy before this chapter ends, but for now, consider the single most glaring 
problem with the elder son's perspective: by despising the father's grace, he was condemning himself. Whether he was 
willing to admit it or not, the elder brother needed the father's forgiveness and mercy as much as the Prodigal did. 
Instead of resenting the father's kindness to his brother, this son should have been the most eager participant in the 
celebration because he, too, was in desperate need of that kind of mercy. If he had simply had an honest understand-
ing of the wickedness of his own heart, he would have seized on the father's mercy as the greatest reason of all to 
rejoice. 
 
The very same truths govern the spiritual realm. Apart from God's grace, no one has power to do anything but sin. So 
those who scorn the concept of amazing grace only condemn themselves. Their works may appear good on a superfi-
cial level. They may be very impressive from a merely human perspective. 
 
But Scripture is clear: all human works, religious deeds, and acts of righteousness done with the notion of gaining 
God's approval are nothing but filthy rags in His estimation (Isaiah 64:6). They are tainted by impure motives. They 
are done with a desire for self aggrandizement rather than for God's glory. They therefore feed sinful pride and breed 
gross hypocrisy. Graceless works of religion are imperfect by every measure, and therefore they are utterly abomina-
ble to God, who can tolerate no standard shy of His own absolute perfection. 
 
That means grace is the only hope for any sinner. That's what this parable is about, and that is what the forgiveness of 
the Prodigal Son symbolizes. Those who repent and turn to Christ are fully forgiven and immediately covered with 
the garment of His own perfect righteousness. Thus they meet the impossible standard God requires-not through any 
doing of their own but through what Christ does on their behalf. That is how God justifies the ungodly (Romans 3:26). 
 
And that is why the same haughty, angry attitude of the Pharisees that caused them to resent Christ's grace toward 
sinners was the very thing that sealed their own destruction. 
 
HIS ENMITY AGAINST HIS FATHER 
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The father and his firstborn son in this parable are a study in contrasts. The father is kind and merciful, and he rejoices 
when his younger son repents. The elder brother was self-centered and cruelhearted, and he actually became angry 
over the father's kindness to his needy brother. It is a sorry display of childish exasperation, worthy of a swift rebuke 
from the father. 
 
But the father made overtures every bit as tenderhearted and gracious to the elder son as the mercy he had shown to 
the Prodigal. When word somehow came to him that his firstborn son was standing outside, refusing to come in, the 
father realized, of course, that this was an expression of angry rebellion on the elder son's part. Having endured the 
grief of the Prodigal's rebellion and just barely begun to taste the joy of his return and repentance, the father now had 
to contend with a second defiant son. 
 
The rebellion long suppressed underneath the elder son's hypocrisy had now broken into the open. The father no doubt 
knew all along about the cursed enmity hidden away in his son's heart. (It would be well-nigh impossible for a son to 
keep that level of disaffection a total secret from the father.) But his contempt for the father had now broken to the 
surface as full-blown insolence. 
 
Still, rather than scolding this son (or worse), the father dealt gently with him: "[He] came out and pleaded with him" 
(Luke 15:28). He actually walked away from the celebration and went outside, where the elder son was pouting. It is 
hard to conceive of anything else that might have caused the father to leave such a joyful occasion voluntarily in order 
to subject himself to a grief of this magnitude. But he was a gracious man, and he dearly loved both sons. So he began 
to entreat the elder son-pleading with him to set aside his bitterness, come inside, and join in the celebration. 
 
Here is yet another picture of God-in Christ-as the one who makes the first proposal of peace to the sinner. He is (as 
always) the seeker and the initiator. Although in that culture the father still had every right to command his son, and 
the son had a duty to obey, this father wasn't looking for grudging compliance. He had already seen enough of that 
from this son. Therefore instead of commanding his firstborn son, he pleaded with him passionately. 
 
That, by the way, would have been nearly as much of a surprise to Jesus' audience as the tenderness the father showed 
earlier to the Prodigal. Fathers in that culture did not typically plead. They didn't have to; they wielded authority. And 
in a case like this, where the father was in effect being personally insulted by his own firstborn son's refusal to come 
to a celebratory banquet in his own house-no one in that society would have thought anything about it if the father had 
taken the boy inside and given him a public beating for his insolence. At the very least, he might have locked the son 
in a room somewhere until he could be properly dealt with. 
 
Instead, the insulted father left his own celebration in order to beg the elder boy to relent of his despicable attitude. 
With nothing but mercy, he reached out to the boy the same way he had reached out to the returning Prodigal Son. 
 
But this son's response was markedly different, and it further reveals how deep-rooted his resentment toward the 
father was. Fed up and angry, he tore the veil off his own hypocrisy and unloaded his bitterness with language and a 
tone that was clearly meant to be insulting. He was clearly enraged now, and he didn't care who knew it. Look at 
verses 29-30 again, this time from the New American Standard Bible: 
 
But he answered and said to his father, "Look! For so many years I have been serving you and I have never neglected 
a command of yours; and yet you have never given me a young goat, so that I might celebrate with my friends; but 
when this son of yours came, who has devoured your wealth with prostitutes, you killed the fattened calf for him. 
 
With the very first word, "Look!" the deep enmity and disrespect toward his father this boy had tried all his life to 
conceal from public view suddenly erupted. Then, as today, for a son to address his father that way was a sign of utter 
contempt, and the viciousness in his tone is impossible to conceal, even in the printed version: "Look! For so many 
years I have been serving you" (emphasis added). 
 
Even when the Prodigal was still in the far country, when he first began imagining how he would come back and ask 
to be made a servant, he planned and rehearsed how to address his dad with the utmost respect and affection as 
"Father." In fact, the opening words of the two sons' statements side by side make a striking contrast. The rebel speaks 
with humility and a high regard for his father: "Father, I have sinned. . ." (v. 18). The supposedly good, respectful son 
speaks with sheer arrogance and disrespect: "Look! For so many years I have been serving you" (v. 29). 
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The Greek text is even more revealing. The elder brother uses the word doulos to describe his role. Literally, it means, 
"For all these years I have been your slave." That is a typical legalistic mentality. He was admitting that everything he 
had ever done for his father was done under a sense of compulsion, not gladly. His service to the father had been a 
drudgery equivalent to slavery in his own mind. His life at home was anything but a delight as far as he was con-
cerned. He had no joy of his own and therefore was not the least bit interested in participating in the father's joy. 
 
Why, then, did the elder brother remain at the task all those years? If his service to the father was such an odious thing 
to him, why did he not simply leave home the way the younger son did? The answer is simple if you think about it. He 
was the firstborn. He stood to inherit a double portion of the father's legacy, including the best and largest part of the 
land. He wasn't going to forfeit that for a cash payout the way his foolish brother did. But his attitude was the same as 
the Prodigal's had been at the start-perhaps even uglier. He, too, was basically wishing his father would die so that he 
could get on with his life. 
 
In the end, the firstborn son was in the very same place the younger son had started out. He wanted what he consi-
dered rightfully his, on his own terms, so that he could live however he pleased. 
 
He just had a different way of getting to that long-term goal. He lacked the boldness of his younger brother. He didn't 
have the moxie to run away. It was much easier for him just to wait until the father died, and then he would have what 
he wanted. 
 
HIS AUDACITY IN DESCRIBING HIMSELF 
The elder son's self-assessment is one of the most telling aspects of his whole rant. Listen as he expresses the typical 
hyperinflated selfimage of a religious hypocrite: "I never transgressed your commandment at any time" (v. 29). He 
sounds like the rich young ruler who listened to Jesus' summary of the Ten Commandments and then blithely replied, 
"All these things I have kept from my youth. What do I still lack?" (Matthew 19:20). 
 
What is it about hypocrisy that feeds pride? You might think someone who is a hypocrite could manage a modicum of 
humility to balance things out. After all, he of all people knows that what he pretends to be does not match the reality 
of who he really is. Why are people like that invariably proud as well? 
 
The obvious answer is that they are as good at lying to themselves as they are at fooling others. They are therefore 
hopelessly self-deceived. Because the hypocrite pretends to be good, he is under the illusion that he has actually done 
good-and therefore he thinks he is good. Having done all his "good works" just to benefit himself, he naturally 
becomes self-satisfied. He buries the truth of who he is as deep inside as he can, smothers his conscience, and there-
fore has no difficulty maintaining the illusion in his own mind that he has never ever neglected a single command. 
 
It seems we often hear from people like that nowadays. In this no-fault age where seared consciences are mass 
produced by public education, we have already seen two or three generations come to adulthood having been tho-
roughly indoctrinated with the kind of self-esteemism that deliberately teaches them to believe they are never actually 
in the wrong, no matter what. Many celebrities in the entertainment world have the act down pat. Most of them 
nowadays are nowhere as sophisticated or outwardly decent as the Pharisees were, but they are equally convinced that 
if there is anything wrong in their lives, it must be someone else's fault. I even saw a convicted pedophile and serial 
killer interviewed from his prison cell on the news one night. Asked why he decided to grant an interview, he said, "I 
want people to know I am not a bad guy."  
 
Sinful hearts have an amazing capacity for self-deception, and you see that dynamic at work in the rank audacity of 
this elder son. He was totally convinced that he deserved everything the father had given to the son who admitted he 
deserved nothing. 
 
Ironically, even as he was making that protest, the elder son was demonstrating by his actions that he had no love for 
the father, no interest in the father's love for his younger brother, no desire to participate in his father's joy-and no joy 
of his own about anything. He said he felt like a slave in his own household. He had clearly treasured up a heart full of 
resentment against his father. His heart was wretched.  
 
He was clearly as alienated from the father as his Prodigal brother had ever been. How could someone so thoroughly 
miserable honestly insist that he was perfect and without any need for repentance? Such is the self deception of sin. 
But he wasn't finished even yet. 
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Next, he compared himself to the father, and naturally, in his eyes, the father fell far short: "You never gave me a 
young goat, that I might make merry with my friends" (v. 29). In other words, "Your other son comes home after 
causing you public disgrace, and you give him prime veal along with a party with the entire village. I work like a 
slave for you for years, and you haven't even given me enough goat meat for a small reception with a few of my 
closest friends." 
 
That was not true, by the way. Remember, his father had given the elder son full rights to everything he owned. This 
false accusation is a thousand times more wicked than the elder son's insistence that he had nothing to ask his father's 
forgiveness for. Now he was actually suggesting that the father needed to seek his forgiveness. 
 
The way the elder son described what he thought his father ought to have done for him may contain a further clue 
about his estrangement. Notice that if the father had given him a goat, his desire would have been to use it to "make 
merry with my friends." The honor he imagined-and insisted he deserved-was the privilege of partying with his own 
friends. 
 
The elder brother's idea of the ideal party would not include his brother, his father, or their friends and neighbors. He 
was living in a completely different world. He had a completely different group of friends. He might still have been 
sleeping at home, but his circle of relationships was a closed group that excluded his father, his brother, and the wider 
circle of the family's relationships. He sought fellowship and companionship instead from people who shared his 
values, and that definitely excluded the father. (Incidentally, even that characteristic of the elder brother mirrors the 
attitude of the Pharisees. They strictly excluded from their circle of fellowship all who did not see eye to eye with 
them.)  
 
What we see here is an angry, resentful, envious, impenitent, and greedy young man. This was not merely a bad 
response to the unexpected shock of the day's events; this was the elder brother's true character coming out. 
 
HIS HOSTILITY TOWARD HIS BROTHER 
Next this embittered son turned his acrimony against the returned Prodigal: "But as soon as this son of yours came, 
who has devoured your livelihood with harlots, you killed the fatted calf for him" (v. 30). That, of course, was a 
further assault on his father's character, integrity, and virtue. He was still insinuating that his father had been grossly 
unjust. 
 
But what is most remarkable about that statement is its utter lack of any regard for his own brother. In fact, he refused 
to refer to him as "my brother." Instead, he called him "this son of yours"-and then he purposely brought up the sins of 
the Prodigal and reviewed them all in living color-even though he knew very well that the father had already declared 
those sins forgiven. 
 
It appears he purposely hauled out the most offensive sins and put those on the table first. He was naming sins for 
which, technically under the Mosaic principles of justice, death was deemed a just punishment (cf. Deuteronomy 
21:18-21). It was his subtle way of stressing that the Prodigal Son should be dead and that he would frankly be 
happier if he were. This was an amazingly coldhearted and wicked attack on a son he knew the father loved-before the 
elder son had even shown the courtesy of greeting his brother and giving him an opportunity to express his repentance 
personally. 
 
This was an egregious, unbrotherly attack on his younger brother. Remember, the elder brother had been perfectly 
content to see his rebellious brother demand his split of the inheritance early and leave home in the first place. He 
might not have technically been complicit in the Prodigal's rebellion, but neither had he been any kind of good 
influence on him. 
 
The firstborn son ought to have been a role model for his younger sibling. And, indeed, perhaps he had been. It may 
well be that the Prodigal Son had learned his disrespect from his elder brother-but lacking the restraint that comes 
with maturity, he didn't learn when to quit and thus overtly took his rebellion down a path that almost ended in his 
destruction. 
 
There is not a hint of sorrow about any of those things in the elder son's lament. He was concerned only about himself, 
his desires, his status, and his own self-love. He seemed to be suggesting that he would have been much happier if his 
brother had indeed died in the far country. 
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HIS INSENSIBILITY TO THE TRUTH 
Even though it appears the father knew all along that the elder son's heart was not right, such a sudden barrage of 
coldhearted rebellion must have caught him a little off guard. It was a stark departure from the normal passive-
aggressive style the boy had perfected. 
 
But even in the wake of that verbal onslaught, the father responded with tenderness and a soft answer. He said to him, 
"Son, you are always with me, and all that I have is yours. It was right that we should make merry and be glad, for 
your brother was dead and is alive again, and was lost and is found" (Luke 15:31-32). 
 
Eight times in this passage, the Greek text uses the word huios, the formal word for "son." Here, however, the father 
says teknon, meaning "my child." The father's tone was clearly full of grief and agonizing pain, mixed with compas-
sionate love and mercy. He was still using the most endearing terms and making an amazingly gentle plea. 
 
Remember, this son had addressed his father with no title, no name, no affection, and no respect: "Look! I have slaved 
for you." He had attacked the virtue, the integrity, the justice, and the righteousness of the father. The elder son was 
full of demands and devoid of any understanding. The father, by contrast (though he had the authority to command), 
made no appeal other than a gentle, reasonable plea. 
 
Sometimes it is easier to be patient with prodigals than it is with hypocrites. As a pastor, I think of that often. Former-
ly down-andout sinners who have been wonderfully and thoroughly converted are a true joy. They tend to be enthu-
siastic, eager to learn, full of gratitude, and zealous about bringing others to Christ. The people who tend to cause their 
pastors the most grief almost always seem  to be people who grew up in the church and learned early how to be 
hypocritical. The complainers, the critics, and the curmudgeons usually come from that group. It sometimes takes an 
extra measure of grace to respond rightly to these people. It is remarkable that the only Pharisee named in all the 
Gospels who became a follower of Christ was Nicodemus (John 19:39). 
 
This father did that. He knew this son was estranged and unhappy, and instead of scolding him for his sour attitude, he 
simply reassured his firstborn son of his love and affection, and reminded him of the riches that were already his. If he 
wanted a relationship with his father, it was his for the asking. If he had any needs, the resources were already there 
for the taking: "All that I have is yours" (v. 31). That was literally the case, and it had always been. This son had full 
usufructuary rights to everything on the property. His inheritance-which included everything the father had-was 
already available for him to use any way he liked. 
 
There is no sign the elder son responded to the gentle pleas of his father. By all appearances, his heart remained as 
cold as stone. 
 
So the father made one final plea, and it was a full reiteration of the main theme that dominates all of Luke 15: "It was 
right that we should make merry and be glad, for your brother was dead and is alive again, and was lost and is found" 
(v. 32). 
 
As far as the father was concerned, the celebration was perfectly right and natural. His lost son had returned a differ-
ent person. It was like receiving someone back from the dead. They had to celebrate that. There was no alternative: 
"We had to be merry and rejoice" (NASB). It would have been wrong not to celebrate. 
 
The unspoken implication should have touched the elder son's heart: "We will celebrate for you, too, if you come." 
 
The father's perspective was the exact reverse of the elder brother's. Did you notice that? Whereas the son acted as if 
he would have been happier for his brother to be dead, the father, who had long ago reckoned the Prodigal as good as 
dead and grieved over him for many days with a broken heart, was overjoyed to have him back alive. He could not 
understand his eldest son's attitude-because frankly, it made no sense. 
 
THE SPIRITUAL STRUGGLE 
This closing scene of Jesus' drama is quite surreal. The exchange between a loving father and his estranged son is 
deliberately juxtaposed against a celebration that represents heaven's supreme joy. 
The contrasts are stark and shocking. Inside, there is a vibrant celebration, with music, dancing, a feast, and a beloved 
son who is gloriously redeemed. 
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But out in the dark of the night, a spiritual struggle is taking place. While everyone else in the village was inside 
honoring the father, his own son had dragged him outside to heap contempt on him. The older brother, in the gall of 
his own bitterness, had just attacked the virtue, the integrity, and the character of his own loving father. It was as if 
every embittered thought he had ever locked away in his heart over all those years suddenly exploded out of him. His 
mask was torn off. His cover was blown. 
 
Nevertheless, the father responded, as always, with grace, mercy, tenderness, compassion, and rich, pure love. The 
ball was now in the elder son's court. How would he respond? That is where Jesus' telling of the parable ended-outside 
the celebration, with no satisfying resolution to the story. The father's plea to the elder brother simply hung in the air, 
and the parable ended with a tender appeal for his repentance. 
 
That is because the whole parable was told in the first place to make that entreaty stand out. It was really Jesus' own 
appeal to the Pharisees-and to all others who think they are truly worthy of God's grace and favor. 
 
If you, dear reader, are someone who thinks your own goodness will be sufficient to gain you a good standing before 
God, it is a plea that goes out to you also. 
 
(15:30) Self-righteousness—Compassion, Lack of—Hardness—Pride: the fourth fault of the religionist is his 
tragic lack of compassion and the understanding of God’s spiritual feast. Note three things about the elder son. 
1.He did not call the prodigal son his brother. He said with arrogance, “thy son.” He felt above and better than the 
prodigal son, despite the change of heart and life that existed within the repentant son. He felt no compassion or joy 
whatsoever. But note something: his statement was true. The repentant son was God’s true son. 
 
2.He focused on the prodigal’s faults, especially his immoral past. He ignored the prodigal son’s repentance, his 
return home, and the glorious reunion. He ignored God’s... 
• great love. 
• great forgiveness. 
• great joy. 
 
3.He did not understand God’s spiritual feast. The fatted calf would symbolize the spiritual food God gives to the 
repentant sinner. 
a. There was the food of absolute assurance of salvation and eternal life. 
b. There was the food of love, joy, and peace. 
 
15:30 harlots: We are never told whether in fact the charge of the older son is true. The complaint is a strong one, 
“Father, you honor immorality over faithfulness.”11 
  
(15:31-32) Religionists—Blindness—Unbelief—Rejection: the fifth fault of the religionist is his tragic blindness.  
 
15:31 all that I have is yours: The father responded to his disgruntled older son by explaining that just because 
someone receives a blessing, that does not mean there is no blessing for others. The father also implied that the older 
son always had the opportunity to celebrate with a fattened calf, since the animals were his. 
 
15:32 It was right: The father claims justice is being done and rejoicing should occur using the same dead/alive, 
lost/found contrast which appeared in v. 24. We are not told how the elder responds. The parable is left hanging for 
reflection. One is left to decide whether they rejoice at the return of the sinner like the father or complain like the elder 
son. If one is willing to rejoice at the presence of transformation in the sinner, one should also seek out the sinner who 
can benefit from it.12 
 
He fails to see two critical facts. 
1. The religionist has the same privileges as the repentant prodigal. Note the words, “All that I have is thine.” He 
has the worship, the Word, the promises, the preaching, and the teaching. He has constant exposure to all that is God’s 

                                                           
11Radmacher, E. D., Allen, R. B., & House, H. W. 1999. Nelson's new illustrated Bible commentary . T. Nelson Publishers: 
Nashville 
12Radmacher, E. D., Allen, R. B., & House, H. W. 1999. Nelson's new illustrated Bible commentary . T. Nelson Publishers: 
Nashville 
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(see outline— Romans 9:1-5 and notes— Romans 9:1-5 for more discussion). He can enter God’s “house of salva-
tion” anytime. All he has to do is repent, and turn from trusting the field of religion, and enter God’s house. He simply 
needs to believe in and trust the love of God. He is to stop opposing God’s love to the prodigal sinner and come in 
himself. 
 
2. The salvation of the repentant prodigal was real. 

• This thy brother was dead, and is alive 
• This thy brother was lost, and is found.  

 
Perhaps the most disturbing thing about the elder son was his fierce anger. He was angry at both his father and his 
brother and would not go into the house and share in the joyful celebration. 
 
Anger is a normal emotion and it need not be sinful. “Be ye angry, and sin not” (Eph. 4:26, quoting Ps. 4:4). Moses, 
David, the prophets, and our Lord Jesus displayed holy anger at sin, and so should we today. The Puritan preacher 
Thomas Fuller said that anger was one of the “sinews of the soul.” Aristotle gave good advice when he wrote: 
“Anybody can become angry. That is easy. But to be angry with the right person and to the right degree and at the 
right time and for the right purpose and in the right way—that is not within everybody’s power and is not easy.” 
 
The elder brother was angry with his father because his father had given the younger son the feast that the elder 
brother had always wanted. “You never gave me so much as a goat,” he said to his father, “but you killed for him the 
valuable fatted calf!” The elder brother’s dreams were all shattered because the father had forgiven the prodigal. 
 
Of course the elder brother was angry at his younger brother for getting all that attention and receiving the father’s 
special gifts. As far as the elder brother was concerned, the younger brother deserved none of it. Had he been faithful? 
No! Had he obeyed the father? No! Then why should he be treated with such kindness and love? 
 
The Pharisees had a religion of good works. By their fasting, studying, praying, and giving, they hoped to earn 
blessings from God and merit eternal life. They knew little or nothing about the grace of God. However, it was not 
what they did, but what they did not do, that alienated them from God (see Matt. 23:23-24). When they saw Jesus 
receiving and forgiving irreligious people, they rebelled against it. Even more, they failed to see that they themselves 
also needed the Saviour. 
 
The same father who ran to meet the prodigal came out of the house of feasting to plead with the older son. How 
gracious and condescending our Father is, and how patient He is with our weaknesses! The father explained that he 
would have been willing to host a feast for the older boy and his friends, but the boy had never asked him. Further-
more, ever since the division of the estate, the elder brother owned everything, and he could use it as he pleased. 
 
The elder brother refused to go in; he stayed outside and pouted. He missed the joy of forgiving his brother and 
restoring the broken fellowship, the joy of pleasing his father and uniting the family again. How strange that the elder 
brother could speak peaceably to a servant boy, but he could not speak peaceably to his brother or father! 
 
If we are out of fellowship with God, we cannot be in fellowship with our brothers and sisters and, conversely, if we 
harbor an unforgiving attitude toward others, we cannot be in communion with God (see Matt. 5:21-26; 1 John 4:18-
21). When they show true repentance, we must forgive those who sin, and we should seek to restore them in grace and 
humility (Matt. 18:15-35; Gal. 6:1-5; Eph. 4:32). 
 
The father had the last word, so we do not know how the story ended. (See Jonah 4 for a parallel narrative.) We do 
know that the scribes and Pharisees continued to oppose Jesus and separate themselves from His followers, and that 
their leaders eventually brought about our Lord’s arrest and death. In spite of the Father’s pleading, they would not 
come in. 
 
Everybody in this chapter experienced joy except the elder brother. The shepherd, the woman, and their friends all 
experienced the joy of finding. The younger son experienced the joy of returning and being received by a loving, 
gracious father. The father experienced the joy of receiving his son back safe and sound. But the elder brother would 
not forgive his brother, so he had no joy. He could have repented and attended the feast, but he refused; so he stayed 
outside and suffered. 
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In my years of preaching and pastoral ministry, I have met elder brothers (and sisters!) who have preferred nursing 
their anger to enjoying the fellowship of God and God’s people. Because they will not forgive, they have alienated 
themselves from the church and even from their family; they are sure that everyone else is wrong and they alone are 
right. They can talk loudly about the sins of others, but they are blind to their own sins. 
 
“I never forgive!” General Oglethorpe said to John Wesley, to which Wesley replied, “Then, sir, I hope you never 
sin.” 
 
Don’t stand outside! Come in and enjoy the feast! 
 
The younger and elder sons; or, differences of character in the same family: — Those who belong to the same family, 
and have enjoyed the same opportunities, often turn out very differently. One proves a comfort, another a grief, to his 
parents; for “a wise son maketh a glad father, but a foolish one is the heaviness of his mother.” Grace runs not in 
families; for, in this respect, a house is often divided. God takes “one of a city, and two of a family, and brings them 
to Zion.” Jacob and Esau were twin brothers; yet Jacob was a man of prayer, and, as a prince, had power with God 
and men, and prevailed; while Esau was a profane man, and sold his birthright for a mess of pottage. Some children 
become even exceedingly profligate, while others are quite steady; and among those who are steady there is much 
diversity, some being merely decent and inoffensive, while others are eminently dutiful and kind. So, in the case 
supposed in this parable, the two sons are represented as being of very opposite habits. (James Foote, M. A.) 
 
God allows man to use his independence: — It is surely worthy of notice that the father makes no sort of difficulty of 
compliance with his request. We do not even hear of a word of expostulation on his part. And this may teach us that 
when we elect to break away from our proper relations with God, and to assert our own independence, or fancied 
independence, of Him, we are free to do so. God does not constrain our will by the assertion of His superior power. If 
me are determined to turn our backs on Him, and break away from His control, we can do it, and He won’t hinder us, 
however much it may cut Him to the heart that we should wish to adopt such a course. I see a look of sadness pass 
over that venerable face, but that is the only outward sign of the sorrow and disappointment that fill the father’s heart. 
He calls both his sons into his presence, and there and then he divides his whole fortune between them, and the 
discontented boy finds himself possessed of all he desired, and of more than all that tie had dared to hope for. At last 
he is his own master, and can take his own coulee, and do just as he pleases. His eyes glisten, his heart bounds; but in 
the midst of his wild, hilarious excitement that sorrowful look on his father’s face must ever and again, methinks, 
have risen on his memory. Do you think, after all, he was really happy? Was there not already a bitter drop in his cup? 
He had gained his fortune, but how much had it cost! (W. M. Hay Aitken, M. A.) 
 
God does not deny foolish, inexperienced man his wish: — The latter is a free agent, and must needs be treated as 
such. If he will have the management of his own affairs, why he must just have it. Doubtless there would be many 
unreported conversations between the father and the youth before he consented to give him his portion. He would 
often lay his hand affectionately on his son’s shoulder and remonstrate with him. He would beseech him to remain at 
home and keep him company. Perhaps he would say, “Now that your mother is dead and gone, my heart doats upon 
you; for you resemble her much.” But no; the selfish youth would have his own portion, and set up a separate estab-
lishment. In like manner, if men will set up and set off for themselves, the Lord does not absolutely deny them their 
wish, although He yields reluctantly and after long expostulation. And the Divine Spirit still mournfully hovers near, 
saying, “Turn ye, turn ye; for why will ye die?” (F. Ferguson, D. D.) 
 
The fruits of sin: — What ate the fruits of sin? We see in this parable, and we know from our experience of human 
life, what the sinner himself thinks of it. He looks upon it as an assertion of liberty. Now, we are called upon in these 
parables to contemplate our Lord’s view of the same subject. He shows us in all three of them that sin has a kind of 
liberty which does not belong to the life of holiness; but He shows us also that this so-called liberty is no true liberty, 
and He reminds us that it leads to misery, destitution, and the most degrading bondage. 
 
I. THE WASTEFULNESS OF SIN. We can easily see how extravagance, heedlessness, and idleness waste men’s 

temporal possessions. We cannot so easily discern the wasting of our spiritual possessions. Take first the ef-
fects of sin in the bodies of men. This frame of ours is a thing far more sensitive and delicate than most of us 
imagine, and sin often leaves traces upon it which can never be effaced. The sins of the flesh do visibly waste 
a portion of that substance which God divides to man. But there are ravages committed by sin which, however 
naked and open they may be to the eye of Him with whom we have to do, are not easily discerned by the eye 
of man, especially by the eye which is itself clouded and discoloured by sin. Sin, in all its forms, is a waster. 
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In its more decent and respectable forms it may produce less apparent desolation, and yet the work of destruc-
tion may be as surely carried on.  

There are many things lost from a man’s soul of which he has little knowledge until some startling revelation is made 
unexpectedly, or the light of God’s truth and Spirit shines in and illumines the inner darkness. The corrupting and 
blighting of the affections, the hardening of the heart, the destruction of that tenderness of conscience which is one of 
man’s strongest safeguards, the weakening of the will, so that it loses its power of resistance to evil, the lost apprecia-
tion and enjoyment of the innocent pleasures of life, the utter inability to find any satisfaction in higher and better 
things — this is a fearful enumeration, and yet it is but a portion of the loss which is sustained through the ravages of 
sin. No tongues or pen can describe it, for no heart of man can know it. 
 
II. THE SERVITUDE OF SIN. One should suppose that the sense of misery, arising from the destitution of sin, 
would drive the suffering sinner to the place of penitence and to the throne of grace. And so it sometimes does. But 
frequently the reverse happens. Such is often the awful deceitfulness of sin. Nay, such is oftentimes the awful deceit-
fulness of sin, that those who have reaped its bitter fruits have turned from one evil to another, in the hope of effacing 
the results or the remembrance of previous transgression; or else, and perhaps this is commoner, they have descended 
to deeper depths of sin, have gone the whole way that it was possible for them to go, have drunk to the very dregs the 
cup of misery and death, in the mad hope that life and happiness might after all be found within it. And thus have men 
sunk down into that awful condition in which, instead of using their passions as instruments for self-gratification, they 
have been governed and controlled by them. For a time they were their servants, but now they have become their 
masters. It is a bondage which is only too common, although sometimes its chains are unseen. In some cases, it is 
plain and clear and undeniable; in others it is disguised and often invisible. Take the case of the man who is addicted 
to excessive drinking. I have seen men who were amiable, accomplished, fascinating, fall under the power of this 
demon. I have seen men, the superior of their fellows in intellect and energy, who seemed to be made to rule over 
men, become themselves the slaves of intemperance. And slavery and bondage are the right expressions to apply to 
their condition. I have seen the most frantic efforts made to escape from this tyranny. The shame, the misery, the ruin 
which flowed from it had been pressed on the mind of its victim by a friend. “Be a man,” he aid to the poor crouching 
slave. “Be a man. Stand up. Assert your freedom, as a child of God. Seek His grace, which will not be withheld from 
you, and by the power of that grace you will arise and beat down this enemy under your feet.” And courage returned 
to the trembling heart; and the man who had lain prostrate under the throne of this idol summoned up new strength, 
collected his energies, and resolved to fight the battle over again, and win it by the help of God. And sometimes it has 
been done. And sometimes, alas! it has not been done. 
 
III. THE DEGRADATION OF SIN. It was enough, one might think, that the  free son should become a bond slave. 
No! He must be taught all that was involved in slavery. He was sent into the fields to feed swine, unclean beasts, 
which it was a degradation for a son of Abraham to have anything to do with; and there he was “fain to fill his belly 
with the husks which the swine did eat”; for no man gave him better food. It is the lowest depth reached at last. It is a 
picture of men “serving divers lusts and pleasures”; and, awful as it is, it does not exceed the truth. Many of us play 
with sin, trifle with it, not knowing what it is. Like the playful tiger’s cub, it has not gained all its fearful strength, and 
manifests but little of all its latent savage character. If we could follow it in its fearful descent, and see how it sinks 
deeper and deeper in the mire of shame and infamy, we should realize more clearly what is meant by the degradation 
of sin. “What fruit had ye in those things of which ye are now ashamed?” asks St. Paul, well knowing what the answer 
must be. Sin is the parent of shame. (W. R. Clark, M. A.) 
 
Will a Properly-Trained Child Never Go Wrong? 
by Wayne Jackson 
“Does Proverbs 22:6 teach that a properly-trained child will never go wrong? Is the ‘rod,’ mentioned in 
Proverbs 13:24, literal or figurative? Is it a form of abuse to spank a child?”  
 
Proverbs 22:6 reads as follows in the American Standard Translation.  
“Train up a child in the way he should go, and even when he is old he will not depart from it.”  
 
Several textual matters should be considered first. The term “train” conveys the idea of a “dedication,” whether of a 
person or thing, to the service of God. The verbal form is found in Deuteronomy 20:5 and other passages (cf. 1 Kgs. 
8:63; 2 Chron. 7:5), having to do with the dedication of the temple. In the current context, it would have to do with the 
parents’ mental resolution to train and guide their children toward eventual service on behalf of their Creator.  
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However, the Hebrew text more precisely says, as reflected in the footnote of the ASV, “Train up a child in the way of 
his going . . . ” Some scholars suggest this indicates that wise parents will not only train their children in divine truth, 
but also consistent with each child’s temperament, personality, etc., (see Walter Kaiser, et al., Hard Sayings of the 
Bible, Downers Grove, IL, 1996).  
 
Combining both of the ideas suggested above, the passage seems to be saying that when godly parents determine that 
they will rear their children for the service of God (not as a mere appendage of life, but in passionate service), and 
when they are wise enough to do that training in harmony with the child’s unique personality (and every parent with 
more than one child acknowledges sibling individuality), that it generally will prove to be the case that the child will 
remain faithful to his training.  
 
Does this mean that a good youngster can never go wrong? It does not. Every person has been granted the individual 
power of choice. He makes his own decisions, and sometimes they are bad ones - in spite of what he has been taught 
and what he knows to be right. God once said regarding Israel - whom he regarded as his “children” - “I have nou-
rished and brought up children, and they have rebelled against me” (Isa. 1:2). Surely no one would dare suggest that 
the Lord was remiss in his “parental” responsibility.  
 
Proverbs are designed to set forth general truths - not iron-clad rules that are without exceptions. Let me introduce 
another passage to illustrate this point.  
 
“When a man’s ways please Jehovah, he makes even his enemies to be at peace with him” (Prov. 16:7).  
 
There is a general truth here, namely, that when a person lives a godly life, which will be characterized by high, 
ethical standards and a benevolent disposition toward others, he will attract the admiration of his fellows - even his 
enemies - and such will create a more peaceful environment for him.  
 
Of course that will not always prove true. Some are so evil that they are not affected by the kindly conduct of others. 
Did Christ’s “ways” please God? Of course. Were his enemies peaceable towards him? They were not. But this fact 
(exception) does not negate the general principle. So similarly with the “train up a child” maxim.  
 
Second, as to Proverbs 13:24, there is no reason to view the term “rod” in any light other than that of a literal tool of 
corporal punishment. One scholar has noted:  
“[The] failure [of the parent] to use the preventive discipline of verbal rebuke and the corrective discipline of physical 
punishment will end in the child’s death” (Bruce Waltke, Theological Wordbook of the Old Testament, Chicago: 
Moody, 1980, II.897; emp. WJ).  
 
No parent, of course, should physically abuse his child. To inflict physical damage is reprehensible. A properly 
measured “spanking,” however - especially in younger children who cannot yet reason effectively - certainly is not 
out of line. One would think that a wise parent could find a more judicious mode of administering discipline in an 
older youngster. Even in punishment, a child’s dignity should be respected whenever possible.  
 
Unfortunately, however, too many parents in our modern society have been propagandized by pseudo-psychologists, 
who view all “hands on” discipline as abusive.  
 
 


